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SUMMARY

Correlations are made between capacltance-voltage measureeents of MIS

structures formed on horizontal zone melt grown VgCdTe (x - 0.3) wafers and

the devices proximity to grain boundaries. Large changes in flat-band voltage

and hysteresis are seen though the density of interface traps is relatively

unaffected. The type and mount of changes seen are sufficient to account for

the wafer to wafer inconsistencies often seen in C-V measurements. Similar

fluctuations In surface properties over epitaxially grown wafers can be a;-

tributed to the low angle grain boundaries, which are present acting as unde-

aired interfaces in a similar manner

Low temperature (77K) electroreflectance measurements of the HgCdTe/PHO-

TOX" SiO 2 interface reveal a second set of El, El + A, peaks representing a

region with effective mole fraction of 0.1 in addition to the x - 0.30 peak

representing the bulk alloy. This lowered x value region is interpreted to be

distributed as islands near the interface and result from interaction of the

processed BgCdTe surface with the deposited PHOTOX" Si0 2 layer.

The complex admittance of an n-type HgCdTe/PHOTOX" SiS 2 interface, with

x - 0.3, has been examined for frequencies ranging between 1 MHz and 4 MHz.

The conductance method is used to decompose the total interface state density

into three types of components: a valence band tail, a conduction band tail,

and some well resolved discrete states. The fixed charge density is low and

there is no statistical broadening. The surface valance and conduction band

edges are both found to be shifted upward in energy relative to their respec-

tive bulk values; moreover, the surface has converted to p type. The energy

variation of the valence band tail states' response times follow a pattern

characteristic of Shockley-Reed recombination centers with a constant capture

cross section, but the behavior of the conduction band tail states Is more

complicated. Evidence is presented that the interface region has a higher Cd

concentration than the bulk.

Depth profiles of a variety of ions implanted into HgCdTe surfaces of 03
0

random orientations and channeling into the (110) surface are presented. The

ions reported are: channeled Al, Na, Mg, Si, P, As, H, Br and Cu; and random

3, Cu and P. Though some of this data has appeared in various other reports .. Z a

on this study it is compiled here because of the range statistics information
Codes

It contains.
Dist A "" !d/or

Dist ciag
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Ion implantation, commonly used to create n+ on p junctions for photo-

voltaic detectors in HgCdTe, is known to create a high level of donors due to

lattice damage. Deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) has been used to

study traps in n-type Hgo. 7 Cdo. 3 Te, associated with the implant induced lat-

tice damage. A new trapping center that is distinctly due to implant damage

is found at Ec - 0.19 eV. The electron trapping characteristics of this level

are unusual, showing a very small capture cross section of an- 5 x 10- 2 1 cm2  RE.

and a large barrier potential to electron capture. The large barrier height

indicates a weak electron trap and Implies a possibly strong hole trapping

nature.

The room temperature Ag/(Hg,Cd)Te interface has been studied in ultra-"

high vacuum with X-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. The Ag

evaporated onto (HgCd)Te diffuses 102 to 103A into the bulk of the

semiconductor, displacing HS as it does so. The bands bend 0.05 to 0.1 eV

upward at low coverage. No significant chemical reaction is observed.

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

(XPS), low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), and angle-resolved ultraviolet

photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) were used to study the electron beam in- W
duced Hg desorption from a cleaved (110) HgCdTe surface and the electronic

structure of the Hg-depleted surface. Solid state recrystallized HgCdTe

single crystals were used. It was found that the electron beam heating domi-

nated the electron beam-induced Hg desorption on HgCdTe. At the electron beam

energy used, the electron beam heating extended several thousand angstroms

deep. However, the Hg depletion saturated after a few monolayers were de-

pleted of Hg atoms. At the initial stage of Hg loss (only 3Z), the surface

bands bend upward (more p-type). The ARPES spectrum showed the loss of some E

versus K dispersion after 222 Hg atoms were removed from the surface region,

and no dispersion was observed after 43% Hg atoms were removed. These results

have mportant implications for the electronic structure of the surfaces and

for interfaces whose stoichiometry is altered.

Using previous photoelectron spectroscopy measurements of the cleaved

HgCdTe surface as a baseline, the extension of our investigations to techno- -

logically important processed surfaces of HgCdTe that have been cleaned by .

chemical etching is important in enabling us to understand the complexities of

these "device" surfaces. Composition changes are seen to occur upon etching

IV RPT60070 !:i:1
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of the material with bromine based etches. This etchant has shown anisotropic

reaction etch rates on HgCdTe, with Cd removal being the fastelt. The goal of

this research Is to determine the composition, degree of contamination, and

the production of oxides on theme technologically important surfaces and to

determine the pinning of the fermi level at the surface (Efs).

Several recent theoretiLal studies of the local structure of semiconduc-

tor alloys are summarized. First, dilute limit calculations of local bond

lengths and mixing enthalpies are discussed. These calculations include

effects due to both bond length and bond-angle distortions, as well as local

chemical rearrangements. Then, a new statistical theory of concentrated

alloys is described. Deviations from random alloy distributions (microclus-

ter) are predicted.

Harrison's bonding theory, the valence force field (VFF), and an elastic

continuum are combined in a study of the substitution energies A. and local

(first-shell) bond lengths di of isoelectronic impurities in semiconductors.

Explicit expressions for A. and d, are derived, which enable us to absorb

measured electric constants into the calculation and to study the chemical

effects arising from differences in the covalent radii and polarities. Se-

veral models based on VFF alone are also derived for comparison. The full

theory and at least five VFF models are found to produce impurity bond lengths

in excellent agreement with experiment. The substitution energies are shown

to provide good estimates of the mixing enthalpies nl of pseudobinary alloys

and to predict miscibility gaps properly. The chemical shifts in 2 are found

to be negative for most cation alloys but positive for anion substitutions.

We have identified the principal microscopic phenomena controlling dislo-

cation densities in bulk grown semiconductors. Based on this understanding, a

strategy for selecting materials to reduce dislocation densities is offered.

The relevant quantities are calculated from an extension of Harrison's bonding

theory, which, with our improved accuracy relates properties of the solidr to

the constituent atoms' valence electron energy states and wave functions. We

report on the alloy composition variation of bond energies, bond lengths,

charge redistribution among constituents, vacancy formation energies, disloca-

tion energies, and hardness. Several III-V and II-VI compound semiconductors

are treated including GaAs, GaInAs, HgCdTe, and ZnHgTe.

RPT60070 v
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The bond length and energy changes of the constituents of alloys relative

to their pure crystal values are calculated from an extension of Harrison's c
method. It is demonstrated that the already weak lgTe bonds are destabilized

by adjacent CdTe, HgS, or HgSe, but are stabilized by ZnTe. It Is also argued

that dislocation energies and the hardness of semiconductors vary as a high

inverse power of the bond length of the constituents. Hence, the shorter ZnTe

bond as an additive should improve the structural properties of HgTe and

CdTe. Experiments that support these predictions are noted. The electronic

transport properties of 0.1 eV bandgap HgZnTe are about the same as those of

NgCdTe, and the structural properties of the Zn compound are superior; thus,

we conclude that HgZnTe is likely to be the better material for IR devices.

The sensitivity of defect energy levels in semiconductors to the host

band structures and impurity potentials has been studied for approximately 30

impurities In CdTe using four different band-structure models. The discrep-

ancies in the defect levels between two different sets of band structures and

impurity potentials are found to range from less than 0.1 eV to the whole

bandgap (1.6 eV). The band-structure effects are analyzed here in terms of

detailed partial densities of states. Examples of contradictory predictions

from different band structures are illustrated, and ways to improve the theory

are suggested.

The dislocation energies and hardness of semiconductors are calculated by

an extension of Harrison's method. It is demonstrated in agreement with

experiment that dislocation energies per unit length are proportional to

d-3-d "9 , where d is the bond length and hardness is proportional to

d-5-d "11. The hardness is related to the interaction energies among disloca-

tions. It is argued that dislocation densities of semiconductors will be

reduced if they are alloyed with a second constituent that has a shorter bond

length. Experimental evidence supporting this strategy is noted.

The bond-length relaxation in pseudobinary alloys can be predicted by a X
W

simple radial force model. In tetrahedral structure alloys the bond-length

deviation of the solute in the dilute solution is a quarter of the bond-length

difference between the two components. This result agrees with the

experimental work done on the GalnAs system performed by Mikkelsen and Boyce.

vi RPT60070



A formula for alloy-scattering-limited electron mobility in semiconduc-

torts Is obtained for indirect gap systems with multiple band wVnima. all the

input parameters needed are defined explicitly. The drift nobility of SiGe

which has a dip at x - 0.13 and a broader minimum at x - 0.5 Is calculated by

adding alloy scattering to other scattering mechanisms and correlates well

with the measured Hall mobility.

A calculation is presented to explain the anomalous experimental behavior

of the Si 2p core-excitation binding energy and linewidth in SiGe alloys. The

observed minimum in the lineidth near x a 0.15 can be explained as the result

of a competition between intrinsic broadening due to screening and extrinsic

alloy broadening. For pure S1, the binding energy is estimated to be

0.15 * 0.05 eV and the width is shown to be smaller than that observed at x -
0.15.

Starting from realistic band structures of the constituent materials, the

electronic structure of SiGe alloys are obtained in the coherent potential ap-

proximation (CPA). Various quantities, Including the bowing parameter of the

fundamental gap and the energies of several optical gaps, the masses, and the

linewidths of the E0 and El transitions, are calculated on the basis of both

diagonal and off-diagonal CPA. All of the band-energy and line-width predic-

tions are In good agreement with experiments. Furthermore, the theory yields

alloy-scattering-limited electron-drift mobility in qualitative agreement with

experimental results.
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INTRODUCTION

This report presents technical results of the DARPA-supported HgCdTe

Surface and Defect Study program (contract number ?DA-903-83-C-0108) for the

six-month period ending July 1, 1985. The purpose of the program is to study P
P

the physics of the alloy system which d.termine how interfaces are formed, in

general, and passivated interfaces, in particular. This knowledge will then

act as a basis for developing improved interface technologies. The focus has

been on defect formation and the resulting alteration of electronic struc-

ture. The study examines HgCdTe surfaces from the atomically clean surface

produced by cleaving in ultrahigh vacuum, and the initial stages of interface

formation to detailed examination of the final device interface. To probe the

device interface we have relied on that PHOTOX" Si0 2 /HgCdTe interface formed

in an MIS device. Since we are interested in the effects due to the HgCdTe

alloy itself some examination of the technologies involved has been necessary

so that the general effects due to fundamental properties, general to the

alloy itself, can be isolated.

The program has relied on two principal types of HgCdTe material both

grown at SBRC. These are horizontal zone melt and solid state recrystallized

.5. ingots. The zone melt process produces very pure ingots due to the sweeping

out of impurities by passage of the melt zone through the ingot. N-type dop-

ing levels can be in the mid 101 3c 3 range producing state-of-the-art metal

insulator semiconductor (MIS) and photoconductive devices. The solid state

recrystallization technique is used to produce the large single crystal sec-

tions needed for cleaving in order to produce atomically clean surfaces for

examination of the undamaged electrbnic structure, and oriented wafers for

channeled implantation. Measurements of the cleaved surface form a necessary

basis for all further determination of alterations of electronic structure.

Due to the small (approximately I cm) cross sections of the ingots produced by

these two techniques, SBRC first developed a liquid phase epitaxial (LPE)

grovth capability in order to produce larger photovoltaic arrays and has gone

on to develop a capability in vapor transport and interdiffusion epitaxy

(VTIE) and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (KOCVD) technologies and

very recently has begun a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) capability in coopera-

tion with the research laboratories at the Hughes Malibu facility. These

newer growth techniques are used as a source of a small fraction of the

RPT60070
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material examined in this study; however, the more mature bulk growth tech-

niques provide a larger self-consistent and more completely characterized

material base.

The picture now emerging is that the alloy's Interface properties are

determined predominantly by the extreme susceptibility of the alloy to de~ect

formation. Defect formation of one kind or another determines heterojunction

and passivated interface properties as well as the bulk response to ion im-

plantation. The surface is damaged by prepassivation chemical and mechanical

processes, or by application of over layers, such as Insulators, or by forming

metal-contacts. Results of the Investigations wehich contribute to this view .

* are presented in the following four sections of this report. Each section'

* covers results principally from one of the four main tasks of the study:

Interface Study task, Channeled Ion Implantation task, Surface Study and Oxi-

dation Chemistry and Alloy Bonding study.

2 RPT60070



Section I

INTERFACE STUDY

A. INTRODUCTION

This section presents results of the investigation of the interface elec-

tronic structure in MIS devices formed on aid-wavelength infrared (!44IR) (x -

0.3) HgCdTe with PHOTOX" SiO2 as the applied insulator. The focus is on the

properties of HgCdTe and how it forms interfaces in a general sense. Proper-

ties of MIS devices made specifically with PHOTOX SiO2 are Important as this

structure is our primary method of probing the semiconductor surface region,.

The effects due to the HgCdTe are expected to be general to all passivated in-

terfaces on HgCdTe with only minor and possibly insignificant variations.

The proximity of grain boundaries to MIS devices in polycrystalline

wafers of horizontal zone melt grown HgCdTe shows a strong effect on device

properties. Virtually all the properties measured by C-V analysis show some

variation when the device is made directly on a boundary. Grain boundary ':"

proximity is taken as being essentially totally responsible for all of the

significant nonuniformities seen in this study, from device to device across a

given wafer or from wafer to wafer. Taking grain boundaries as a general rep-

resentation of the class of all two-dimensional lattice defects we can expect

low-angle grain boundaries to be similarly active and to have a corresponding

effect on the uniformity of interface properties on epitaxially grown wafers

where low-angle grain boundaries are known to exist.

The structure of the HgCdTe in the region of the passivated interface in

HIS devices which are entirely free of the effects due to grain boundaries,

was investigated using low temperature, 77K electroreflectance (ER) through

collaboration with Professor F. Pollak's group at Brooklyn College. These de-

vices were specially prepared with a transparent gate consisting of 60A of Ti

over the actual device, with electrical contact made through a thil ker Au-

coated lead line contacting the gate. Two sets of El, E, + AI structures have

been detected. One set corresponds to the transition expected for the bulk
crystal; however, the other set is shown to represent a surface region which

is laterally inhomogenously distributed in bandgap. It appears that the re-

gion nearest the interface with the PHOTOX" SiO 2 consists of islands of more

Hg-rich material. These islands have an effective mole fraction of about

RPT60070 3
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0.1. Examination of the pre-PHOTOX SiO2 coated surface shows no corre-

sponding effect suggesting these lower X value islands are a result of the c S

PHOTOX" SO2 process itself.

Also presented In this section are results of a detailed examination of

the electronic state structure at the PHOTOX' Si02 interface using admittance

spectroscopy. These measurements were jointly supported by this program and a

program from the Air Force Material Research Laboratory. Admittance measures

both capacitance and conductance and allows separations of contributions to

the density of electronic states according to the states' response time.

Thus, distributions of states due to the same source can be identified.

Contributions have been identified that are due to conduction and valence bebd

tailing into the surface bandgap and resulting in a surface bandgap

effectively narrower than the bulk value. Also seen are well resolved

discrete states believed to be due to bonding between Te and some rare species

at the interface. Evidence is also presented that the interface region has a

higher Cd concentration than in the bulk in contrast to the photoemission

measurements of the unpassivated surface which indicate a severe Cd depletion.

1. INTERFACE CONSISTENCY

Interfaces produced on HIgCdTe have been seen to fluctuate in quality from

device to device and wafer to wafer in a variety of ways, even when the de-

vices incorporating these interfaces were produced in nominally identical

processes. Fluctuations in properties of HgCdTe devices due to apparently

uncontrolled parameters of the material or process are seen to be a common

thread running through all the different technological approaches to device

production. Isolating the specific degrees of freedom unique to HgCdTe is one

of the principal tasks of this effort. In MIS devices measured by C-V analy-

sis, for example, wafers cut from some ingots have been shown to produce above

average Interface properties more often than wafers from other ingots. These

properties include a lower or better shaped density (free of discrete defect

states) of interface traps, lower hysteresis, more uniform distribution of

flat-band bias, or longer storage times.

4 RPT60070
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The devices used in this study have been from the beginning the MIS de-

vices formed using a simple two-step process to clean and polih the surface

followed by deposition of PHOTOX" S10 2 as the Insulator, and a metal gate. No

photoresist processes or metal etches are used. This process has been applied

consistantly in order to provide a uniform data base to separate fundamental

material effects due to the HgCdTe from processing or device effects. The

* material used has consistently been the highest quality horizontal zone melt

grown HgCdTe (x-0.3) available at SBRC. Due to the zone melt process, the

material is of the highest purity and frequently produces n-type doping in the

1013 cm- range. However, this process does not lend Itself well to

consistent production of single crystal ingots so that the wafers used

frequently incorporate sections of more than one crystallite. The grain

boundaries between crystallites can be considered interfaces with properties

that combine with or alter those of the passivated MIS interface.

For this study, a number of wafers were selected that had produced re-

glons of MIS devices whose uniformity of properties among neighboring devices

ranged from very uniform to very nonuniform. The MIS devices were measured

and their positions recorded; then the gates and Insulator were removed and

the wafer was examined for grain boundaries. A very good correlation was

found between proximity of a grain boundary and size of the fluctuation of the

interface properties. It was also noted that device properties were very con-

sistent with each other when no grain boundary was present.

Two wafers each were selected from five different ingots. These were cut

from the section near the middle of the ingot in order to avoid the slightly

higher density of impurities which dan occur near the ingot ends. The wafers

were all Isothermally annealed in Hg vapor which resulted in n-type activity

at about I x 1015 cm-3. Flat-band bias (V ), hysteresis (Vhyst) and doping

density were derived from high frequency (1 MHz) C-V measurements. An average

of 40 devices per wafer was surveyed. High-frequency capacitance-voltage

curves and wafer photographs for representative wafers from ingots ZH-238,

ZH306 and ZH-258 are shown in Figures I-1, 1-2, and 1-3 to Illustrate the

association between grain boundaries and C-V curve distortion.

RnPT60070 5
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It was found that samples with no visible grain boundaries shoved good

electrical characteristics. As can be seen in Figure I-1 for tH-238-3D0, the

crystal quality on & macroscopic scale is very good with no visible defects or

grain boundaries. The corresponding C-V curves are clearly n-type with good

uniformity with respect to Cins, VFB and (ND-NA). Such uniformity indicates

uniform lateral distribution of residual donor impurities and any charge

sources within - I us of the surface (maximum depletion width for this doping

level).

In contrast, samples that shoved a multitude of grain boundaries, such as

ZH-306 shown In Figure 1-2, had low-frequency type C-V characteristics at

I Hz. There is also significant scatter in VFB and Cinse The low-frequency

type characteristics indicate the presence of a charge source that is able to

respond rapidly enough to follow modulations of the charge in the inversion

layer at I MHz. Cins 's also seen to be lowered in these instances.

Frequently wafers show large regions of good quality HgCdTe between grain

boundaries and it is possible to identify those devices formed on a grain

boundary from C-V results alone. Figure 1-3 shows the mapping for ZH-258-2AB S
as an example. It can be seen that capacitor E6 lies directly on the grain

boundary. The C-V curve for this device shows a rise in the inversion capaci-

tance not seen in adjacent devices. This again indicates the presence of a

rapid generation charge source. A summary of results of the average value of

Cins, VFB and AVFB is given In Table I-i.

The overall picture that emerges is that the presence of excess electrons

and holes, due to the change in lattice orientation and hence incomplete bond-

Ing which occurs at a grain boundary, acts as an interface whose characteris-

tics are combined with those of the device interface. This unwanted interface

contributes minority carriers in both n- and p-type samples. It is likely

that the lowering of Cins Is due to a component of the grain boundary capaci- '

tance in series with the passiv'tted tnterface's insulator capacitance.

Similar distortions are observed on oriented epitaxial layers grown on

single-crystal substrates which are free of grain boundaries; however, these

effects can be expected to result from other examples of two dimensional lat-

tice defects such as low-angle grain boundaries which definitely are present

both near the substrate interface and in the bulk of the layer.

LPT60070 9
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Table I-I. Summary of HIS Capacitance Data

Sample Crystallinity Cin s (pF) V1B(V) &V1B(V) Comments

Z-306-2AA Multiple grain 50 * 5 +0.5 * 0.5 0.3 low-frequency
boundaries type curves

poor uniformity

Zl-306-2AB Several grain 65 * 2 -0.2 * 0.1 0.2 n-type uniform
boundaries

in single region 64 * 2 -0.5 * 0.1 0.2 p-type uniform

in polyregion 50 * 4 +0.5 * 0.5 0.3 low-frequency
type curve#.

ZH-258-2MA Several grain 60 *10 -1.5 *0.5 0.4 mostly p-type
boundaries many devices wit.
5 distinct capacitance rise
regions in inversion

apparent high Ns

ZH-258-2AB One grain 70 * 2 -1.0 * 0.2 0.3 p-type; uniform
boundary devices on or

two regions near grain boun-
dary show rise
in inversion

ZH-238-3DA One grain
boundary

two regions of fair C-V
orientation uniformity

single crystal 53 * 3 -1.0 * 0.2 0.3
region

near grain 42 * 6 -1.0 * 0.3 0.3 low-frequency
boundary curves near

boundary and
near wafer edge

ZH-238-3DB Good, no
grain boundaries 75 * 3 +0.2 * 0.1 0.2 n-type

very uniform

ZH-245-3BA One grain 75 1 +0.1 * 0.1 0.4 vey uniform
boundary in n-type

corner
corner section 70 4 +0.1 * 0.2V 0.3 fair, less

uniform

10 RPT60070
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Table I-1. Stary of MIS Capacitance Data (Continued)

Sample Crystallinity Cins (pF) VFB(V) AVFB(V) Comments

ZH-245-3BB One grain 65 * 2 +0.2 * 0.2 0.3 n-type
boundary very uniform

ZH-296-3RA Small off- 79 * 2 +0.1 ± 0.05 0.3 n-type
orientation edge excellent
otherwise good uniformity
single crystal and o ss

ZH-296-3HB Four grain 78 ± 3 +0.2 ± 0.2 0.3 n-type
boundaries -small fairly uniform
off orientation more dispersion

section in going into
center Inversion and

slight rise in
inversion near

grain boundaries
and in center

section

As reported in Section I of the previous (Fourth) Interim Technical

Report for this program, a fundamental limit to MIS storage time was concluded

to occur because of bulk crystal or lattice damage on devices and material

similar to those surveyed here. Those samples, however, were selected to r

avoid the type of C-V characteristics indicating grain boundaries, and indeed

no such grain boundaries were noticed on the polished wafer. Certainly grain

boundaries between crystallites can, and have been demonstrated1 to affect

minority carrier lifetime and therefore storage time. Low-angle grain bounds-

ries may also be effective and may Indeed prove to be the limiting defect, but

this hypothesis remains to be investigated.

2. Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor Electroreflectance Study of HgCdTe at 77K.

We have measured electroreflectance (ER) from HgCdTL in the metal-

insulator-semiconductor (MIS) configuration at 77K as a function of gate

voltage. These are the first ER measurements of HgCdTe in an actual device

structure, in a "dry" configuration (i.e., nonelectrolyte )2,3,4 and at low

temperatures. The amplitude of the modulating voltage was 1.6V peak-to-peak

at a frequency of 220 Hz.

RPT60070 11
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The devices used in this study were MIS devices made on n-type HgCdTe

with a bulk x-value of 0.30 grown by the horizontal-zone melt Aechnique. The £

resulting wafers were then etched and polished to remove saw damage and iso-

thermally annealed in Hg vapor to reduce the cation vacancies left from the

high temperature (600C) growth. This lowers the native defect acceptor level

below that of the residue donor impurities and converts the wafers outer 4 or

5 ails to n-type, in this case about 8 x 1014 cm- 3.

The wafers were chemomechanically polished in a solution of Br2 in DMF

(dimethylformamide) and then dip etched in a solution of Br 2 in ethylene gly-

col to prepare the surface for PHOTOX - SiO 2 deposition. MIS structures were -.

formed by deposition of 1500A of PHOTOX" SiO 2 followed by a 60A thick Ti gate

metal. Electrical contact was made through a 4000A thick Au bonding pad on a

400A thick Ti interfacial layer adjacent to the gate and connected through a "

thin lead line to the gate. The gate diameter is 40 mil (1 mi1=25 ism) and

results in a measured insulator capacitance of about 180 pF. Only shadow mask

techniques were used to fabricate the device structure. No photoresist tech-

niques were employed.

Shown in Figure 1-4 by the dotted line is the experimental ER spectrum of

sample ZH-245-3GB(5) in the region of the El, E, + A, optical features at zero

bias voltage. It will be shown that the spectrum actually consists of two

sets of E1, E, + A, structures originating in different regions of the sam-

ple. To fit our data we have used the generalized functional form (GFF) pro-

posed in references 2, 3, and 5 to describe the electrolyte electroreflectance

(EER) spectrum of the El, El + A, peaks of HgCdTe and related materials. The

lineshape L(E) is given by:2,3,5

L(E) -C E-2[(g )L(E,5/2) - 4A L(E,3/2) (Ia)

-4 AE L(E,1/2)

where E - tw, p Is the number of spectral features to be fit and

2 '2n/4

L(E,N/2) = cos (e j- n 0 /2)[(E-E ) + ri/ (Ib)

12 RPT60070-
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with

* - tan r/(-E) . (Ic)

Also in equation (la) ( j) 3 2 2

8 j~

In the above equations Ej, rj, Cj, Oj are the energies, broadening parameters,

amplitudes and phases of the jth optical peak. The quantity ej is the magni-

tude of the modulating electric field and Pi is the reduced interband effee-

tive mass in the direction of t. The other quantities in Equation (Is) are

defined in references 2,3, and 5. The first term in Equation (la) is the

' third-derivative functional form (TDFF). Thus, the total amplitude of the

TDFF, i.e., C (1'a) 3, is a measure of the modulating electric field.

The solid line in Figure 1-4 is a least-squares fit of Equation (Ia) to

the experimental data using p - 4, i.e., two sets of El, El + A1 transi-
tions. The two sets of features are denoted EIA, (El + AI)A and Elg ,

(El + A1 )B, respectively, and their energies are indicated by arrows in the

figure. In order to demonstrate the need to use two sets of transitions we

have tried to fit the experimental data using only one set of E,, El + A,

features, i.e., p - 2. This is shown by the dashed line in Figure 1-4. It is

evident that two sets of features are required to fit the spectra, particu-

larly the small peak at about 2.3 eV (EIA) and the region between EB

(E1  AI)3. Note that the small peak at about 2.9 eV, which corresponds to

El + a A , Is not quite accounted for by the fit, even though Its presence must

be included.

Since EA and EjB are clearly resolved we will concentrate on these

features in the remainder of the discussion. We have studied the dc bias

dependence of the ER spectra of these two structures. Shown by the dotted

lines in Figure 1-5 are the experimental spectra in the region of the El , El

transitions for bias voltages of -3, -2.5, -2.0, -1.5, -1.0, 0, and + 3V. The

solid lines are the least-squares fit to Equation (la). Listed in Table I are

the energies, broadening parameters, and phases for the EIA and E1 B features

at the different bias voltages. Also displayed are the relative amplitude of

RPT60070 13
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the third-derivative components of the E1B [i.e., CB (1B)31 to E1A (i.e.,

CA ('6;A) 3J features, vhere we have arbitrarily taken CB (t4iB)3 " 1.

There are a number of interesting features In Table I-1. Based on a ter-

perature dependence of -4 x 10-4 eV/K we can estimate the room temperature

posi.:ions of E1A and EBin order to evaluate the composition x corresponding

to these two structures. Thus at room temperature it Is expected that
E mA u 2.21 eV and E B - 2.43 eV, corresponding to xA . 0.1 and xB a 0.37,

respectively.4 ,6  It should be noted that although the values of xA and x

depend on the assumption about the temperature dependence mode above the

difference (x B - xA) should be relatively Independent of temperature. The

value of xB is in reasonably good agreement with the composition of the bulk

material as deduced from the growth conditions.

From Table 1-2 r. a 65 meV and rA a 90 meV at 77K. Since no systematic

study of the temperature dependence of r for this material has been reported

we cannot make a rigorous comparison with room temperature measurements. We

can, perhaps, make an estimate based on Schottky barrier ER7 work on E, and

EI +D, of GaAs at 77K and 300K. From reference 7 there is about a 20 to

30 meV broadening of these features between these two temperatures. Thus, we

might expect r B a 85-95 meV and rA a 110-120 meV at room temperature. This

value of is comparable to the best reported r for IgCdTe. 2

The phases of the ER signals can give information about electric field ,"

distributions.8,9 As discussed above, the amplitude of the TDFF is a measure

of the modulating electric field t. Also an inversion of the phase eB of this

term [see Equation (Ib)] indicates a change in sign of the nature of the SCR,
8.9

which can be used as a measure of the flat-band condition. 8 '9 Lastras-

Martinez et al., 4 have reported the use of this phase inversion in the EER

signal of HgCdTe to determine carrier type changes. Note from Table 1-2 that

between -1.5V and -1.OV dc bias there is a distinct change in phase for the B

fear-ire. This phase inversion is clearly evident in Figure 1-5. On either

side of this bias range the phase is fairly constant within experimental

error. This value of the flat-band voltage is in good agreement with C-V

measurements. Although there are some variations in the phase of the A peak

there is no clear evidence for a phase inversion. C
Table 1-2 also shows that there is a pronounced change in the relative

amplitudes of the A and B ER features. There is a pronounced increase in this

14 RPT60070



ratio at just those bias voltages (between -1..5V and -I.OV) where the B fea-

ture goes through flat band. Since at flat band the electric field In a SCR

is zero the bias dependence of the relative amplitudes yields information

about the relative electric fields in the two regions.

The above experimental results clearly indicate that there are two dis-

tinct regions In these type of HIS HgCdTe samples. There are two ER peaks

corresponding to regions of x a 0.1 and x s 0.37 with different dependences on

the dc bias. The x a 0.37 region goes through flat-band voltage at about

-1.5V to -1.OV while the other region does not go through flat band in the

range of dc biases used in this experiment. Since x w 0.1 HgCdTe is a semi-"

metal it is not surprising that it does not go through flat-band voltage.

One of the main questions to be addressed is how these two regions are

distributed, i.e., topographically or laterally. Reference 4 reports that a

Br2/methanol etch may leave a Cd depleted region extending laterally about

600A into the material. However, the reported variation is only Ax - 0.02

over this region, a factor of ten smaller than the x variation between peaks A

and B. Also a semimetallic region of HgCdTe In contact with the oxide would

probably short out the device. Thus, the evidence seems to indicate a topo-

graphical distribution of the two types of material, i.e., Islands of

x a 0.1 HgCdTe dispersed in the x a 0.37 bulk material.

There have been no reports of such a two-phase system in the 300K EER of

Br2/methanol treated HgCdTe material. Even with the Increased r at room te-

perature the separation between EIA and EIB (-200 meV) should permit these

structures to be resolved in EER. Therefore, the presence of these two dis-

tinct regions of different composition may be a consequence of the PHOTOX"

SiO2 process. This aspect is the subject of future studies.

In conclusion we report the first ER measurements on HgCdTe in a dry con-

figuration and at low temperatures. We observe two distinct sets of El,

El + D, features corresponding to composition of x a 0.1 and x a 0.37, the

quality of the latter material being quite good. We observe that the x a 0.37

region has flat-band potential of about -1.OV to -l.5V. There Is some

indirect evidence that the two phases may be caused by the PHOTOX" S10 2 pro-

cess.

.1
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(a) Low-frequency Admittance Measurements on the HgCdTe/PHOTOXTM SiO 2 Interface

G.H. Tsau, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

A. Sher and M. Madou, SRI International, Menlo Park, California 94025

J.A. Wilson, V.A. Cotton, and C.E. Jones,

Santa Barbara Research Center, Goleta, California

A-

Abstract

The complex admittance of an n-type HgS xCdxTe/Photox SiO interface

with x - 0.3 has been examined for frequencies ranging between I mHz and 14

MHz. The conductance method is used to decompose the total Interface state

density Into three types of components: a valence band tall, a conduction

band tail, and some well-resolved discrete states. The fixed charge density

Is low and there is no statistical broadening. The surface valance and

*conduction band edges are both found to be shifted upward In energy relative

to their respective bulk values; moreover, the surface has converted to p-

type. The energy variation of the valence band tail states response times

follow a pattern characteristic of Shockley-Reed recombination centers with

a constant capture cross section, but the behavior of the conduction band

tail states is mere complicated. Evidence is presented that the interface C

region has a higher Cd concentration than the bulk.

20 RPTb0070
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I. Introduction

Interface traps located at the Hgl.xCdxTe/Photox THSO 2 Interface are

one of the more Important factors Influencing metal/insulator/semIconductor

(MIS) Infrared detector performance and the effectiveness of this Interface

to passivate junction devices. These traps Interact with free carriers to

limit carrier lifetimes, contribute to 1/f noise, and modify threshold gate

voltages. This paper characterizes these Interface states in greater detail

and over a wider frequency range than previously reported.

Many methods have been used to Investigate the interface properties of

MIS structures; the SI/StO2 system that has been studied most

extensively.1 -3 While the Interface properties of HgCdTe MIS structures

have been studied, these efforts have concentrated on the moderate (1 kHz)

to high frequency (10 MHz) range. In this work, we report the detection

of Interface traps that have lower emission rate constants than those

previously studied. The states examined are distributed throughout the band

gap. These slow states are not detectable with conventional high-frequency

C-V measurements. Quasi-static voltage sweep methods, which entail voltage

changes that are large compared to kT/e, usually Involve some current

Injection Into the Insulator and are conducted on systems whose Interface

response times vary over ten or so decades across the band gap.

Consequently, even these methods often have Inevitable thermal equilibr 'A

problems that prevent accurate determination of the slow states. We report

here results of a method that avoids these problems by stepping the gatea.,)
voltage ir discrete Increments and allowing the sample to equilibrate

before measurements are made at each voltage. The complex impedance is then

RPT60070 21
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determined at a set of frequencies, varying from I to 4 MHz, a ten-decade

frequency range. While measurements were made down to I mHj, the onset of

Ionic conduction in the S10 2 set a lower frequency limit of 1 Hz to the data

reported here.

II. Experimental Procedure

Wafers of Hg Cd Te were prepared from horizontal zone melt ingots,1-x x

with x - 0.3, and Isothermally annealed in Hg vapor to reduce the native

defect acceptor concentration. This results In n-type wafers with a carrier

concentration of 6 x 10 lu/cm at 77 K, measured by high-frequency C-V. A

174 9
Photox SiO2 layer with a thickness of approximately 1660 A was deposited

on the substrate, followed by deposition of a gate metal to form the MIS

device. The gate Consists of 4000 A of Au on a 400 A layer of Ti and has an

area of 0.2 cm2 . Because the material has a small band gap, all experiments

were performed at liquid nitrogen temperature to ensure low Intrinsic

carrier concentrations and to avoid high field dielectric breakdown across

the SiOo layer.

A Solartron 1250 frequency response analyzer capable of functioning

from 10- Hz to 50 kHz and a Keithly current amplifier whose response is flat

to 1 kHz were used In the low-frequency measurements. The device under test

and current amplifier were connected in series. Because the Input Impedance

of the current amplifier is very small, the applied (dc or ac) voltage

appears mainly across the device. The high-frequency Impedance measurements

22 RPT60070
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* , were accomplished using an HP 4061A semiconductor testing system, with four

steps/decade from 10 kHz up to 10 Hz.

For both low- and high-frequency measurements, do voltages were stepped

and time allotted for thermal equilibrium to be established before ac

signals were Imposed to measure the impedance vs frequency.

An MIS device with Interface traps can be represented by the equivalent

8
circuit shown In Fig. 1, where R1 and C1 are associated with the Interface

trap time constants, Rinv and Cv model the Inversion layer response, Cd/a
h

Is the depletlon/accumulation layer space charge capacitance, C ins Is the

bulk dielectric insulator capacitance, C - C * C R models ains inst ins2' insidl s

Debye type of change in the bulk insulator is high-frequency response, and

Cio n and RIo n are incorporated to account for the ionic conduction induced

frequency dependence of the observed Insulator capacitance at very low

frequencies. For measurements in the frequency range reported here (1 Hz to

l MHz), RIon can be treated as an open circuit. This is true only when the

frequency Is greater than 1 Hz.

Inspection of Fig. 2, In which the series capacitance vs gate voltage

is plotted for different frequencies (each point is the average of 100

measurements), indicates that in accumulation (positive gate voltages) the

insulator capacitance varies from 41.5 nF/cm2 at 1 Hz to 11 nF/cm2 at 4 MHz. Ot

In the frequency Interval from 1Hz to 50 kHz, the capacitance is nearly

2 2
constant and falls roughly as Cmn1 (1 * W rinsi) * Cins2 ' (insi "

RInsl Cinsl) between 50 kHz and 4 MHz. For the measured Insulator thickness

(1660 A), the 1-Hz dielectric constant K is 7.8, while at A MHz it is 2.1.

1PT60070 23I *. , ,' "



Therefore, this Photox S0 2 layer exhibits a dielectric constant that

brackets the 3.9 value of a good thermal oxide 3 grown on a silicon

substrate. The fact that K falls below 3.9 at high frequency Is consistent

with the fact that the Photox-SiO is known to be porous and less dense than
2

thermally grown SIC 2. The higher K value at low frequency is evidently due

to the incorporation of a more polar species. The data fit to a Debye

frequency response with a characteristic frequency of 2 MHz. Since these

measurements were made at 770K, this effect Is unlikely to be related to the

spatial reorientation of a polar molecule.

Ch,-

Figure 2 also shows the dependence of the series capacitance vs gate (

voltage on measurements made at low frequency. The insulator capacitance

that best fits the data is C 41.5 nF/cm The steps In the 1-Hz curve
ins

at negative voltage are real and reflect interface state properties. The

Berglund method1 0 was used to determine the surface potential Y5(V)

variations with gate voltage V to within a constant %.(V. The constant was

fixed (see Fig. 3) using the Intercept of the square of the reciprocal of

the depletion layer capacitance vs * (V)-* (vo) * kT/e curve method. The

depletion layer capacitance was deduced from the high-frequency series

capacitance with the insulator contribution removed. The resulting surface

potential, (V), Is plotted In Fig. 4. Notice that the flat band voltage

for this sample is -0.10 V. The carrier concentration (ND-NA), of the
112

sample is found fro- the slope of the C -2 vs 4P(V)-0 (Vo) * kT/e plot,d so3

and is n - 6.2 x 10 1/cm3. Using an Intrinsic carrier concentration 12 ,13 of

nI  1.15 x 109/cm-3 at T - 77 K and electron and hole effective masses m-

1atKtce

0.0182m and mh - 0.55 mo, respectively, where mo is the free electron mass,

the bulk Fermi energy is EF- 0.226 eV above the valance band edge. The

24 RPT60070
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band pap 13 0.24 eV at 77 K. The Fermi energy at the surface (interface) is *

I.

EF$ " T eF a

Following the analysis method In Ref. (8), £q3.(8) and (9) from that w

a,

p p.

paper are used to relate the measured capacitance and dissipation factor at
a..'each frequency to Cp and G/w (with the insulator impedance removed). The

solution to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1 is

C '
Cp 2 2

and

.5.

2 2 
"

a..'

Since Eqs. (1) and (2) satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relations, both contain

the same Information and we have elected to extract most Information by

examining G /w. 2  Exceptions will be introduced presently. Figure 5 has

plots of G /w vs frequency for different gate voltages in two frequency

intervals. The low-frequency data taken on the Solartron extends over the

range of 1 to 10 kHz. The data in the range from 10 kHz to 4 MHz were

.taken on a Hewlett-Packard network analyzer. No G /w data are reported in

the range I kHz to 10 kHz. The dashed curves sketched in that frequency

Interval are tentative results. The problems in this frequency interval
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stem from a combination of three circumstances. The first is that because

the frequency response of the current amplifier we use rollsoff above c

1 kHz, we must switch to another circuit arrangement for frequencies from 1

to 50 kHz, and determine the current by measuring the voltage across a

standard placed in series with the unknown. Because the "standards" have a

slightly uncontrolled frequency variation, in part arising from stray wiring

capacitance and Inductance, this is a less satisfactory arrangement than the

current amplifier. Second, the real part of the Impedance is small In this

frequency interval, making It susceptible to noise. Finally, as will be

seen in Fig. 7, the interface states that respond In this frequency interval

have very sharp peaked energy dependences and are spaced by only - 5 mV.

This restricts the maximum ac amplitude that can be imposed and decreases

the signal-to-noise ratio. This combination of circumstances has caused the

G /w data in the frequency interval 1 to 50 kHz to be noisy and somewhat

unreliable. Therefore, the trap states responding in this frequency

interval are deduced from the variation of Cp, as discussed below.

The curves In Fig. (5) were fit to Eq. (2) and values for C 1 and "

deduced. The fits are quite good with the difference between the

experimental results and the fits being of the order of 5%. The differences

could be attributed to additional smaller Interface trap features, but our

current measurement and theoretical accuracy is not good enough to quote

them with confidence. Once we have charactt .'.*ed the insulator dispersion

well enough that meaningful information can be extracted, we will extend the

measurement to lower frequencies. Indications of the existence of trap -

activity at lower frequencies can be seen at all gate voltages In Fig. 5,
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since the slopes of nearly all the G /w curves at the lowest frequency are
P

negative.

The state densities deduced from these measurements are summarized in

Fig. 6, where they are plotted as a function of EFS' The curve marketed

total is deduced from Cp N /e, where C + Cd Is determined from the low
p as p d

frequency C vs V behavior, and Cd from the high-frequency response. In both

cases, the Insulator capacitance has been removed prior to the subtraction.

The curves labeled -1 and -r are deduced from the data in Fig. 5. Because

the it and T curves resemble continuous state distributions rather than

discrete traps, we have used the appropriate factor relating Cl deduced from

Eq.(2) and the Interface state density. This relation8 is (N ) - 1.24

C /e. If this 1.24 correction factor is not applied, the quantitative

results are modified slightly, but none of the trends are affected. The

difference curve is the total minus the curves labeled T1 and r3 " Most of

the sharp features In the data are present In this difference curve. While

(for the reasons discussed previously) we do not have sufficiently reliable

data to report them directly, this collection of features appears to occur

with response frequencies in the interval 103 to 5 x 10 Hz, which we have

Identified with response times labeled i and r.

In Fig. 7, the response times deduced from the data are plotted on a

logarithmic scale against the surface lermi energy EFS" The slow response

times I1 are seen to follow a simple activated behavior varying as

-EFS/kT10
e , as would be expected from Shockley-Reed recombination with a

constant capture cross section. The capture cross section deduced from the
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-15 2
7I curve is 1.2 x 10 cm. However, the response times 13 do not follow

this type of Shockley-Reed behavior.

III. Results

The interface trap density profile in Fig. 6 obviously exhibits a

wealth of features. A major result of this study Is the fact that the

experimental method we are reporting allows them to be observed so clearly.

The features cannot be identified uniquely with the phenomena giving rise-to

them from this study of a single sample; however, the shapes of the curves

are suggestive and some tentative conclusions can be drawn.

A. Flat Band

The flat band voltage shift VFB, the work function difference between

the Au gate metal and the semiconductor *ms the insulator capacitance per

unit area Cins, and the interface charge density Q are related by the
ins' 0

expression1 1

9• "

deiei 01iV n 15nsc Thus the,.terace harg

i FB • i

2 The effective work function difference between x - 0.30 HgRPCdxTe and the
Ti gate in the types of MIS structures examined here has been measured to be, ':-

very near zero, *ms - -0.03 eV.9  The measured flat band voltage for thnis !C

device is -0.10 V, and C1 ns * i1.5 nF/cm . Thus, the interface charge'-.
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92 102
density Is Q0 3 x 10 coul/om or 2 x 10 charg03/ . This is

consistent with the small range of Interface charge previousJy seen for this

9Interface, but is lower than that reported for other Insulator Interfaces

on HgCdTe.' 5'' The value of the effective HgCdTe work function found to

apply to the PhotoxTM interface (4.3 eV) is slightly lower than that
15

estimated for the bare cleaved surface (5.3 eV). This may be due to

surface alterations resulting from chemical treatment, or merely a

difference in crystal orientation and by Itself cannot be taken as

significant.

B. Total Trap Density

The general U-shape of the total trap interface density is that

3typically recorded ; however, In this case the minimum is located on the

conduction band side of mid-gap, and the curve rises much more steeply

toward the conduction band edge than toward the valence band edge.

Moreover, the surface Fermi energy in accumulation actually penetrated

- 15 meV above the conduction band edge. This is possible In HgCdTe because

the low-conduction band effective mass Mc - 0.018 m0 causes the state

density at the band edge to be quite low. The surface valence band edge

lies 105 meV above the bulk value, and the surface conduction band edge

appears to lie 25 meV above Its bulk value. Alternative interr stations of

this behavior will be introduced, but the simplest one Is that the band gap

at the surface has narrowed from the bulk value of 240 meV to a surface

value of 150 meV. The conduction band edge may be considerably higher than

its "apparent" value, since the low conduction band effective mass means
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* these electrons can tunnel through thick layers. We have no measure of the

thickness Of the surface region, except It Must be thin compared to the

depletion layer thickness for the space-charge analysis to have fit theory.

* Moreover, the effective heterojunction alignment is such that the surface is

more p-type than the bulk, since the Fermi level at the surface is at most P

* 755 of the way between the valence and conduction band edges compared to 9J4%

* In the bulk.

C. Band Tails

The states in Fig. 6 labeled by response times v1and -t3are deduced

*from the G 1w data. These curves have relatively smooth variations With
p

energy and appear to be valence and conduction band tails, respectively.

'-4.2

.Thee eer vaions Of une th orough thiklyrs hae measured repos tihe r 'n 1

are pressente n rac Feggon exet7.ut eti opae te

Thpe tats la bele th -kes follo the xpon-arenalyt beairof hae S hkeoy

MRee , cete ewi th v s eti on 2x1 align ence have thetsahe surigin.i

These dominate as the surface valence band edge i approached and are

8
evidently tail states. The Integrated area under this state density from

105 to 185 ineY is - 3 x lol states/cm. The average surface atom density

Is 3.2 x 10  atoms/cm ; hence, the total valence band tail corresponds to

only one state every 10O3 atoms. The corresponding number for the conduction

102band tail, the states labeled -t Is 7 X 10 states/ 2 or one state every
I3i

2 x 10 atoms. Because the valence band effective Mass is much larger than

that of the conduction band, one expects a larger valence band tail.

30 RPT60070
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The conduction band tail states have two noteworthy features. First,

the time constants T3 do not follow the functional form of a Shockley-fReed

center with a constant captive cross section. We have no satisfactory model

to explain this observation. However, the effect may be related to the fact

that conduction band electron from the bulk must tunnel through a potential

barrier at the surface to communicate with the conduction band tail states.

Second, the slope of the conduction band tail changes abruptly at E c; the

expected bulk conduction band edge. Below E the slope is large and the
* . c

tail points toward a high value at E , a new tail then appears to develop

for E > E with points directed toward the state density Identified with the

c

surface conduction band edge. Since the two-dimensional state density is a

* 2 14 2constant a (E-Ec) m /vh - 4.18 x 10 (m /mo) states/eV-cm Independent

1 2
of the energy E-Ec, the observed behavior ac - 2 x 102 states/eV-cm' is

cons1stant with m - 0.005 mo" This value Is smaller than the 0.018om value

determined from conductivity and Hall measurements. However, we are

sensitive to somewhat different band structure quantities than those

dominating transport properties. In addition, a thin region of wide gap

material separating the bulk from the Interface would lower the effective ac

at the interface. A detailed theory of the surface is needed to sort

through these questions properly.

D. Discrete States
IV

The curves labeled i2 and T are the differences between the total

interface density curve and those labeled T and -3r These features have

frequency responses in the range I to 50 kHz. They have peaked structures

characteristic of localized discrete states.8
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The lower energy structure, labeled c2, consists of four sharp peaks.

The lowest peak has a height of 7 x 1011 states/eV-cm 2 and a full width at

half maximum of - 5 meV. Thus, the area under this peak is - J6 x 109

states/Cm 2 , corresponding to about one state every 105 surface atom sites. -

The peaks are nearly equally spaced, with a separation of - 15 meV. The

third peak appears to be wider than the others. The fact that there are

four peaks, their separation Is - 15 meV, and they are quite narrow suggests

their origin. We speculate that these lines are due to dangling Te bonds or

bonds to some rare species connected to Te atoms at the interface. The

other three Te bonds are attached to either Hg or Cd cations. The four

peaks correspond to Te atoms connected either to three Hg, two Hg, and one

Cd; one Hg and two Cd; or three Cd, respectively. The energy differences

15
separating these different microclusters has been shown to be - 25 meV if

the bond whose energy is being shifted is either a HgTe or CdTe bond.

Therefore, energy separations of - 15 meV are the right order to be due to

clustering and shifts caused by metallization terms. The lowest energy

state should be the one on which there are three Hg atoms, since it has been

demonstrated16 that Cd always shifts adjacent bond energies more positively

than Hg atoms do. Thus, according to this model, the lowest state is

interpreted as a Te bond at the interface with three neighboring HgTe bonds.

Since this state has the largest density, it Implies that at the surface is

HgTe rich as expected. However, the area ratio of the lowest and highest

states is -oughly 6.9/3.6 - 1.9 and, for a random Hgl xCdxTe alloy, the

probability of a cluster with m Cd atoms is

Pm 3! 3-m
(3-m)lm! (1-x) x
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Using this relation, one deduces a Cd concentration equivalent to that in an

x - 0.45 alloy for the Immediate surface. This compositiono.corresponds to a

considerably wider energy gap (- 0.7 eV) than our direct observation

Indicates. However, since the surface region composition appears to be

severely altered from an actual alloy stoichlometry, estimating a surface

*- region energy gap from empirical expressions relating energy gap to x value

derived for stoichiometric alloy may not be entirely accurate. In any

event, It Is clear from this study that the surface valence band maximum is

offset to higher energies. The offset is consistent with either a vacancy

or Cd-rich surface, since vacancy and Cd energies lie above those of Hg and

the valence band edge is nearly all p-state (mostly Te, but with a

significant cation admixture).

The higher lying states, labeled ii, have a total of - 7 x 1010

states/c=2 ; although this is small compared to the surface atom density, It

is more than a factor of 10 larger number than the i2 states. These states

are densely packed and are mostly unresolved. Judging from their higher

energy position and density, these states are likely to be associated with

bonds between cations and the Interface. The random substitutional species

are then on the sites responsible for the states, and are affected by the

composition of clusters Including 9 to 12 second neighbors. Thus, the

number of possibilities is large and the separation between the lines

& rising from different clusters will be small. Once again, a complete

surface theory is needed to understand the Implications of these data.

We have demonstrated that the HgCdTe/Photox S10 2 Interface exhibits a

wealth of features. The particular oxide studied is an ionic conductor at
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low frequencies, and has a high frequency dispersion of its bulk dielectric

constant with a characteristic frequency of - 2MHz. Both the surface (

valence and conduction band edges lie above their bulk counterparts. The

surface is more p-type than the bulk. Continuumn band tail States and

discrete localized states are observed. Aspects Of the data are consistent

with the Interface region being more Cd rich than the bulk.
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Figure Captions

1. Equivalent circuits of the metal/insulator/semiconductor system. (a)

The Insulator capacitance In series with the parallel combination of

the depletion/accumulation capacitance Cd/a, and the Interface and

Inversion layer modeled by frequency-dependent capacitance C and
p

conductance G . The insulator capacitance C accounts for the ionic
p ins

and bulk dielectric response of the Insulator. (b) A more detailed

model where Gp. C In (a) are decomposed Into Individual inversion
p

layer and interface state responses.

2. The equivalent total series capacitance C5 vs applied voltage V plot at

various frequenci s.

3. 1/C
2 vs * (v)-03(vo) * kT/e plot, where Cd is the high-frequency

depletion layer capacitance and * (v) is the surface potential at the

applied voltage V. The Intercept at the horizontal axis is the surface

potential additive constant (V 3:'0

4. The surface potential *3(v) as a function of the applied dc bias V.

5. Parallel conductance divided by the angular frequency as a function of

the applied ac signal frequency.

6. Interface state densities as a function of energy relative to the

valence bandedge. The curves are :(i)total interface state density

curve obtained from the high- and low-frequency measurements, and (ii)
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Interface state densities curves determined from the conductance ~

method.

7. The interface state response time constants as a function of energy in

the silicon band gap.
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Section II

CHANNELED IMPLANT STUDY

A. INTRODUCTION

While ion implantation has become the doping method of choice in the Si

industry and is also used successfully in III-V semiconductor materials, it

has not found a similar role in HgCdTe processing. This is of course due to

the well-known effect that due to the ease of damaging the HgCdTe lattice is-

plantation of any ionic species always results in n-type activity due to these

defects. In order to use implantation as a doping process, the ion must be

expressed preferentially over the lattice damage. In order to do this, the

damage must either be annealed out or not produced to begin with. Various an-

nealing techniques have been extensively explored in ongoing efforts and are

reported elsewhere by many groups. To date, however, no technique has been

found to be completely satisfactory since all annealing processes examined

produce more defects, principally Hg loss, than are removed. No conclusive

demonstration of doping due to expression of the implanted species has yet

been made.

The alternate approach of channeling the implant into the (110) face of

HgCdTe's zinc-blende lattice is the topic of this preliminary investigation.

A number of channeled implants, as well as the more usual random implants,

have been performed with a range of ions which are predicted to have n- or

p-type activity on the cation or anion sites. A few implants have also been

performed that are expected to be electrically inactive to isolated lattice

damage effects. Ion profiles were obtained by SIMS analysis on all the im-

planted wafers, and because they contain useful and previously unpublished

range statistics for various ions in HgCdTe, selected plots are presented in

this section.

The wafers are made into MIS devices and examined for doping profiles and

deep electron trap activity profiles using C-V analysis and deep level transi-

ent spectroscopy (DLTS). A trap due to the lattice damage has been identified

near midgap. A report of this trap's characteristics is presented in the pre-

print contained in this section.

None of the samples prepared in this study can be claimed to demonstrate

expression of the implanted ion. As seen in the SIMS profiles, the implants
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which were produced as channeled implants do demonstrate that a component of

the incident ions actually channels; however, the overwhelmingll dominant pro-

portion of the incident ions shows a final distribution that is characteristic

of a random implant. In some cases no channeling component is seen at all

even though the identical procedure produced some channeling in other sam-

ples. Considering the damage effects of surface processing discussed in the

data presented in the other sections of this report, particularly the surface

Cd depletion found after processes identical to those performed on these

wafers prior to implant, it is most likely that the Te lattice near the sur-

face has collapsed and blocked the channels normally associated with the (110)

orientation of an ideal zinc-blende structure. New samples are being prepa;bd

that have been treated with a surface process believed to be much less prone

to induce surface damage. These new samples are being implanted, and results

will be reported In the final technical report.

The following SIMS profiles of a selection of ions implanted into HgCdTe

Is presented because of the useful range information which they contain. This

type of data for HgCdTe has not been previously available in the literature.

The channeled implants were made into the (110) plane of wafers grown by

solid-state recrystallization, while the random implants were made into hori-

zontal zone melt wafers. None of the samples received any form of post-

implant annealing, though all the wafers used were polished, Hg annealed, and

etched prior to implantation. The ion implantations are done at Hughes

Research Laboratory and the SIMS at Charles Evans, both under the direction of

R.G. Wilson.

Ion Energy (keY) Dose (cm 2) Type

A1 200 3 K 13 Channeled
Na 200 3 x 1013 Channeled

x 13Na 200 3 x10 Channeled

Si 200 and 400 3 x 1013 Channeled
2 13 CanlAs 200 3 x 10 Channeled

50, 100 and 200 3 x 1013 Channeled_ ,13 '

Br 200 3 x 10 Channeled
Cu 200 3 x 1013 Channeled .
1B 100 and 200 5 x I 10 0  ann o

Cu 200 5 x 1 Random __
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I*EFFECTS OF ION u IMLNATIOuN ON DEEP ELECTRON

TRAPS IN Rg 0. 7Cd 3Te

V.A. Cotton and J.A. Wilson

Santa Barbara Research Center

Goleta, CA 93117

AiSTRACT

Ion implantation Is commonly used to create non p Junctions for photo-

voltaic detectors In HgCdTe. This process is kniown Co create a high level of

donors due to lattice damage.1 This work reports results of a deep level

transient spectroscopy (DLTS) study of traps in nr-type Rg0 .7Cd0 3Te also assoy-

ciated with the Implant induced lattice damage.

A new trappigS center Is found at EC - 0.19 eV which is distinctly due to

Implant damage. The electron trappinog characteristics of this level are unur-

sual, showing a small capture cross section of c6 5 x 10-21 cm2 artd a large

barrier potential to electron captu~re* This Indicates a weak electron trap

and Implies a strong hole trapping nature, effective at limiting minority car-

rier lifetime In n-type RmCdTe.
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.1 INTRODUCTION

Ion mplantation is a widely used process in many semiconductors for cre-

ation of n on p junctions, ohmic contacts and barrier regions. In many

*materials (SI, InSb, and HgCdTe) this process creates n-type electrical activ-

ity due to lattice damage. HgCdTe presents unique problems in that a success-

ful anneal to remove this damage, without severe Rg loss, has not been devel-

oped. The result is that many device properties are determined by the elec-

trical activity created by Implantation damage. In addition to high donor"

levels, there is the possibility of increased deep trapping centers In the

bulk as well as increased interface traps. We investigate here deep electron

traps associated with ion implant damage.

SACLE PREPARATION

Samples of x - 0.3 Hg(l.)Cd.Te were grown by both the horizontal zone

uilt and solid state recrystallization methods. Some samples were oriented

110> This is the channeling direction for this crystal structure

(zincblende) and hence should result in an implant dominated by electronic

stopping since the nuclear stopping component is strongly reduced when chan-

neling into an ordered lattice. Annealing at 243*C in Hg vapor for four weeks

resulted in n-type material with IND - NAI Z3 x 1015 cme3. Chlorine, boron

and hydrogen were implanted into both oriented and unoriented wafers with an

accelerating voltage of 200 keV. The samples received no post-impl-ant an-

neal. Each wafer was then masked and step-etched in sections to various

depths along the implant direction.

Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS) devices were forced on each step and

used as the measurement vehicle. These were fabricated by deposition of 1500A

63 RPT60070
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of IaOTOX2 SiO 2 as the insulator followed by thermal evaporation of 400/4000 A

of Ti/Au through a shadow mask to form gates. Indium soldered.directly to the C

wafer provided the ground.

MEASUREMENT TECH UE

Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) was used to identify and charac-

terize trapping centers. DLTS takes advantage of the temperature dependence

of the capacitance transient resulting from traps emptying within the deple-

tion region after a rapid pulse into deep depletion. Use of MIS devices on.

u-type material results in characterization of electron traps only, since they

are the majority carriers, and yields capture cross section, activation energy

and trap density. C

Capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements were used to measure average

doping density within the depletion region, carrier type, and mobile oxide
C.

charge. These measurements are also used to select the appropriate bias

voltages fo: DLTS scans. Mobile oxide charge must be minimal to ensure accu-

rate knowledge of the depletion region width at a given bias. Secondary Ion

Mass Spectroscopy provided the implant species depth profile. "/

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

SI1:S profiles of unoriented wafers (unchanneled implant) show a profile

closely approximated by LSS theory.2  The chanreled implants show a peak

similar to that 'or unchanneled samples followed by a "tail" of chann2led ions

which penetrate more deeply Into the material. A comparison of these two

types of implants is shown in Figure I for S. Channeled samples will always

show some unchanneled component due to the fact that some incoming ions do not c.

see" channels but scatter from the ends of the atomic planes at the lattice

RPT60070 64
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surface. This may be enhanced by lous of c:ystallinity near the surface due

to saving, polishing and other processing.

Donor densities obtained from C-V on unchanneled samples show a concen-

tration higher than the implant species, by a factor of -400 for Cl and -25

for 3, and following the same shape, as shown in Figure 2. This is consistent

vth findings that implanted Junctions are located deeper than expected based

on ion concentration profiles. The damage-induced donor level becomes low

enough to Just compensate the substrate acceptor concentration at two to ftve

times the depth of the implant species. Hydrogen is the exception. The donor

concentration in this case is below the implanted H concentration (Fig-

ure 3). This implies that the induced damage decreases with decreasing mass

of the Implanted species. Donor density profiles of channeled samples are

very similar to those for unchanneled indicating that the nuclear stopping

component Is still dominant. A clear evaluation of damage due to electronic

stopping is thus not yet possible.

Quasi-static C-V measurements, attempted in order to get interface trap

densities (D w), ere not successful on implanted samples due to high drift of

the measured current. This indicates a high density of interface traps and

very high surface leakage.

Deep bulk traps, believed to be those commonly present in unimplanted

material, were detected by DLTS in these samples. These have activation

energiLs of Ec - 0.11 eV and Ec - 0.14 eV, which are very sbailar to those

4,5
"1 previously reported. However, more accurate capture cross section measure- -

ments, limited in this case by bias drift, are needed to completely verify

this. The concentration of these traps are independent oi implanted ion

concentration or damage-induced donor density and are typically an order of

magnitude lower than the background donor density.
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The major finding of this work Is a new trap in the 200K region of the

DLTS spectra which is not present in unimplanted samples. Figure 4 shows a C

DLTS spectra for an unimplanted bulk sample compared with one vhich received

an unchanneled 3 implant. What appears to be a decrease in concentration of

bulk trap levels is actually an artifact of the higher doping density and

hence narrower depletion region in the itplanted case. The concentration per

unit volume Is the same in both cases for levels seen in the 1OOK region. '-t

Figure 5 shown a comparison of channeled and unchanneled implanted boron. As

the doping density decreases in the channeled sample, bulk traps become more
-p*

visible. Also, a slight shift In position of the trap in the 200K region is

seen.

This new trap has a DLTS activation energy of 0.1 eV to 2.3 eV depending

on implant species and whether the implant was channeled or not. This mea-

sured activaion energy is composed of two elements; the actual trap activa-

tion energy, Et, referenced to the conduction band edge, and the capture cross

section activation energy, E, which is a measure of local conduction band

barrier to capture such that:

EDLTS " Et + Ea

After separation of these effects the new trap is found to have an aztivation

energy, Et, of E. - 0.19 eV * 0.02 eV and an usually large barrier potential

which is measured at 0.06 eV and 0.25 eV for channeled and unchanneled boron,

respectively, and 0.04 eV and 1.8 eV In unchanneled hydrogen and chlorine.

There is a slight shift in activation energy also but this is less than
ft.e.

0.02 eV between the extremes of hydrogen and chlorine.

Captured cross section was measured to be 5 x 10-21 cm2, again with a

C
slight shift to 2 x 10-21 cm2 for channeled hydrogen.
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As shown for unchanneled Cl in Figure 6, the trap concentration Is higher

than the Implant ion profile, In this case, by a factor of five. Even in the

case of R, the trap concentration Is comparable to the implanted H concentra-

tion. For both B sad Cl the concentration is higher than the Implant species

but lower than the donor concentration.
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CONCLUSION

A new trap has been found which is distinctly correlated with implant C ";

damage. Since the concentration of this trap is greater than the implanted

Ion concentration, direct host atom substitution or clustering is Lot likely 7

as this would yield a one-to-one correlation. This indicates damage due to k

propagated energy loss as the source of the trap. The activation energy, Et, 

and capture cross section, an, are both relatively constant with respect to

both mass and channeled versus unchanneled implant conditions. However, the

barrier potential, E., changes dramatically. It appears, then, that Implanted

ion mass, as well as both electronic stopping and nuclear stopping components

play a role in determining the trap characteristics.

Existing deep trap concentrations are, to first order, unaffected by the

Implantation process. However, the slight shift in activation energies may be
C. -

reflective of local potential changes due to resulting damage in the lattice.

Both the small capture cross section and the large barrier potential mea-

sured for the trap which results from implantation indicate that this is a

weak electron trap. The concentration of this trap will be fairly low on the

p-side of the Junction where it would act as a minority carrier lifetime

limiter. This trap is expected to be a very effective hole trap due the dif-

ference of -200 in effective mass. Thus it may be a lifetime limiter on the

u side of the Junction, however this is the side with the narrow depletion

region and will not dominate. Lifetime measurements on variable a :a diodes , .

formed by ion implantation indicate that the bulk lifetime of the material is

shortened by this process.6  Surface leakage may be enhanced, but is not

domirant. So far, traps seen by DLTS are not sufficient to account for this c.
degradation. A closer look at alteration of existing deep traps may shed some

light on this question.
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1. SIMS profiles of channeled and unchanneled boron implant -

2. Atomic profile and doping density for (a) chlorine and (b) boron

unchanneled Implants

3. Doping density and atomic profile for channeled hydrogen Implant

4. DLTS spectra from implanted and unimplanted HgCdTe

5. DLTS spectra from channeled and unchanneled implant3 of boron in HgCdTe

6. Ec-O.19 eV trap density and Implant atom density for unchanneled chlorine
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Section III

SURFACE STUDY

A. INTRODUCTION

In order that manufacturing of HgCdTe be optimized, it is necessary that

fundamental understanding be obtained of critical parameters which may be

affected by processing. Under this contract, attention is directed at sur-

faces and interfaces. In order to achieve a fundamental understanding of the

effects of technologically important processes on HgCdTe surfaces and inter-

faces, It is essential to characterize the changes that occur in composition,

atomic structure, and electronic structure in near-surface regions. The sin-

sitivity of the HgCdTe surface to chemical processing procedures and the

interaction of the surface with passivation layers and deposited metal films

is of utmost concern to device stability and performance. Of particular con-

cern is the effect of procedures that alter surface stoichiometry and their

resulting influence on defect formation and band bending. Of extreme impor-

tance also is the effect of removal of cations (corresponding to a modified

surface x-value) on the bandgap and other electronically sensitive parameters

at the surface. These important concerns are the focus of investigations

reported herein.

Characterization of the interaction between metal overlayers evaporated

onto atomically clean HgCdTe interfaces is critical to an understanding of

practical metal/HgCdTe interfaces, the electrical characteristics of metal

contacts, and the time stability of such contacts. In the previous semiannual

report, we described initial studies of the interface chemistry between HgCdTe

and the metals Al and Ag, specifically chosen to represent extremes of thermo-

"" dynamic reactivity with the alloy. As expected, the Al/HgCdTe interface ex-

S.hibited significant chemical reaction, with a depletion of Hg at the sur-

face. In Section 1 we present further studies of the very different character

of the nonreactive Ag/HgCdTe interface, which indicates that Ag diffuses 102

to 103A into the bulk, with a change in surface composition occurring due to

Mg displacement.

The chemistry and electronic structure of the HgCdTe surface with inten-

tionally altered stoichiometry has been studied by taking advantage of elec-

tron beam induced desorption of Hg from the lattice. We outlined the
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experiment in the past semiannual report and described early results concern-

ing the controlled depletion of Hg from the surface. In Section a. we present

new information which describes the loss of surface crystallinity and valence C
band dispersion that occurs with higher Hg loss. These results indicate that

the significant alteration of the lattice and electronic structure of the

alloy is taking place; however, at a much lover rate than might be expected

(e.g., a surprising amount of Hg must be removed before its effects are seen). p

Characterization of chemically prepared HgCdTe surfaces permits one to

extend fundamental studies of atomically clean surfaces to surfaces of techno-

logical importance. In Section 1 we present the results of our continuing - K
examination of the surface composition and electronic properties (position of

the surface fermi level) of surfaces etched with bromine-methanol. The impor- *-.

tance of compiling a detailed history of sample growth and processing proce-

dures has been stressed in previous reports. We include here additional back-

ground information obtained for previously examined as well as new samples.

Cd cation loss relative to the nominal bulk composition is found for all bro-

mine-methanol treated surfaces (with known bulk x-value).

::..:::-
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1. DIFFUSION OF Ag AND Hg AT THE Ag/(Hg.Cd)Te INTERFACE

D. J. Friedman. G. P. Carey, C. K. Shih, 1. Lindau, and W. E. Spicer

5/anford Electron/cs L aboratories, Stanford Univ., Stanfor, CA, 94305

J. A. Wilson

Santa Barbara Research Center, 6oleta, CA 93017 "

Abstract

The room temperature Ag/(Hg,Cd)Te interface has been studied in ultra-high

vacuum with X-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. The Ag

evaporated onto (Hg,Cd)Te diffuses 102 to I03 A into the bulk of the

semiconductor, displacing Hg as it does so. The bands bend 0.05-0.1 eV upward at

low coverage. No significant chemicil reaction is observed.
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Given the fundamental and technological importance of the metal/(Hg,Cd)Te (

interface, very little work has been done on the subject compared, for example,

to the research done on Si or GaAs. For the early studies of this interface,

metals lying at the extremes of reactivity with (Hg,Cd)Te (hereinafter referred to

as MCT) will be of special interest. Since Ag has an especially small heat of

formation' with Te, AHf(Ag 2Te)=-8.6 kcal/mole, Ag should show little chemical

reaction with MCT. Other relevant AHf's are' AHf(HgTe)=-7.6 kcal/mole, as w.ell

as2 AHf(Ag 2Cd):-I kcal/mole. AHf(Ag 2Cd)=-0.7 kcal/mole. This paper presents a

photoemission study of the Ag/MCT interface formed at room temperature, which

proves to be dominated by Ag diffusion into the semiconductor. This interface

thus behaves quite differently from the nonreactive Au/IMCT 3 and reactive

metal/MCT lnterfaces4 "6 studied to date, as well as from e.g. the Ag/Si interface,

•-for which the largest amount of significant intermixing observed involves only

the first two monolayers or so.?

A 5x5xl5 mm3 bar of p-type Hg.TTCd. 23Te was transferred into a

previously-baked vacuum chamber and then cleaved in ultra-high vacuum (base

pressure 6xl0 -1 torr) to reveal a (110) face. Uponcleaving the surface converted

to n-type, as is often observed.8 Sequential depositions of Ag were evaporated

from a tungsten filament onto the surface, which was studied at each stage by

X-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron sr';ctroscopg (XPS and UPS) using

respectively a Mg Koc X-ray source (hv = 1253.6 eV) and a helium lamp (He I and

He I, hv = 21.2 and 40.8 eV). The photoelectrons were analyzed with a

double-pass cylindrical-mirror analyzer (CMA). The amount of Ag deposited is

given in units of a monolayer, ML, which we define to be the surface density of

atoms on the MCT (110) face: 1 ML. 6.76xl014 atoms/cm2 = 1.15 Aof metallic Ag.

80 RPT60070
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The XPS data will be used for quantitative composition analysis as follows.

The area I of a photoemission peak at kinetic energy E for a subshell of atom A

with quantum numbers nl is related to the concentration c(x) of atoms A at

distance x from the surface by

I T(E)cr,(E,hv) F fe -x l  cE) c(x) dx. (1)

Here (E) is the electron escape length at kinetic energy E, T(E) is the CMA

transmission, cnI Is the subshell partial photoionization cross section (PPCS), hi'

is the photon energy, and F includes all other factors. Thus for a fixed

experimental geometry and photon flux the concentrations cl and c2 of atoms I

and 2 In a sample of uniform composition will be related to the XPS peak areas i1

and 12 by c2 /c,(5 2/S)(12/I/), where Sr[X(E)T(E)o(E)r - is the atomic sensitivity.

The escape lengths we use are interpolated from escape lengths for CdTe given by

Ref. g, the PPCS are taken from Ref. 10, and T(E)=const/E for our CMA at constant -

pass energy. We shall denote the concentration of atom A calculated from the

peak area of an nil subshel' excited bu radiation hv as c(Anl;hv), or c(A)when the

meaning is clear.

Fig. I shows as a function of Ag deposition the XPS peak areas of the

semiconductor and Ag core levels, multiplied by the atomic sensitivity factors

and normalized to the Initial concentration of Te. While the Hg 4f peak area

attenuates with increasing Ag coverage, neither the Te 3d nor the Cd 3d peak area

attenuates significantly. These trends are reflected in the UPS spectra, which

show the Hg 5d peak area going to zero at the highest coverages while the Cd 4d

peak is virtually unchanged. This lack of attenuation, even at greater than 100 ML

Ag deposition, suggests that either the Ag has a very low sticking coefficient cs.
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defined as the fraction of atoms evaporated onto the substrate which do not C

reevaporate, or it diffuses fairly far into the bulk of the semiconductor (or a

combination of the two effects). we have also measured In ,he same

experimental configuration the XPS Ag 3d peak area l(Ag3d) from 6.4 ML Ag

evaporated onto a stainless substrate and find it to be approximately equal to

l(Ag3d) from 150 ML Ag deposited on the semiconductor, and thus also ten times

greater than l(Ag3d) for 6.4 ML Ag/MCT. This is consistent with either

In-diffusion of Ag or low cs for Ag on MCT. Both types of behavior would be

suggestive of very weak chemical reaction between the Ag and the semiconductor.

No significant core level shifts could be resolved in the XPS data, confirming that

minimal chemical reaction takes place. This inertness, also seen in the Au/MCT

interface3, is In sharp contrast to the behavior of the reactive AI/MCT interface,

for which a reacted-phase Al 2p peak can be seen along with a metallic Al 2p peak

at about I eV lower binding energy.4,6 Strong chemical reaction is also seen at

the Cr/MCT and in/MCT interfaces. 4'5 For these reactive metals, deposition is

also accompanied by a marked Hg depletion at from the surface, as well as Te

movement outward through the overlayer metal.4 -6

If low sticking coefficient but not diffusion played a role for the Ag/MCT

Interface, the ten times greater I(Ag3d) for Ag/stainless compared to an equal

amount of Ag/MCT would show that Ag sticks to itself at least ten times as

effectively as to MCT. From eq. 1 we calculate that I(Ag3d) irom the

Ag/stainless corresponds to about 2.5 ML Ag actually stuck to the stainless.

Since l(Ag/stainless) 1.2xl(30ML Ag/MCT), at least 2 ML Ag must have stuck to

the MCT at 30 ML deposition giving a lower bound of 1/15 for cs . If the deposited

Ag stayed on the surface, then after I ML stuck, Agdeposited subsequently would
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see an Ag-covered surface and would start to stick an order of magnitude more

effectively. Thus l(Ag3d) should start to rise faster with Ag deposition, as

Indicated qualitatively by the dashed line In Fig. 1. Insteau. the opposite is

observed: I(Ag3d) starts to level off. Therefore, while low sticking coefficient

cs may play some role, the Ag must be diffusing at the very least on the order of

5-10 lattice constants. (25-50 A) into the bulk at 30 ML deposition. Since.cFs

should not decrease between 30 and 150 ML deposition, the amount of Ag actually

in the near-surface should increase by at least a factor of five from 30 to 150 ML

deposition. However, the Ag peak area rises by only about 50%. Therefore the

additional Ag must diffuse to a depth of at least about 100-200 A.

Since the Ag diffuses so far, the composition of the near-surface will be

approximately uniform within an XPS escape depth. Therefore the intensity-

sensitivity products in Fig. 1 represent actual atomic concentrations relative to

- the bulk Te concentration. Note that (with no adjusted parameters) the calculated

composition for the clean surface agrees closely with the nominal composition

.-of HgCd.23Te. lending support to the procedure. From the figure we seethat at

150 ML deposition, c(Ag)/c(Te) has started to level off at about 1.0 while

c(Hg)/c(Ag) has fallen to about 0.1, suggesting that Ag is replacing Hg in the

lattice. The fact that c(Ag)/c(Te) actually rises somewhat above the original

Hg/Te ratio of 0.77 at the highest coverage indicates that An, is starting to pile

up at the surface. For this reason, some emission up to the Fermi level Ef starts

l,, to be visible in the He I UPS spectra at the highest coverage. Even at this

coverage, the diffusion makes the emission near Ef much weaker than for the 6.4

: ML Ag/stainless reference.
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Because the escape lengths X(Ag4d;HelI)ft'/ 3X(Ag3d;MgKoc), the ratio of the c

Ag concentrations observed at these different surface sensitivities will indicate

the gradient or the Ag concentration. This ratio may be estimated with a minor

extension or the method described above for the XP5 data. Except for the lowest

coverages, the concentration ratio c(Hg5d;Hell)/c(Hg4f;MgKoc) is close to one,

implying a minimal gradient in the Ag concentration within an XPS escape length

of order 25 A and thus further supporting our contention that the Ag diffuses, an -'

order of magnitude farther than this. At the highest coverages

c(Hg5d;HeJl)/c(Hg4f;MgKo) starts to rise, due to the start of Ag pile-up at the eel

surface.

The data of Fig. I are replotted in Fig. 2 to show the percent composition of

the Ag-diffused semiconductor near-surface as a function or Ag deposition. The

figure graphically illustrates the substitution of Ag for Hg in the lattice. It is of

'interest to calculate how far into the bulk a given amount of Ag can replace Hg to

yield the Ag concentration seen in the near-surface. From Fig. 2. after 30 ML has

been deposited about halt the Hg is replaced bg Ag at the XPS probing depth. Since

40% of the atoms in the MCT (110) plane are Hg atoms, 30 ML Ag of which a

fraction cs sticks can replace half the Hg atoms in the first 150xc s lagers, or

about 700xcs A into the bulk (since the interlayer spacing is 4.57 A). For the

lower bound on cs, cS=1/15. the Ag would replace the Hg 45 A into the bulk,

consistent with the previous conservative estimate of Ag diffusion at 30 ML

deposition. For a more realistic but still conservative ,=0.2 the Hg replacement

model would give an Ag diffusion length of 140 A This distance provides a good

estimate of the order of magnitude of the diffusion length, and it is consistent
..
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with the estimates given above. To estimate the upper limit on the diffusion

length note that at 150 ML deposition the Ag replaces essentially all the Hg in the

near-surface. Even if cs:I, there would only be enough Ag to replace the Hg less

than 2000 A into the bulk.

The Au/MCT interface might be expected to be very similar to the Ag/MCT

case on the basis of heat-of-formation considerations.. As with Ag/MCT, little

chemical reaction is seen3; however, the Cd and Hg peak areas decrease with

increasing Au coverage while the Te peak area remains essentially constant. This

suggests that the Au coversup the Hg and Cd while letting the Te diffuse through,

or that both Hg and Cd are depleted from the surface. For the case of CdTe both

" the Cd 3d and Te 3d core level peak areas attenuate quickly with Ag coverage".
* * Implying that there is little if any diffusion of Ag into CdTe, only an Ag overlayer -

being formed. Therefore the presences of Hg is critical to the diffusion process.

Ag replacement of Hg may not be the only diffusion mechanism. As the inset in

Fig. I shows, the slope of the c(Ag)- vs- deposition curve decreases for low

depositions (< 5ML). suggesting that a different diffusion mechanism operates at

very low Ag concentration. Interstitial diffusion could carry Ag deep into the

bulk at low concentrations; the Ag replacement, with much shorter diffusion

length but higher Ag solubillty, would dominate for higher concentrations.

Finally, a brief mention Is made of the band bending induced by the Ag

deposition at low coverages (the high coverage behavior will be described

elsewhere 6). Between 0 and I ML coverage, all core level and valence band
zi¢

features shift 0.05-0.1 eV to lower binding energy (BE), indicating that the bands

are bending upward by this amount relative to the cleaved surface. A shift of 0.2

eV to lower BE has been seen for Au/MCT 3, and was attributed to Au acting as an

IPT60070
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acceptor in MCT. A similar explanation probably applies for the Ag-induced band C
bending at low coverages: the low concentration of Ag acts as a p-type dopant.

In 3ummary, while Ag does not react strongly with M1CT upon deposition, it

diffuses into the bulk on the order of 102 to 103 A by replacing Hg. Only after on

the order of 100 IlL Ag is deposited does it start to pile up at the surface. The

interface is very different in character from reactive metal/MlCT interfaces, and

also differs (in the nature of the diffusion) from the nonreactive Au/MCT -

interface. The in-diffused Ag alters the electrical properties of the surface.

This work was supported by DARPAunder contract 916610-B5.
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Figure Captions (

Figure 1.

The Hg 4f, Cd 3d, Te 3d, and Ag 3d core level peak areas, multiplied by their

respective atomic sensitivities and normalized to the value for Te at zero

deposition, as a function of Ag deposition. The peak areas so normalized are

equal to the near-surface concentrations of their respective atoms relative to

the bulk Je concentration. The dashed line is the shape expected for the Ag 3d

curve if there were no diffusion.

Figure 2.

Fractional composition of the Ag-diffused semiconductor near-surface as a

function of Ag coverage.
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a. Electronbeam Induced Hg Desorption and the Electronic

Structure of the Hg Depleted Surface of Hgl_xCdxTe

C L Shih. D. J. Friedman, K. A. Bertness, 1. Lindau, and W. E SpicerStanford University, Stanford. Californa 94305

J. A. Wilson

Stat: Barbara Research Center, Goleta. Californa 93017

Abstract

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

(XUPS), Low energy electron diffraction (LEED), and Angle-resolved ultraviolet

photOemission spectroscopy (ARPES) were used to study the electron beam

induced Hg desorption from a cleaved (110) Hgl..CdTe surface and the

electronic structure of the Hg depleted surface. Solid state recrystalized Hg -

1CdTe single crystals were used. It was found that the electron beam

heating dominated the electron beam induced Hg desorption on Hg1.,CdTe.

At the electron beam energy used, the electron beam heating extended

several thousand angstrons deep. However, the Hg depletion saturated after

a few monolayers were depleted of Hg atoms. At the initial stage of Hg loss

(only 3%), the surface band bend upward (more p-type). The ARPES

spectrum showed the loss of some E vs. k dispersion after 22% Hg atoms

were removed from the surface region, and no dispersion was observed after

43% Hg atoms were removed. These results have important implication on

the electronic structure of the surfaces and interfaces of which the
stoichiometry is altered.
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I. Introduction
Hgl.Cd.Te (MCT) appears to be unique in that cations are easily

removed from the surface region by various surface treatments. In low

pressure oxidation' and metals on clean MCT surface2.3. Hg loss is uniquely

strong. In chemical preparation of surface with methonal etching4 appears

to cause depletion of Cd. Also Nitz et a reported Hg loss due to use or

surface analysis tool using electron beam. As a result it is important for

device work to know how this removal of cations effects the electronic and

lattice structure. Conversely since Hg can be removed so easily an

opportunity is provided to obtain fundamental understanding of the effects

of such removal on the electronic and lattice structures. The first need is to

provide a sensitive and reproducible means of removing Hg atoms unifomly

from the surface. We have achieved this goal by studying the electron beam

induced Hg desoption and calibrating the Hg loss as a function of beam

parameters. Here we report preliminary studies of the elctron beam induced

Hg desorption and the electronic and lattice structure of the Hg depleted

surface of cleaved Hg1.1CdTe ( 10) surface. -

II. Experimentals

Hgl.CdTe crystals with x a 0.23 were introduced through a transfer

system into a baked UHV system which was equipped with sample cooling

and heating capabilities. The sample was cleaved to produce an atomically

clean (110) surface. Electron beam was rastered over the sample to produce

Hg desorption. By rastering the electron beam over a fine wire mesh with .

known wire spacing and watching the electron absorbtion image of the wire
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mesh on the TV monitor, the rastering area was determined. By moving the

electron beam across a sharp knife edge. the current pass thr6ugh the knife

was measured as a function of the moving distance, and the electron beam

diameter was determined as the distance between the positions or 10% andI 90% current rise.

Electron beam induced Hg desoption was first studied and calibrated

- by rastering the electron beam over a restricted area and varying the

substrate temperature. Because Aguer electrons are emitted from the

sample during irradiation by the rastering electron beam, Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES) was used to monitor the surface composition during

electron beam exposure. In order to do LEED and photoemission

measurements the electron beam was rastered over the whole surface to

produce uniform damage. LEED was used to study the surface crystal

structure, angle-resolved photoemmision spectroscopy (ARPES) was used to

study the valence band dispersion and the band bending, and x-ray

photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) with various detection angles was used to

study the composition with different surface sensitivities.

I1. Results and discussion

A. Electron beam induced Hg desorption

Figure I shows the Auger signals of Hg and Te as a function of electron

beam irradiation time at different substrate temperatures. The beam

parameters are: E. - 3 KV, 1. - 40 pA, area - 1 mm x 0.7 mm, and d. = 100

lam, where E. is the electron beam energy, I is the beam current and d. is

the electron beam diameter. With these beam parameters. a calculation

which models the power deposited on the sample (appendix A) shows the

dynamical heating effect of a thermal spike at a given location with 13 Psec
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duration and amplitude, T.. - Tub, estimated between 150 0 C - 300 0 C.
..

The uncertainty is due to the uncertainty of the thermal conductivity 6. In f

Figure I one sees that Hg depletion is suppressed with cooling of the C
..,

substrate. Combining this result with the calculation of the heating effect

suggests that the electro, beam heating plays the dominant role in the

electron beam induced Hg desorption. One also finds that the Hg signal

decreases to 60% depletion then saturates, and the Te signal increases by

20%. The surface sensitivities of Hg Auger signal (76 eV) and Te Auger

signal (483 eV) are about 5 A and 15 A respectively 78 . If we assume that'

for each Hg atom desorpted an excess Te atoms is produced, and that only

Hg is removed from the top few monolayers, we can explain that the Te

signal increased by 20% while the Hg signal decreased by 60%. One would

also expect that the Cd/Te signal remain unchanged if the above assumption

is true. By measuring the XPS signal at different photoelectron take-off

angles one can change the effective probing depth of XPS. Let us say the

off-normal emission angle is el, and the escape depth of the XPS signal is go,

then the effective probing depth, Qi, equals to o0(cos es). In figure 2 we

have plotted the cations (Hg or Cd) to Te ratio of an uniformly Hg-depleted
surface as a function of o0(cos e,). The Hg/Te and Cd/Te signals- are

* normalized to that of the cleaved surface. ie. taking both of the Hg/Te and
Cd/Te ratio as unity. The abscissa of figure 2 is plotted from zero to to

corresponding to Cos 0, from zero to unity. We observed that the Cd/Te

ratio stays constant while the Hg/Te ratio drops. If one approximates the

XPS signal of Hg/Te (normalized to the signal of the cleaved surface) at 0

probing depth 9, which is denoted as S(Qi) is the average from the suf ace to

ii. then the concentration ratio at different depths. C() can be deconvoluted -a,'A

using the following equation: C -
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The deconvolution result can not be consider as an accurate representation

of the depth profile since the approximation is very crude. However,

qualitatively it does give the trend of the Hg/Te ratio as a function of depth.

The XPS result is consistent with the above interpretation of AES result --

that for each Hg atom desorpted an excess Te atoms is produced, and that

only Hg is removed frbm the top few monolayers.

Is the electron beam induced Hg desoption on Hgl-1 Cd1Te caused by

electronic transition, the so-called Electron stimulated desoption (ESD)9?

For the ESD phenomena there is a threshold dose of electrons which produce

the onset of the desorption, and the desorption is linearly dependent on

doses. In our study, for the beam parameters of: Eo = 2kV, I- 10 JIA , we

observed no Hg depletion and the surface LEED pattern was sharp after 3

hours; whereas for the same beam parameters except with Io - 30 j}A, we

observed 22 % Hg depletion in 60 minutes. The electron doses for the two

cases are identical which indicates the ESD mechanism can not explain the

electron beam induced Hg desoroption in Hgl-1 Cd1Te. On the other hand, the

later case yields a larger heating. effect which indicates the electron beam

heating is the dominant effect to cause the release of the surface Hg atoms.

However, we can not exclude the possibility of incoporating the electronic

transition to break the surface Hg-Te bonds. Although with 3 kV beam

energy the electron beam heating extended as deep as a few thousands

angstroms, the Hg depletion is limited at the top few monolayers. We think

that the surface layer with excess Te film might act as a barrier for the Hg

outdiffusion to the surface for the subsquent desorption. The following

RPT60070 95
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mechanism is suggested: The electron beam heating causes the relcase of

the Hg atoms from the surface, after the top few monolayers are depleted of

Hg the process is limited by the outdiffusion of the subsurface Hg atoms to C

the surface, and the crystal collapses with excess Te on the surface which

acts as diffusion barrier.

B. Electronic and lattice structure of the Hg depleted surface

As Hg atoms were removed from the Hgl-2 Cd.Te surface, LEED was

used to measure the suface lattice periodicity. and the valence band-

dispersion was measured by ARPES. At the same time, the valence band

maximum and the Cd 4d and the Hg 5d core levels were used to detemined

the band bending. These measurements were done as a function of Hg atoms

removed. The fermi level of the fresh cleaved surface was at the VBM,

which indicated a p-type surface. At only 3% Hg loss (determined by XPS)

we first observed that both the Hg 5d and Cd 4d levels (measured at 21 eV

photon energy) shifted upward by about 0.1 eV (figure 3(a)). This was

attributed to the band bending upward and the surface becoming degenerate

p-type. However, the LEED pattern and the valence band dispersion were

identical to that of the cleaved suface. The previous result can be

understood by assuming that Hg vacancies have formed and act like

acceptors. The Hg5d and Cd 4d core level shifts as a function of the surface

Hg loss are shown in figure3(b). The kinetic energies of these levels in UPS

measurements are less than 10 eV thich corresonds to the escape depth of

about 20A7. If one assumes that the Hg 5d emission comes from the p

underlying stoichiometric region of Hgl.,Cd1Te where the UPS is still

sensitive to. the movement or the 5d core level at higher Hg loss indicates

that the underlying Hgn.1 Cd1Te becomes more p-type because a large amount

96 RPT60070
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of Hg vacancies have formed. At higher Hg depletion the ARPES spectrum

showed the valence band E vs. k dispersion was lost. In figure 4(a) and 4(b)

the ARPES normal emission spectra With hu from 17 eV to 21 eV of both the

cleaved surface and the suface with 43% Hg loss are shown respectively. For

the cleaved surface the strong dependence of photoemission peak positions

on the incident photon energies represents the valence band E vs k

dispersion10 . This dispersion relation was not observed on the Hg depleted

surface. Instead, two broad peaks with stationary binding energy at 4.8 eV

and 1.4 eV were observed. No LEED pattern was observed for this Hg-

depleted surface indicating that the lattice periodicity also disappeared. In

table I we summarize the results of the LEED patterns and the band

dispersions as a function of Hg loss. An interesting result is that one can

remove at least 7% of the cations (corresponding to 9 % Hg loss) within

approximately 20 A of the surface without loss of the band dispersion. It

should be noted that our LEED measurment which is very suf ace sensitive

(about 5A) also showed a very sharp LEED pattern. The loss of the E vs k

dispersion relationship tells us that the elctrons in this region are no longer

Bloch wave like, and one can say that there is no "Bloch band". However,

one should notice that in amorphous Si, although there is also no "Bloch

band", one can still talk in terms of a valence band and conduction band.

The difference is that in a "Bloch band" electrons travel as Bloch waves, and

in amorphous material electrons travel by a other mechanism.

Is there a change in the x value and thus a change in the band gap

corresponding to the change in the Cd1Hg ratio? It is hard to imagine that
after a large amount of Hg loss, there is still a band structure of Hgl-1 Cd1Te

with larger x value, unless most of the missing Hg atoms are replaced by the

Cd atoms. ie. the (Hg+Cd)/Te remains unity, and the crystal structure are still
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preserved. In our study we found that the Cd/Te ratio remained constant as

Hg was decreased, and the valence band lost its E vs k dispersion. However.

one can not say there is no band structure even though the E vs! dispersion

Is lost (as discussed above for the example of amorphous Si). What possibly

happens in our case is that the mixtures of the clusters of Te, CdTe and Hgl.

,CdTe with various x values are formed, and the band structures associated

with these clusters are very complex depending on the size and the

crystallinity of the clusters. Morphologically how these clusters are arranged.I

is very impotant to the device work. For example, if clusters of amorphous

Te (which is metal like) spread out beneath a passivation layer, it will cause :

the leakage of the device.

IV. Conclusion

We have studied the electron beam induced Hg desorption and the
effect of the loss of H& on the electronic and lattice structure of the cleaved

Hg1..Cd1Te. The major results are summarized as follows:

(1) The ESD8 mechanism can not explain the electron beam induced

Hg desorption on the cleaved Hg 1..Cd.Te where the electron beam heating is

the dominant effect In causing the release of the surface Hg atoms. After the

top few monolayers are depleted of Hg atoms, the crystal collapses leaving

the surface with excess Te atoms which act as a diffusion barrier for Hg

outdiff usion.

(2) At the initial stage of the Hg loss (only 3%). the surface crystal

structure and the band structure are preserved and the surface becomes 0

degenerate p-type. Suprisingly. good lattice structure and band dispersion

are still preserved up to 9% Hg loss. At higher Hg loss, the surface cyrtal

structure and band dispersion are gradually lost.

RPT60070
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As mentioned earlier, the Hg1,Cd 1Te surface stoichiometry is easily

altered 1.2.3.4.5. The result of this on the electronic structure is very

important for the device application. For example. if type conversion

happens at the interface, it will create an extra junction which affects the .,

device performance, and if band gap narrowing happens at the interface, it

will cause the leakage, and etc. The information needed are so crucial and

yet little is known to date. What we presented here represents the first step

in an effort to understand the electronic structure of the stoichiometry

altered surfices and interfaces.
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APPENDIX A

ELECTRON BEAM HEATING EFFECT

The power deposited in a solid sample by an electron beam can cause

heating of the sample. The 'Aifferential equation of the heat conduction is

8T/Bt = Q/CD- V(ocVT) (AI)

where T - temperature

t -time

0 - power deposited per unit volume

C heat capacity per unit volume

- thermal diffusivity.

For a given position, the first term on the right hand side of the equation is

the energy deposited in from the electron beam and the second term is the

energy flows out resulting from the gradient of heat flow.

Steady State: According to Pittway", the steady state temperature

rise is directly proportional to the beam power (Ip x E ) and inversely

proportional to both the thermal conductivity and the beam diameter. At

the center of the beam the surface temperature rise is given by'2

T- Ts - P/1(8fr)1'?KSrbi 1A2)

where T. - temperature at the center of the beam which is maximum

Ts - substrate temperature

P - power of the electron beam

Ks - thermal conductivity

rb - beam diamete. W

For materials like Hg1.1 CdTe, where the thermal conductivity is a function of

temperature, Ks is the effective thermal conductivity which lies between the

100 RPT600 7 0 w
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maximum value and the minimum blaue. For our purpose, let's assume Ks is

a constant.

*Transient Behavior; To know the transient heating effect at the center

of the beam one needs to solve equation (Al) BTiat - QICP -V(ocVT). To a

good approximation. on the surface the term V(oc VT) is proportional to the

difference between the surface temperature and the substrate temperature,
V(oc VT): = (T-T2). Then equation (Al) becomes

8DT1t -Q1C~j (T-Ts) WA)*

At steady state WTat - 0, we obtain

QICp 'D(Tm-Ts) (M4)

Thus the equation becomes
8T/at - (Q/C,)I I - (T-Ts)/(Tm-Ts)I (A 5)

The solution is

ta-s- (Ta-Ts)/1 I -exp(-t/z)J (A6)

Where r' - Cp(Tm-T3)/Q. Q can be approximated as Q - P/1f rrb where R

is called the gruen range which represents the range of the electron beam
power deposited into the solid. %5 can be obtained from (AZ).

Dynamical Heating effect of a rastering electron beam: We have

obtained the heating effect at the center of an electron beam for the steady

state and transient situations. We can then apply this knowledge to the

heating effect of a rastering electron beam.

For a given position when the electron ~beam on a pass through, the

temperature rises up and then falls down. The rising and falling time is
'4' characterized by r and the duration time t. is determined by the spot size.
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d.. the length or the rastering line, 1.. the TV frame rate, f. and the number

of rastering lines per frame, n,
to - (d0/1o)/nif WA)

The amplitude of the thermal spike then can be obtained from (A6) and
equals to (T.-T5)ff 1-exp(-t.ft)j. When the scanning lhie spacing is smaller

than the spot size, similar thermal spike occurs when the next scanning line
passes through, and the amplitude is smaller. . ,
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Table I. The ARPES and LEED results at various surface Hg depletions

(as determined by XPS) at room temperature.
I '.*. .

Bg LOSS( HS LOSSARPES RESULTS LEED RESULTS
UIPS)__

0 dispersion in valence band sharp lI pattern

9

19 loss of some dispersion weak lxi pattern

32 loss of more dispersion no pattern

43 very little dispersion "

51 so dispersion -

.77
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Figure Captions

Figure I Auger signals (peak-to-peak height) of Hg (75 eV) and Te (487

eV) as a function of electron beam irradiation time at different

substrate temperatures. The escape depths of the Hg and Te

Auger signals are about 5A and 15A respectively.

Figure 2 XPS signals of cation (Hg or Cd) to Te ratios as a function of

the effective probing depth,_I,_c.s ej =. _ is the off-normal

emission angle. 2, is the escape depth of XPS, which is about

20A.' The deconvolution result iH obtained using equation

1. (seetext for details).

Figure 3a The binding energies of Hg 5d and Cd 4d core levels for the

clean cleaved surface and the surface with 3% Hg loss. The

shift upward of both Hg 5d and Cd 4d after 3% Hg loss is

attributed to the band bending. The escape depths for these

core level electrons are about 20A. The deconvolution result is

obtained by using equation 1. (see text for details).

Figure 3b The binding energy shifts of Hg 5d and Cd 4d as a function of the

percent Hg loss. The energy resolution of the relative movement

of the core levels is better than 0.05 eV.

Figure 4a ARPES normal emission spectra of the cleaved surface (x - 0.233)

valence band at different photon energies. The strong

dependence of the peaks on the photon energy respresents
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the E vs k dispersion. For detailed discussion about ARPES

normal emission spectra of Hg11,CdxTe, see reference 10.

Figure 4b ARPES normal emission spectra of the uniformly Hg-depleted .fe

surface (43w. Hg loss as determined by XPS). The strong

dependence of peaks on the photon energy has disappeared.

instead two peaks with stationary binding energies at 4.8 eV

and 1.4 eV are observed. The detailed discussion of this E vs k

disappearknce is in the text.
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(1) Photoemission Study of Etched HgCdTe Surfaces Revealing Cd Loss

C. P. Carey, A. Wahi, J. A. Silberman, C. M. Stahle and W. E. Spicer

I. Introduction

The complex chemistry of the ternary alloy system HglxCdxTe is man-

ifested in many aspects of the growth, processing, and characterization of

this II-VI semiconductor. The large differences in the activities of the

constituents and the case of diffusion lead to difficulties in controllinj"

crystal growth and can lead to off-stoichiometry on the cation sublattice

and a non-ideal cation to anion ratio. The veak Hg bonding in the lattice

11,21 which contributes to the disparities in the activity coefficients

also increases the density of point defects (e.g. Ug vacancies) which can

be electrically active and hence markedly affect the electrical properties

of the semiconductor, as reported in section III of this report. In that

section it is shown that one must be careful when using an electron beam

as a probing source during characterization or processing since it may

preferentially remove the cation Hg from the lattice and hence alter the

electronic band structure in the surface of the alloy. But, because of

the nature of the bonding in this lattice, very gentle handling of this

system (relative to SI, e.g.) during both processing and characterization

can markedly affect the composition of the alloy and hence impede potential

device performance. It Is therefore of great importance to study the

.*= effect on the surface and bulk electronic structure of Hgl.xCdxTe of the

mechanical, chemical, and thermal interactions that will occur during

growth, processing and characterization of the alloy.

Many well-controlled studies of the surface electronic structure and

chemistry have been conducted in this program on atomically clean surfaces
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that have been produced by cleaving 'HgCdTe crystals in UHV environments.--

(
The Initial stages of oxygen uptake on the surface have been studied in a

contamination-free atmosphere, metal-HgCdTe interfaces 14], and the band

structure (51 have all been studied on cleaved HgCdTe to give insights

into the bonding nature of the alloy and its interaction with oxygen and

metal overlayers.

Using these fundamental studies as a baseline, the extension of our

investigations to those technologically important surfaces of HgCdTe that.-

have been cleaned by chemical etching is important in enabling us to

understand the complexities of these "device" surfaces. Composition changes

might occur upon etching of the material with bromine methanol (BrM) since

this etchant has shown anisotropic reaction etch rates on HgCdTe, with Cd 'U
removal being the fastest (6). The goal of this research is to determine

the composition, degree of contamination, and the production of oxides on

these technologically important surfaces and to determine the pinning ofthe fermi level at the surface (Ef,s). Our ultimate goal is to fundametally 
:

understand the HgCdTe surface in which devices are made by combining our

knowledge of the "theoretical" cleaved surfaces with the studies of tfese

technologically important device surfaces.

II. Experimental

Substrates of HgCdTe that had undergone surface preparation similar to

that of production line samples were prepared at SBRC and shipped to Stanford

in an inert N42 ambient. The method of shipping was vorked out to minimize

surface changes. The samoles were shipped in batches of six to facilitate

their transfer into the VC ESCALAB via a nitrogen glove bag. Care was

taken to minimize exposure to air during this transfer. Once inside

the fast entry lock of the chamber the samples were brought down to UHV

112 RPT60070
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within a few minutes and then transformed into the analytical chamber. UPS

(He 1, Hell) and XPS (MgYK ) were performed on each sample. Yhe details

of this procedure are listed in section InI of our previous semi-annual

report 14].

To provide for calibration of the sensitivity factors for the hemispherical

energy analyzer (HEA) of the VG ESCAIAB and to determine the extent of the

contamination of the samples during their transfer to the chamber via the

nitrogen glove bag, a HgCdTe (x - 0.23) crystal was cleaved in the glove

bag and then transferred to the chamber in the same manner as the etched

surfaces. (It is not possible to cleave until UHV within the ESCALAB.)

An oxidized piece of CdTe was also introduced and was gently sputtered

(1 keV Ar, 3 mn.) to facilitate calculation of the sensitivety factors,

UPS and XPS were performed on each sample. The HgCdTe sample was analyzed

twice: 2 hours and 72 hours after being Introduced Into the chamber.

III. Results

The PES results obtained thus far in this ongoing study are located in

Table I. The samples were provided by SBRC and chosen to have x-values near

0.30. Table I lists the surface fermi level and composition for each-

sample studied thus far as determined by PES. Whether or not excess Te and/or

Te oxide exists at the surface is also noted. Other sample parameters such

as growth type, bulk doping, bulk x-value, and surface preparation

procedure are listed for comparison. The most salient feature in all this

data is a consistent Cd loss revealed by all samples of known bulk x-value.

The samples that have 50% transmission cut off values are currently being Il

k correlated to x-value.

In most cases, the surface fermi level (Ef,s) is pinned 0.15 eV ± 0.05

above the valence band maximum (VBM) for both bulk n and p-type samples.
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There are notable exceptions to the pinning at 0.15 eV 0 0.05, In particular

the vapor transport sample (Ef s-VBM - 0.30 eV) and the LPE grown HgCdTe on

CdZnTe substrates (Ef,s-VBM - 0.0 and 0.10 eV) show aberrations that merit

a closer look into more similarly prepared samples but with known x-values.

In general, the statistics (i.e. more samples studied) must be improved

In order to draw more qualitative conclusions from these values.

In this continuing study it is Important to refine some of the analysis

depicted in this table. Not only must more samples be studied, but the

accuracy of our quantitative analysis must be refined. The surface x-values

were calculated using the relation:

CCd + CHg

CCd
where ZCd- Ccd+ CHg + CTe

and c= An/Sn x 100
n )i/si

.7

where An is the XPS peak area of element n and Sn is the atomic sensitivity

factor of this peak and I is summed over Hg,Cd, and Te. The atomic sensitivity

factors used in generating this table were obtained from the Phi handbook 171:

2.1 for the Hg 4f7 /2 , 2.55 for the Cd 3d5/2 and 4.0 for the Te 3d5/2 . As

outlined in section II of this report, the atomic sensitivity factor is

defined as

S - [ A(E)T(E)a(E)-.

where A(M) is the escape length of the photoexcited electron at kinetic

energy E, and T(E) is the transmiss:on of the analyzer and a is the partial 4; ,

photolonization cross section (PPCS). The X(E) and a(E) are fixed for

our MgKQ X ray source and the analyzed core peaks, therefore the T(E)
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may differ from the one that we have assumed and hence lead to a systematic

error in our calculation since the analyzer used in the ESCALAB is different

from that used to generate the data in the Phi handbook. The sensitivity

factors of our analyzed peaks for the HEA, i.e. the ESCALAB, [8] are: 2.4 for

the Hg 4f7/2 , 3.8 for the Cd 3d5/2 , and 5.2 for the Te3d5 /2 . As can be readily

seen, qualitatively the Cd loss would be calculated to be approximately

10% more at the surface if these Sn values are used. Therefore, lower

surface x values are expected than those listed in the table. Analysis --

on the cleaved HgCdTe and sputtered CdTe aimed at calculating more accurate

Sn's is currently being performed in order to give us better confidence

in our values. These more accurate values will be listed in the final

report.

One of the difficulties in assigning much significant significance to

this Investigation thus far is that it has been diffuclt in obtaining some

of the relevant materials parameters (e.g. x value, doping) that are essential

to complete a meaningful analysis. Our powerful surface science techniques

can only look at a resultant surface; we need to have the pertinent Information

as to sample preparation history and relevant parameters. SBRC is woriking

closely to facilitate the generation of this Information. More samples

are planned with this in mind.

IV. Discussion

The major finding in our PES surface analysis of all the samples studied

thus far is the 10 to 25% Cd loss at the surface of the etched HgCdTe. Since

we are only looking at the top - 20 A of the surface, the depth at which this

depletion occurs is not known. On investigation of future samples we will

obtain some qualitative depth profile information by taking XPS spectra of

elemental peaks of differnt binding energy in addition to the peaks used
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in this analysis. In a similar study of BrM etching on CdTe and CdMnTe, Feldman g

et al. 19] estimated the Cd depletion to be 10 A and 20 A , respectively, C

using Auger sputter profiling. They did not report the degree of Cd depletion,

however. Talasek et al. (6J reported enhanced Cd reaction rates relative to

Hg and Te with BrM etching, thus our findings agree qualitatively with

both of those studies. None of these electron spectroscopies are able

to obtain information into the uniformity of the composition across the

surface, therefor these studies do not rule out the possibility of a non-'

uniform surface composition.

The loss of Cd at the surface elicits questions as to the crystalline

integrity of the lattice after etching the surface. If the HgCdTe loses

crystallinity at the surface, then the physics that give rise to the

electronic band structure will no longer hold. As discussed in the

previous section of this report, surgical removal of 10-25% of the cation

Hg with an electron beam results in some ioss of dispersion in the valence

band of HgCdTe. This may play a role In the surfaces of devices made of

etched material, giving rise to leakage currents, recombination, and possible

noise sources. Performing LEED on these etched surfaces should give some

insight into the crystallinity of-these etched surfaces. The studies performed

by Shih (Section III of this report) with the preferential removal of the

cation Hg from HgCdTe and its effect on the electronic band structure

should give tremendous insight into these studies.

The Initial analysis of the data on the cleaved HgCdTe reveals that .

the cleave produced In the nitrogen glove bag is much cleaner than the

etched samples, with very little of the ubiguitous oxygen and carbon

contaminating the surface. This suggest that our glove bag transfer pro-

cedure does not introduce appreciable contamination and that the contamination
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present on etched samples is Introduced during the etching process or Oh

during the - 24 hours the samples reside in the N2 enveloper The cleaved

sample also acts as a calibration standard to determine the sensitivity

factors for the HEA. Preliminary analysis indicates that the HEA sensitivity

factors give more accurate quantitative agreement than the Phi sensitivity

factors. Therefore as our data analysis continues and the quantitative

accuracy refined, it now appears that the Cd loss appears to be much larger

than we first estimated.

V. Summary

Detailed analysis of the surface of etched HgCdTe using XPS and UPS

reveals 10 to 25% Cd loss in the top - 20 A of the lattice which Is consistant

with the anistropic nature of the BrM etchant with HgCdTe. The depth profile
.'m,.

is not yet determined, and the lateral uniformity of this loss is not obtainable
r.

with our analytical PES tools. The etched surfaces contain much more contamination

than the atomically clean cleave, and most also exhibit oxidized Te at the surface.

Most surfaces have Ef,s pinned at 0.15 eV 1 0.05 above VBM, with few exceptions.

LPE layers grown on CdZnTe and large x values at the surface (x>0.27) give a

larger spread in Ef, s. Most of the histories of each sample have been

obtained, and future analysis will be enhanced by completing this knowledge.

The statistical fluctuation among the data taken from the surface can be reduced

by further studies. Thus future work is planned to acquire better statistics.

.i.%
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TABLE I
Sample ,VM Bulk Growth x-Value Surface Prep Notes
SameVo doping tgpe bak r A DC

LPE 148(A) 0.15 n LPE rsow, 0.20 1st 2nd 1,2,3
LPE 148(0) 0.15 n LPE r*A" 0 0.21 Ist 3
ZH247(A) 0.15 p HZM 0.30 0.23 Ist 2nd 1,2
ZH 247(0) 0.15 p HZM 0.30 0.23 1st 1,2
RCS-241(A) 0.15 n SSR 0.30 0.24 1st 2nd 1,2
RCA-241 () 0.15 n SSR 0.30 0.26 Ist 1,2

rownT low TLPE-140(A) 0.15 0.20 n LPE rr.#m'0.22 Ist 2,3

LPE-148(8) 0.15 0.15 n LPE ream#0.22 Ist 2nd 3
RSC-241 (A) 0.20 0.20 n SSR 0.30 0.24 1st 2nd 2
RCS-241 (0) 0.20 0.25 n SSR 0.30 0.24 1st 2
ZH247-3C 0.15 0.20 p HZM 0.30 0.24 ,st 2nd 1,2
ZH247-3D 0.15 0.20 p HZMI 0.30 0.23 1st 2

- RCS-209- 1 13(A) 0.20 p SSR 0.35 0.33 1st 2nd
RCS-209-1-20(A 0.20 p SSR 0.35 0.30 1st 2nd 1
F6067(8) 0.15 LPE f.*v 0.24 1st 2nd 1,2
VTIE-2BC(B) 0.30 p VT q4sw" 0.27 Ist 2nd 1,2,3
ZH250-2D(B) 0.20 n HZM 0.30 0.25 1st 2nd

ZH286-2J(A) 0.15 n HZM 0.30 0.27 1st 2
ZH286-2J(B) 0.25 n HZM 0.30 0.20 uats/nb-c .tch 1,2
ZH286- IE(A) 0.10 n HZM 0.30 0.29 Ist 2nd 2
ZH286-1E(B) 0.10 n HZM 0.30 0.26 Ist- 2nd 2
VII 544.1 0.20 p LPE "-4M" 0.34 1st 2nd 2,3
VI 544.2 0.0 0 LPE ,r4,, 00.35 Ist 2nd 2,4
IV 489.1 0.15 p LPE zrJ""0.25 Ist 2nd 1,2,3

IV 489.2 0.10 p LPE X.'Pm'0.23 Ist 2nd 1L2,4
RCS- 184-2-8(A) 0.35 p SSR 0.39 0.33 1st 2nd ,
RCS- 184-2-8(B) 0.30 p SSR 0.39 0.20 Ist 2nd 1 2:

I-- RCS-163-3-13(A 0.20 p SSR 0.22 0.17 Ist 2nd A, 2
RCS-163-3-13(8) 0.20 D SSR 0.22 o. 15 Ist 2nd • 2

surface preparation notes grovth tpesA - POLISH: 2X bromine in 0imethyl- I - Excess To in surface HZM: Horizontal .formomide (DMF) reoion Zone MWlt

- SPRAY: I/16X Bromin In Ethylene 2 - Obddzed Te at surfaem LP: Liquid Phan
Glyol spray etch 3 - LPE on CdT. substrate Epitaxy::" C - LIY - as : ozone oxdation ash etch 4 - LPE on CdZhTe SSR: Solid State -

"""•tranmission cutff waa ill correlate substrate Recrystallized
.r-mIm1nd cutfs dtaVT: Vapor Transport
Il bndap ValuM
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Section IV

ALLOY BONDING

A. INTRODUCTION

In this period, seven papers appeared in print as a result of this task

(some were submitted in earlier periods). In addition, two papers were

accepted for publication, and three others have been submitted but not

yet refereed. Reprints and preprints of these papers are attached. The

topics treated in these papers and in new work not yet written for

publication are:

I Isoelectronic Defects (Low Concentration Limit)

A. Bond energy changes

B. Lattice Relaxation

C. Effect on simple model of mixing enthalpies

D. Strain coefficient modifications

II Concentrated Alloys

A. Compositional clusters

B. New theory of order-disorder transitions

C. New theory of liquid-solid phase transitions

III Band Structure, Transport, and Optical Properties of Alloys

IV Deep States in Semiconductors

V Structural and Mechanical Properties of Semiconductors

A. Dislocation energies

B. Hardness

C. Strategy for dislocation reduction in semiconductors

D. Vacancy formation energies.

There is a broad range of applications of the ideas contained in these

papers. However, our motivation for doing the work under this contract is to

appreciate the underlying phenomena that control devices fabricated in narrow

bandgap materials, especially near surface related properties of HgCdTe. We

are at this point trying to understand the phenomena that cause the wide
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(< umn) damage (or transition layer) between bulk HgCdTe and any interface:

surface to vacuum, metal Shottkey barrier, Insulator, or heterojunction. The

feature we have uncovered which was not anticipated at the outset, Is the

presence of clusters. The remaining time under this contract will be spent

trying to uncover the connection, If any, between properties of clusters and

the unusual surface region in HgCdTe

1.7,



1. Semiconductor Alloys: Local Bond Lengths, Mixing Enthalpies, and

MicroclustersSA.B. CHEN* AND A. SHER

* Physics Department, Auburn University, AL 38849
tSRI International, Menlo Park, CA 94025

ABSTRACT

Several recent theoretical studies of the local structure of semiconductor alloys aresummarized. First, dilute limit calculations of local bond lengths and mixing entalpies
ame discussed. These calculations include effects due to both bond length and bo'r -
angle distortions, a well as local chemical rearrangements. Then, a new statistical
theory of concentrated alloys is described. Deviations from random alloy distributions(microcluster3) am predicted.

INTRODUCTION

This paper summarize our recent theoretical studies directed toward understand-
Ing the mtcrofhopic structures of pseudo-binary semiconductor alloys AaBrC. We firt
umpresent a detailed lalculation of the local bond length relaxation in the dilute limit

S--d 0, ie. the case where an A atom Is substituted or a B atom in a BC compound.
The mixing enthalpy parameter nis round to be related to small excess substitution
energies. These excess energies are calculated directly through Minimization pro-

edure. Thug, the accuracy ofu the predicted a s is not limited by trying to find small
differences between large numbers. The theory is then generalized to concentrated
alloys using statistics based on combinations of tetrahedral clusters of five stoms. Our
results predict that microlustering occurs in a majority or alloys. We conclude by iden-
tprying systematic correlations between the theory and several experiments.

Before discussing the calculation, It is useful t provide some background about
the structure of these alloys. It was customary to assumet tahese alloys have two
eublattices In which the C atoms occupy one sublattlce, and A and B atoms re ran-

domly distributed on the other. This picture, reyerred to as the virtual ccstal approxi
mation (VCA), Implies that the nearest-neighbor (n) bond lengths in the alloy are the
oncentration weighed average values, i.e. d r dBc x dse + (-x) der ns where

the values with a superscript (0) denote the pure-crystal values. On the other hand.according to Pauling's covalent radii approximation (CRA), the local bond lengths
retain the r respective pure-cryta values, I.e. d aC u d hatd dc o d h t

If we define 6 C ao oup ns db)atie and 6 dC) then the ratio 660 in Va-
dolzero, but In CRA it is o. However, pikkelsen aned to as th iul from their Er.i
experiment on C axnl.xAs that the an nn bond lengths do not fit either VCA or C A.
Instead, they ound theae valueo 66 to be close to 3/4. Since then. smilr experiments
have been done ar s number o znc-blende pseudo-binary alys. ( | ) and the 3/- ri de
appears to be quite general.
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DILUTE LDvIT .

The dilute limit Is the easiest case but Is still not trivial. Its solution provides
both end-point results (x - 0 and 1), as well as insight into the extension to the concen-
trated alloy case. A complete description of this case Is being reported elsewhere; here
we summarize the essential results. The substitution energy A, for an A atom replacing
a B atom in a BC compound is calculated and minimized to find the relaxed
configuration. A, can be written as As - 4 (AEb + AE, + AECh), where AEb is the
binding energy difference between the AC and BC compounds, AE, is the strain energy,
and AEh Is a chemical energy shift. All AE' s are energies per bond. Then,
AE = AE, 1  AEh is the exces energy per bond for the impurity substitution. AE, is
calculated by dividing the crystal into two regions. Outside R (which is the distance of
the second-shell atoms to the impurity), the distorted crystal is treated as an elastic con-
tinuum with a radial displacement field which is Inversely proportional to the square of
the radial distance, so AEP"t) - 1/4RCu2 , where C is an effective shear coefficlent, -

C - (1.6 (C11 - C12) + 4.8 C4), (1)

and u W the magnitude of the displacement at R. Inside R, the strain energy AS"') is
treated with a valence force field (VFF).() Finally, the chemical energy shift AEh is cal-
culated from Harrison's model and arises from changes in the metalization energies
caused by different bond lengths Ad n d9c - dAc and covalent energies
AV3 = V3(AC) - V3(C). Note that o - (d& - df°) / dV and
5 - (dij - dc) /do in this dilute limit, so the excess energy AE can be expanded up
to second order in 5, u, and AV3 For a given pair A and B, AE Is an explicit function of
5 and u. Minimization of AE with respect to 6 and U leads to the equilibrium local
bond length dAC and energy AE. Then, AE is used to estimate the mixing enthalpy
parameter fl in the mixing enthalpy AH - x(1-x)(1 by

n - 2 (AE (A in BC) + AE (B in AC)). (2)

A systematic comparison with other models based on strain energy alone shows
that an increase of the range of the fixed boundary R increases the relaxation of dAc, i.e.
It causes 6/O to increase. The inclusion of the bond angle restoring force, on the other
hand, reduces the relaxation. It turns out that a delicate cancellation or these two
effects causes a simple spring model pointed out by Shih et al. (SSHS 3) to yield accu-
rate results. In this model 6 - 60 / (1 + 1/3 c/o,), where a and a are the bond-
stretching force constants for the host (BC) and the Impurity (AC) crystals. With
a ft a, this model predicts 6 - 3/460 for a zinc-blende alloy. Although our full pertur-
bation theory (FPT) and the VFF model of Martin and Zunger (MZ) 4" predict d.c with
an average absolute deviation comparable to the experimental uncertainty of 0.01A. the
simple spring model is even better.

We note that while in our theory, MZ and SSHS. the 0 values are directly calcu-
lated without any adjustable parameters, our theory and SSHS agree with the experi-
meat as well or even slightly better than the one-parameter theories.( 6) Although our
theory predicts a negative C value for all three (Ga, Al) alloys, the magnit,|de
(0 = -0.17 kcal/mole) is too small to account for the ordering or GA&Al 1 ,.-s grown at
600 to 700*C found recently. (7) The calculated 0 values also provide guidance in
separating miscible from immiscible alloys. In a random alloy, the criterion for alloy
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mixing for all x is T > T0, where the critical temperature T is given by T, 0 f/2R
with R. being the universal gas constant. Figure I is a ploi. of T/T 2 against
160 1/ 6a 1 , where T2 is the lower of the two constituent's melting temperatures, and
6,, 1.83xi with xm being the ratio of rms bond length amplitude fluctuation to the
bond length at T.. The simple spring model gives T,/T2 = (616/=)2 as indicated by the
solid curves.

There is an empirical rule stating that a miscibility gap will occur if 1601
between two alloy components exceeds 7.5%. However, If T/T 2 is plotted against

60 I, the simple spring model would not exhibit a smooth simple quadratic curve, and
our theoretical points would be much more scattered. This suggests that
[ 6o n 6m I > 1 is a better criterion than 1 6o 1 > 0.075. Figure 2 also clearly shows

the chemical effects, namely negative and pos eive chemical energies AEh for cation and
anion substitutions respectively. The full theory and the experiments correlate within

-_ the experimental uncertainties. The simple SSHS model clearly Is an excellent universal
representation. However, T,/T2 varies faster than quadratically for larger 16o/6; I
values, as born out from both the experimental data and the full theory.

CONCENTRATED ALLOYS

Turn now to the concentrated alloy case. First, an improved statistical model is
required. We have extended regular solution theory based on pair energies to one for
five-atom clusters. For an ABl..sC alloy, the building blocks are clusters of
A(m)B(4-m)C, where m ranges from 0 to 4. For a given alloy concentration x and for a
given set of energies , ssociated with these clusters, we have derived expressions for
the cluster population distribution x. - Im / N, where N is the total number of unit
tells and 1. s the averaged number of cells with A(m)B(4-m)C clusters. The partition
function Z is obtained using a steepest descents argument which then yields the mixing
Helmhotz free energy 4F. The result reduces to Guggenheim's tetrahedron case()l if
pair potentials (for the second-neighbors) are assumed. Another major difference is that
we only need to solve a single quartic equation, while Guggenheim needed to solve four
simultaneous quartic equations.

The key to the problem, however, lies in the calculation of the energies e.. If one
assumes that the size of the tetrahedra for all m-clusters at a given alloy concentration
takes on the corresponding VCA- values but allows the central C atom to relax, then the
energies as functions of x behave like those shown in Figure 2(a). There are at least two
major flaws in this result. First, the energies are too large and would correspond to (I

* .values many times the experimental values. Second, at x = 0.75, 0.5, and 0.2. these
energies imply compound formation for A3B1C 4 , A2B2 C 4 , and A1B 3C4, respectively.
which is opposite to the known tendency for spinodal decomposition of Gklnl.As at
low T. However, If the local cell volume of each cluster is allowed to be in mechanical
equilibrium with a continuous medium with an effective shear coefficient

0- xc1Co + (l-x) C,10, where the C value for the pure material is given by Eq. (1).
then, the corresponding energies e. as a function of x are given in Figure 2(b). which

:j. now yields a reasonable value of mixing enthalpy and correctly predicts the tendency
toward spinodal decomposition at low temperature. With this set of energies. one can
then calculate the cluster distribution xm, and compare them with the corresponding
values for a random alloy, i.e. x~M - (4m)xm(l-x) "m. Figure 3 shows the deviation
from randomness Ax ,, x* - xa. a function of x for four arbitrarily chosen growth
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temperatures. It shows that Ax, can be several percent at ordinary growth tempera-
tures and there are deviations from the symmetric behavior about x 1/2 predicted by
the pair energy model.

It is also interesting to examine the sets of bond lengths dj2) and d f, ) correspond.
ing to the e. values of Figure 2(b). The spread in the d values among different clusters
is found to lie within the width of EWFS lines.

The existence of microclusters, whose populations deviate from those of a random
alloy, will impact on many experimental results. These include phase diagrams. EXAYS
line positions and widths, magnetic quadruple splittings, modulation spectroscopy
widths, Raman frequencies and intensities for different modes, etc. We have demon-
strated that the theory agrees with EXAFS and measured mixing enthalpy parameters.
It should be tested against more experiments to further our understanding of the struc-
tural properties of semiconductor alloys.
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Harrison's bonding theory, the valence force field (VFF), and an elastic continuum are combined
in a study of the substitution energies A, and local (first-shell) bond lengths d, of isoelectronic im-
purities in semiconductors. Explicit expressions for A, and d, are derived, which enable us to ab-
sorb measured elastic constants into the calculation and to study the chemical effects arising from -

differences in the covalent radii and polarities. Several models based on VFF alone are also derived
for comparison. The full theory and at least five VFF models are found to produce impurity bond
lengths in excellent agreement with experiment. The substitution energies we shown to provide
good estimates of the mixing enthalpies l of pseudobinary alloys and to predict miscibility gaps
properly. The chemical shifts in 1l are found to be negative for most cation alloys but positive for
anion substitutions.

MS code no. BC300S 1985 PACS numbers: 61.S.Hg, 61.70.Rj

1. INTRODUCTION i. IMPURITY-SUBSTITUTION ENERGY

Consider the problem of substituting an isoclectronic

nThe discovery of bimodal distribution of the nearest- n stitt for a in a as how n Fi g. ,.',n ~~~~ ~ I substitunodtes.n,.Sntrh.sare for Ga in Gas sshown in Fig 1)• I
siderable interest in the bodn aueof semiconductor i

'alloys. z-  This finding has changed the conventional pic- I

ture of the alloy crystal bond configuration, which has
far-reaching implications about the electronic structure,

'structural stability, and thermodynamics of these materS- * "
alL Because of the complexity of both the structural and 413

the potential disorder in these alloys, ab initio band.
- structure techniques have not yet evolved to a stage suit-

able for direct calculations. Therefore, we have extended
Harmison's bonding theory7 to study the alloy structural
properties.' In this paper, we apply an intermediate ver. 

-sion of the theory to the dilute-limit case of an isoelect.
tronic impurity.

A particularly useful application of the theory is its
perturbation-expansion form, in which measured elastic

..'r 'constants are incorporated to obtain accurate results.
This form is also useful for comparison with other previ- L
ously published models3' s '9 that are based on the valence-
force-field (VFF) (Ref. 10) model alone. Thus, all the fac-
tors influencing bond-length relaxation, e.g., strains, boun- . ' ,,,,,,
dary conditions, and chemical effects, can be studied. The c. 91t.1.1
ability to incorporate the chemical effects is one major 3 . ,,0
difference between this theory and other VFF models. 413 .1

' The remainder of the paper contains the following scc- 12 o:
tions: Sec. 1I describes a theory for calculating impurity C il 3 31 JIN I

substitution energies. Section Ill casts the theory into e 3

perturbation form and combines it with a valence force C - ,-,.1 ,4, ,,.,,
field and an elastic continuum. Several VFF models are c" 1 ,.,. 1, *,

derived in Sec. IV. The modifications of numerical re- %A1

suits due to chemical effects on local bond lengths and al- FIG. I. A sketch of the flattened pic'urc of a sincle imurity
loy mixing cnthalpies arc summarized and discussed in A in a DC compound. The poition% and doplj'cnicni% for
Sec. V. Conclusions arc drawn in the last section, Scc. VI. those atoms labeled .ere used in Appund;x I .
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general, the bond lengths dl, d., d3.... for the first-, with a bond length dl, whercas LV.2 is th,. corrvporld.
second-, and third-shell bonds surrounding the impurity ing probability amplitude for the antihondin; state of a
are different from the equilibrium values of either the BC bond of bond length d2 . Finally. 1'0 1% a rcpulcive
pure BC compound, denoted as d, or the "impurity" com- pair potential required to prent the crystal from collap- i
pound AC, denoted as di =d(l-6 0 ). If A starts being a ing and to guarantee a correct equilibrium bond length.
free atom and B also ends being a free atom, then the en- The local perturbation, Eq. (5), is applicable bccaue the
ergy difference between the final and initial states is de- square root of the numerator is much smaller than the
fined as the substitution energy and is given by separation between the antibonding and bonding levels

A,(Edr+E)-(EpUr,+EA) and the valence band is completely filled, so the interac. V
tion between the bonding states only spreads the Eb levels

where CA and £p are free-atom energies for A and B, into bands without affecting the center of gravit% of the
respectively, Edr is the total energy of the semiconductor occupied states.
with a defect as sketched in Fig. 1, and E,,, is that of the The replacement energy AR of Eq. (2, can now be writ-
pure host BC crystal. Equation (1) can be written as ten explicitly:

A, -(E -E,,)-( ,)+(Es-E,) AR -4[ 2t(1)+ V 1 (I)+ 6t(.l,l )+64c(-,l)-(,-(C ,)+E,-P~9 - 0g A , l)
AR (A--90 + d,(2) -24( 1-V8(1) - 618-8 1. ) - 6c 8(2,.1

where we have added and subtracted a term E,, which is + c6t.( 1,2)-6d8c(1,2)] . (6.
the total energy of a distorted BC compound with all the The distortion energy A4 ,, of Eq. (2) now involves onl' BC
a toms held at the positions specified in Fig. I, except that bonds of different bond lengths. It.can be treated with ex-the central atom is-& B atom. Clearly, &At ,=Ed-Ed,, is,---.actly the same procedure for any given set of bond-length
a replacement energy, and the distortion energy distributions. Thus, a straightforward energy minimiza-
Adi,-Eds-Epufe is-the energy required to deform a pure tion procedure can be carried out. The accuracy of this
BC crystal from its equilibrium lattice to that specified in ,...r.h-_
Fig. I. AR contains all the chemical terms that arise from procedure, however, depends in turn on the accuracy ofFi . . jt co ta n al he ch mi alt rm t atarsefr m scaling rules for V 2 and IV0  and the input param eters. A t ::::
different bond lengths and polarities between AC and BC psln, rsfo V and Vat At
bonds. present, Harrison's model" with V2 c Id and V0 c IId'

Al can be treated most easily by Harrison's bonding and his universal parameters are only semiquantitative.
theory! In this theory, the energy per bond relative to the We are improving the quantitative nature of the theory sotheory.m sthis terthat the full theory will yield accurate predictions of thestructural and thermal properties of semiconductor de-

E- 2 b + Vo +6c + 6r, (3) fects and alloys.

where eb is the energy of the bonding state constructed
from the two hybrid orbitals facing each other along the I. PERTURBATION EXPANSION,
bond direction VALENCE FORCE FIELD,

AND ELASTIC MEDIUM
Ea (c + A)-i+Vi Y)(4) As pointed out earlier, a perturbation expansion of the

with and being the energies of the anion and cation theory is instructive. This is feasible because the differ-w A ences A R2 l V2(AC)- V2(BC) and A 1' 3 = V3(AC)hybrid orbitals, respectively. The antibonding energy * - V3(BC) are small compared to each individual value for
has the same form as in Eq. (4), except with a plus sign.
V1 is called the covalent energy, which is the total elec- many of the isoelectronic impurities in IlI-IV and II-VI
tronic Hamiltonian matrix element between the two hy- compounds. To this end, Eq. (6) is reritten as
brids in question, and the polar energy V3 is the differ. ,&t= Eb(l)-El( 1 + -e (2,1)-t;..(1,l))
ence V--(4-). The tM+ and t, the metallization
energies, are the shifts of the bonding level caused by in- -6[cm.c 9 - INS

"actions with the neighboring antibonding states, where 2
+ and - indicate whether the common adjacent atom is - ,., 2,2))
a cation or anion. For example, this term for an AC bond 6[c"'.0( 1 2) - .dB(2,2)] (7)
labeled by d, in Fig. I due to an antibonding state labeled -"".)

by d2 is given by . where EbA( i) and E'( I ) are energies per bond in Eq. (3) ...

*A( I U(1) U 1(2) 1 V II for AC and BC compounds, respectiv'ly, with the relaxcd
1)1-8(2) bond length dI =d( I-6). The difference bctc%'f hIic-
• '02 energies Eb and the corresponding values at their rc'rc,,

tive equilibrium bond lengths d, and d arc jut the str,-in
where A and B denote AC and BC bonds, respectively, energics per bond in uniform deformation:1 / c  = , I c .f(€ --c C), with cc and cc being the s- and p-term

values of the common adjacent atom C. (4'(l) is the E (l)Eg(d,)+2V3Dd(di d)*, (8)
probability amplitude of finding an electron in the hybrid (8d -d .
orbital of the C atom in the bonding state of an AC bond L.(l)E!(d)+2'iDd(d-d , W
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whcre Bt and B are the bulk moduli for the impurity AC verscly proportional to the square of the dis:ance from th ".
and host BC crystals. The rest of the terms in Eq. (7) arc center. The clastic energy in this mcdium can be sho%% n
all due to changes in c,,, caused by the differences AV 3  to be (see Appendix A)

-- and .V. We hall use Harrison's scaling rules to dcduce ,i,,l ,them.' Expanding Eq. (7) to second order in AV3 and ,, c"'A u , (4
.1d-d. -d1. we write where the effective shear coefficient is

6JR (2.1 )_.A11MMcl C=4-,[0.4(C11-Ctz)+I1.2Cu ]

=fAd -gAV+h,(Ad)- W,Ad AV 3 + U(AV 3 )1, and u is the displacement at R. In view of the fact that
(9) the bonds dt and d2 are coupled through the chemical

derivatives terms in Eq. (10), the smallest logical radius R is the
where f, g, and so on, are appropriate desecond-shell atomic distance, namely R=2V2dv3.
evaluated for the impurity crystal AC. When similar ex- Atoms on this boundary have displacements of the forms
pansions are made for the rest of the terms in Eq. (7), it u=d(y,y,O)/v/3..... Thus, u=vlyd/V'3 and the

elastic energy in the continuum is
+AR=AEb + (f,-f)Ad-(g,-)AV3+(h,+h)(Ad )2

-(W I+ W )Ad AV,+(U+U)(AV )2  r I ".

+ 2v-2 Bd(6-80)-2v3Bd3 62 , The distortion energy represented by Eq. (14) contains
six different contributions (see Appendix B): the bond.

where stretching energy of the four first-shell bonds 6ab2d2, the
0 terms from the first-shell bonds, 036 2d2, the a terms

AEF, -E(d)-Eb(d)-+L(C -18) 11) from the second-shell bonds, 2a(8+2y)1d2 , the 6 terms
between the first. and second-shell bonds, 213,'- ,,)2a -,

is just the difference in the binding energy per bond be-
tween the "BC' and "AC" crystals. In Eq. (10) the coef- the /3 terms among the second-shell bonds, 2138'd 2, and fi-
ficients f'g without a subscript are those for the host BC nally the 16 terms between the second-shcll bonds andthose in the continuum,
system. It is convenient to define an excess energy .
AE = A, /4 - AEb, which is the extra energy per bond re-
quired for the impurity substitution over and above the +13 2 [(36+Ay)+(6+Xy) 2],

'binding-energy difference between the BC and AC crys-
tals. The binding-energy difference accounts for much of where 1,=40VI/{ 19V/i) and X2=2-40V2/(1 101).
the substitution energy; however, the correction measured To assemble all the contributions to Eq. (12), we need to
by the excess energy can be significant. The excess energy consider the assignments of the elastic constants and the
results from strain energies and chemically driven charge force constants a and 16 in VFF. While the experimental
redistributions around the defect. Using Eqs. (2) and (10) values" of C11, C12, and C" can be used for the elastic
and defining F =f1-f and Gmg, -, we can write AE constants, a and / have to be deduced. If Martin's origi-
up to second order in AV, and Ad as nal procedure'0 (also followed by Martins and Zunger) is

used, then Eq. (13) alone will not produce the correct (ex-
AE2V3Bd 3 (b-b 0)'-22 3Bd3 62+F:dGAV) perimental) bulk moduli. There are small corrections due

""-W A + •Ato Madelung terms, which are hard to treat in the'case of
/,A V3 +- (12) nonuniform distortions. A simpler procedure is adopted

where H=hb+h, Wlw/ and U,-ui+u. here. We use the experimental bulk moduli for B, and B

To treat the distortion energy Ad, we divide the crystal in Eq. (12) and experimental elastic constants to calculate
I C of Eq. (14) and then force a and /3 in the VFF to pro-

into two regions. Inside a sphere of some radius R mea- puetecretblrmdl n ha oefcnt:: duce the correct bulk moduli B and shear coefficients
sured from the impurity, the strain energy is taken to be I.:'.thevalnceforc~teld~vaue:CII'CI2,. Such an approach is also consistent with] Harrison's bonding theory' and other approaches in which

Aii' a (3 )]2 the Coulomb forces are automatically incorporated in the
is 2ZaiIA(d -di band and bond energies, and do not need to be redundant-

3 ly treated. With our procedure, the bulk modulus is sim-
+ j , (13) ply related to the force constants by B=(3a+3)/(4'3d).

N' .d ' 7- Table I lists our a and ,O values. We want to point out in
advance, however, that the numerical results deduced

here i sums over all the bonds inside R and the pairs in from our sets and those of Martin of a and /3 do not in-
the 13 terms include those that have adjacent atoms inside troduce differences more than the present exerimental
R and on the boundary. The parameters a and /3 are uncertaintics in the local bond length (-0.01 A) and the
force constants to be considered later. A(d-d,)=d,d, mixing enthalpies (>0.5 kcal/mole).

'- -d,°'.d, 0 ' measures the change of the dot product be- Using the above procedure and adding all contributions,
tween bond vectors due to distortions. Outside R w, as- the excess cnergy per bond from Eqs. (10) and (12) is the

-,sume an elastic continuum with radial displaccments in- full perturbation thcory (FPT) result
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TABLE 1. The bond lnrgths d (in A). valence forcc conimln% a and [ tN/ni, shear coefficients C of

the continuum (in 10" ergs/cm3), tmehg temperaturcs T, 'K), and Lied-rmann ratio% X' fnr the cum-
pounds used in this paper. ••

Compound d a 13 C T.,' 10 C

AlP 2.367 44.323 8.068 122.396 , 1773 0.070 .
AlAs 2.451 40.849 8.717 112.6.95 1873 0.073
AISb 2.656 34.073 6.900 85.351 1323 0.062

GaP 2.360 44.764 10.737 145.921 1510 0.064 ,. .
GaAs 2.448 39.235 9.159 121.844 1738 0.071
GaSb 2.640 31.876 7.347 89.372 985 0.055

InP 2.541 40.363 6.543 91.785 1343 0.059 ,..:.-

InAs 2.622 33.203 5.752 78.816 1215 0.061
InSb 2.805 28.557 4.891 60.72 f 798 0.049

ZnS 2.342 40.429 5.273 89.272 2123 0.081
ZnSe 2.454 32.200 4.562 82.687 1788 0.080
ZnTe 2.637 29.445 4.659 62.430 1511 0.07?

CdTe 2.806 26.569 2.722 38.453 1371 0.067

HgTe 2.798 26.396 2.746 40.363 943 0.056

'Reference 30.

.E=[ 3ai(6-o /2 +#(6-6o)2 /2+a(6+2y)2 /2 6  -4Fch( l -Q/2)/[3d(3a, +j31)] , (19)

with Q=2J/K, J,=a,+ X3/2+SH/9, and

-.i( 6-- 2 ry)2/4]d+ n V2Cy 2d'/(3V"3) +AECh , K-4a+2V2Cd/(3V3)+( I +Ak/4+4/2)/3+8H/9 "

(16)

u where the chemical contribution is written as IV. VALENCE-FORCE-FIELD MODELS

A E,h = Fch .d + H(Ad) 2+AEO In this section we consider several models based on the
valence force field. These models have been used fre-quently to explain the impurity bond relaxation.'.\ e

+ I[U(AV 3 )2-GAV ] (17) shall first derive the explicit expressions for these models
and then connect them with the existing results.

where %Fh=F-WAV 3 and AE,.U&(AV3)-G,&V 3 .
AFh is a chemical force, which when it is positive tends to A. Model A: Third-shell atoms and beyond are fixed

push the C atom away from the impurity atom A. This at their pure crystal positions
force arises from the difference in the bond tensions in-
duced between the AC and BC bonds adjacent to C be. Let the bond lengths surrounding the impurity again be
cause the neighboring antibinding states are different d2 ,=d(I-6) and let the second-shell atoms have radial
from those of their respective host states. AE, is due to displacements of the forms (d/Vl), (y,',0), etc. Beyond
the difference in the polarities AV 3 alone -,,J is indepen. and including the third shell, all the other atoms are held e
dent of the displacement. Finally, H can be regarded as a at their pure-crystal positions. There are nine different
chemically induced force constant, which when it is posi- contributions to the strain energy in VFF (see Appendix
tire tends to restrain the lattice from distortion and in- D): the a terms from the four bonds surrounding the im-
creases the elastic energy. purity, 6a,(-8o)2 d; the 3 terms among the six pairs of

The equilibrium requirements a(AE)/a6=0 and these bonds, ,(6-6u)d; the 3 terms between the first:
8'AE)/fly'=O then lead to the solution ,=Q6, and 6 is and second-shell bonds, 2/3(5+y) 2d2 ; the a terms frorm * .
given by the second-shell bonds, 2o(6+2y)2d'; the /3 terms among

the second-shell bonds, 2/33€1; the /3 terms between the
(,6t ,-*- ,)/lI +[ u( I -2Q)+B( 17/4-Q) second- and Ihird-shcll ond+.,. -/3b-d2+/3k6-- 2)d; the

+ 161h) -- 2Q) ,/() I3u, + fl,1 (11) at terms fro,, the third-shell bnndl%, ,8n;'d:; the /3 terms
amoiig the third-.lNill bond,, 4(Th'd-; and the JI ternm. be-

lhe r the: imtant .i, I + 3.,/4- ".,/2, and tween the third- and fourth.%hidl bonds, 6/3}' d-. Thus. "
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the excess energy (in this case t times the strain energy) AE=[J r11S-b) 2 - 1fl,(b-.,2 - , T .'-b)]d:
beco m es (22nd,"2,)

+ a(6+ 2;': (a -+16+ 3(6+2 + 2)

+2a62+0613 d. (20) 0u0o/[l+(-19141/(3cz-++-3,). (23)

* The minimization of AE with respect to 6 and y leads Eq. This expression will be used to study the cffcct of trunca-
S(20) to 1= -6/4, and tion,

6= b/[ I + (a+ 170/4)/( 6a, + ]. (21)

We note that there is some ambiguity in the third con- C. Model C: Simple spring model
tribution listed above for the 0 terms between the impuri-
ty and host bonds. The value of P could be chosen as one If all the P's in Eqs. (22) and (23) are set equal to zero,
of these combinations 0, 03, -10+1), v" ;, or other we have the simple spring model with

proper combinations. Because the values of P and 0, are AE=[fa16-6o12 +ffl 2 ]d 2  (24)
comparable and , values are much smaller than a (see
Table 1), the results for 6 and AE are not too sensitive to and

* the choice. There is also some ambiguity in the values for
da°|d0 'A for the "undistorted" crystal. The -d2/3 used 60o(++a/a,). (25)

t. is the simplest choice. A different choice will not affect The spring model recently discussed by Shih et al.' corre.
the results for 6 at all, but will make AE slightly different. sponds to Eq. (25) with a =al, so 6/6 .

In fact, model A was first used by Martins and Zunger. p

However. their expression for 6 is different from Eq. (21)
because they made different choices of the two quantities ...
just mentioned. Nevertheless, Sec. IV will show that these D. Model D: VFF with the continuum connected
two expressions yield very similar results. These ambigui- to the second-shell atoms
ties do not occur in the full theory in Sec. 111, where the
impurity-host interactions are taken into account natural- I. Model DI
ly by the replacement energy AR [see Eq. (10)];

In this case, AE only contains the first five contribu-
3. Model 3: Second-shell atoms connect tions listed for case A plus the elastic energy in the con-

tinuum. However, the /3 terms between the second- and

third-shell bonds are modified because atoms outside R in
This model corresponds to y,=0 in model A. So we the continuum now have radial displacements proportion-

hive al to the inverse of the square of the radius. The result is

AE J -dy d___

(26)

a here Xt and X2 are the same as the constants that appear in Eq. (16). The corresponding equilibrium condition can be
shown to be

S6i/Ii+[all-2Q)+19//4-0(l+3,/4+) 2 /4)Q]/(3a,+0,/2)1 (27)

where T.1 (6 - b)d' Ifbd I.

b , . .(2a+0+ 3 X 4+ A A i .,b12)co

+0a+2i 7Cd/3V+-.+ "_-.3+ 4,f )  in Eq. (16) become

2. Afodel D2 "Oft6- d:+4"3.9d2

A comp.risni bciecn Eq. (26) and the full perturh.i. in Eq. (26). This difference in the train energy il mask
lion Iheory, Eq. (ib). sho% mio major diffcrcices. Firt. the true effects of clcmical force% if b from Eq. (26) is
all the chemical tcrns are absent i Eq. i2bl. Secondly. comparcd with FI'T. A beltier %%;i to study the chemical
t he terls fffl.cl is in use the f.ollo,%vin; equalion:
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.. =!4[ .-. S } O,(6.--.O)24 "={5+-"y)'+ " 3r'tt ')-+ "4i -, -- /C3b ).,;'i- -+ "2/. K-,.;'r]d" - 3v-- "'d
3v 3

hich is Eq. (16) with all the chemical terms neglected. The corresponding 6 becomes .
6= o/I l-,-[a( l-2Q)+- I3-0(l +- .X+ - 7 ,2 )Q]/(3a +13,)j , (30)

with Q still given by Eq. (28). 1 where the mixing energy is given by

E. Model E: Continuum connected AE. =E.I.y -- (xEAC +y"c)
to the first-shell atoms = 6Nc 4 , rA +, t ,4, +,,, r,,)- 6.(x . +yc,)

In this case, y-,-3V-/(82) and AE only includes 6Nr AE (35)
the first three contributions listed in model A plus the
strain energy of the continuum: where

%E=,a--- 4(EAA + l. (36)

2] ]The mixing entropy AS can also be written from a simple
+ - y Cd6' d. (31) generalization of the random distribution."2 For modest

8 V ' J pressure, AE is the same as the mixing enthalpy AH.,. %.4
Now the pair interaction energies can be approximately %

The relaxation parameter is given by related to the impurity-substitution energies by

6=ln I-+ Cd+ /(3a, +-3) A,(A inBC)----12l -a ) (37)

and
(32)

A,(A in BC) f 12 (cA,- AA) (38)
We note that the continuum model used to estimate the
bond-length relaxation by Baldereschi and Hopfield9 cor- Thus, At of Eq. (36) becomes

responds to Eq. (32) without the J terms, which yields AE=*[A3 (A in BC)+A,(B in AC)]
6/o0&fO.4 to 0.5, rather than the proper values around 0.7
to0.8. =,[AE(A in BC)+AE(B in AC)]. (39)

V. ALLOY MIXING ENTHALPY Usually, the experimental AH,, is written as

The impurity-substitution excess energies AE provide a AHmx( I- )fl, (40)
first estimate of the mixing enthalpies of pseudobinary al- which is equivalent to assuming a random distribution,
loys. Most current thermodynamics theories of semicon- i.e., r = 2x( I-x). Using this expression for r and com- ,--
ductor alloys are based on an extension of the binary solu- paring Eqs. (40) and (35), we see that the mixing enthalpy
tion model.'2 In this model, the mixing Helmholtz energy parameter fl is given by
of an A.B,-C alloy is defined as

fl=2[AE(A in BC)+AE(B in AC)]. (41)
A F. - F3 .,y-(FAC +yFoc), (33)

This connection provides a further check of the theory.
where y = 1 -x, and FAC and Foc are the respective free
energies of the pure AC and BC compounds at the same VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
temperature. Because the C atoms occupy a sublattice,
the nearest neighbors of A and B atoms in the alloy are A. Chemical terms -
the C atoms. Thus, the pair potentials that enter the

binary solution theory are now the second-neighbor in- Table 11 lists 60= I -d, Id, 6= I -d Id, the excess en-

teractions. Let NAA, NAB, and Ne be, respectively, the ergy (per bond) AE for the full theory and its correspond-

numbers of the second-neighbor AA, AD, and BB pairs, ing VFF model D2, and the terms derived from the

with corresponding pair interaction energies E.,.4 , t. 10 , and metallization energies, N [Eq. (19)], F,.,, H, AEr, and

ta. For tetrahedral semiconductors, there are a total of AE,, [Ec. (17)]. The appropriate derivatives f, g, h,..

6N second-neighbor pairs for a crystal containing N unit [see Eq. (9)] arc computed using the atomic-term values -

cells. Denote the ratios ,VA, NA,, and N,', to 6N as that we have reneratcd from impurity-level'3 and

r4A, P.45=r, and ron, respectively. Then those ratios are structural studies. "

related to the alloy composition by A A I=x-r/2 and For substitution, involving the cation pair (Ga.AI), F~h,

rom-y-r/2. The mixing free energy has two ternis, has tle sanlic %ij.i as 5,,. %isich meats that Fh prccnts
relaxation attd thlts tends, to increase tile strain cnergy.

AF. =.%,- TAS . (34) The chtinical forcts II :ire also sigaitfic¢at. As a reulh,
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TABLE II. Comparison between the full theory and the corresponding VrF Model D2 in %tudv the crf fcls of chcmic.al erms. All
I.Cs are in units of kcal/mole bind.

Model D2 Full thcorf
Impuni.v Htnt 60 6 AE & b Fh (10-'°N) 1 (N/m) AE, AEh ,A E

G. AIP 0.003 0.002 0.001 -0.001 0.001 0.150 4.581 -0.016 -0.01' -0.013

Al GaP -0.003 -0.002 0.001 0.001 -0.001 -0.150 4.581 -0.016 -0.016 -0.013
Ga AIAs 0.001 0.001 0.000 -0.002 -0.001 0.243 5.733 -0.020 -0.021 -0.018
Al GjAs -0.001 -0.001 0.000 0.002 0.001 -0.243 5.733 -0.020 -0.021 -0.018
Ga AlSb 0.006 0.004 0.005 -0.004 0.001 0.389 5.632 -0.054 -0.053 -0.039
Al GaSb -0.006 -0.004 0.005 0.004 -0.001 -0.389 5.632 -0.054 -0.053 -0.039

In GaP -0.077 -0.052 0.959 -0.006 -0.054 0.699 3.778 -0.188 -0.219 0.742

Ga InP 0.071 0.056 0.734 0.005 0.057 -0.699 3.778 -0.188 -0.206 0.530
In GaAs -0.071 -0.048 0.752 -0.009 -0.050 0.804 4.778 -0.257 -0.283 0.472
Ga InAs 0.066 0.052 0.592 0.007 0.054 -0.804 4.778 -0.257 -0.265 0.330
In GaSb -0.062 -0.043 0.554 -0.004 -0.042 0.352 5.201 -0.363 -02308 0.247
Ga InSb 0.059 0.046 0.445 0.004 0.044 -0.352 5.201 -0.363 -0.287 0.160

In AlP -0.074 -0.053 0.761 -0.007 -0.056 0.769 3.506 -0.035 -0.087 0.679
Al InP 0.068 0.053 0.674 0.006 0.056 -0.769 , 3.506 -0.035 -0.083 0.596

- In AIAS -0.070 -0.048 0.705 -0.010 -0.051 0.942 4.437 -0.148 -0.111 0.602
Al InAs 0.065 0.052 0.576 0.008 0.054 -0.942 4.437 -0.048 -0.099 0.485
In AISb -0.056 -0.039 0.440 -0.08 -0.041 0.689 4.979 -0.061 -0.073 0.369
A AI nSb 0.053 0.042 0.36S 0.007 0.044 -0.689 4.979 -0.061 -0.061 0.310

Cd ZnTe -0.064 -0.048 0.432 -0.003 -0.050 0.202 -0.484 -0.005 -0.064 0.373
Zn CdTe 0.060 0.050 0.314 0.002 -0.053 -0.202 -0.484 -0.005 -0.072 0.247
HS CdTc 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.004 9.005 -0.278 -0.753 -0.018 -0.026 -0.018
Cd HgTe -0.003 -0.002 O.01 -0.004 -0.5 0.278 -0.753 -0.018 -0.026 -0.018

•.Hj ZnTe -0.061 -0.045 0.392 -0.001 0.046 0.075 0.002 0.052 0.037 0.429

Zn HgTe 0.058 0.048 0.286 0.001 0.049 -0.075 0.002 0.052 0.035 0.322

As AlP -0.035 -0.026 0.179 0.001 -0.025 -0.085 0.717 -0.005 0.00S 0.187
P AlAs 0.034 0.025 0.185 -0.001 0.025 0.085 0.717 -0.005 0.008 0.194
As GaP -0.037 -0.025 0.226 0.002 -0.024 -0.181 1.078 -0.011 0.012 0.240
P GaAs 0.036 0.027 0.211 -0.001 0.025 0.181 1.078 -0.011 0.014 0.228
As InP -0.032 -0.023 0.136 0.001 -0.022 -0.057 0.919 -0.003 0.008 0.144
P InAs 0.031 0.024 0.128 -0.001 0.024 0.057 0.919 -0.003 0.009 0.138

Sb AlAs -0.084 -0.058 1.024 0.008 -0.051 -0.815 0.644 -0.180 0.002 1.060
As AISb 0.077 0.059 0.919 -0.007 0.053 0.815 0.644 -0.180 0.027 0.994
Sb GaAs -0.078 -0.052 0.90S 0.018 -0.040 -1.599 0.927 -0.363 -0.106 0.929
As GaSb 0.073 0.055 0.823 -0.014 0.044 1.599 0.927 -0.363 -0.061 0.904
Sb InAs -0.070 -0.051 0.603 0.010 -0.042 -0.824 0.855 0.171 -0.009 0.645
As InSs 0.065 0.051 0.551 -0.009 0.044 0.824 0.855 -0.171 0.008 0.613

Sb AlP -0.122 -0.085 2.007 0.010 -0.077 .9.9" 0.645 0.241 0.074 2.127

P AISb 0.109 0.085 1.855 -0.008 0.078 0.944 .0.645 -0.241 0.123 2.030
Sb GaP -0.119 -0.075 2.132 0.021 -0.061 -1.868 0.930 -0.505 -0.046 2.244
P GaSb 0.106 0.083 1.806 -0.015 0.070 1.868 0.930 -0.505 0.003 2.084 4,

Sb InP -0.104 -0.072 1.383 0.011 -0.063 -0.922 0.S54 -0.214 0.059 1.501
P InSb 0.094 0.077 1.191 -0.008 0.069 0.922 0.854 -0.214 0.123 1.379

Se ZnS -0.048 -0.036 0.231 -0.001 -0.036 0.077 0.645 0.003 0.000 0.231
S ZnSe 0.046 0.037 0.221 0.001 0.037 -0.077 0.045 0.003 0001 0.222
Tc Ziic -0.075 -0056 0.550 0.00() -0056 0.028 0.635 OC0 0.024 0.574
Se Zi'rc 0069 0054 0.532 0.000 0.054 -0.028 0 635 0.00S 0.025 0.557
Te ZnS -0.126 -0092 1.565 -0.001 -0.092 0.101 0.644 0.022 0.041 3.b06
S ZnTc 0.112 0.091 1.446 0.001 0.091 -0.101 0.644 0.022 0.051 1.496
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all six cases in~oiling this pair have nearly equal d, and e. ,
d:. i.e., the small bond-length differences are made even ,, .' ,
smaller in the alloy. The excess energies all become nega- ,
tire. mainly because AL, is negative. For the systems in-

volhing the (Ga.1n) and (In,All pairs, Fch has the opposite
sign from bo. so 60' and 6o have the same sign. The chcmi-.
cal force favors bond distortion. However, because H is,
positive and introduces an increase in the denominator of
Eq. (18), most of the effect of %) is cancelled. For cases
insolving (Galn), the polarity contributions AE, are all 0 "
negative. The F~h Ad term is negative, but H(Ad)2 is pos- ,
itive, so they cancel to a certain degree and leave AE
Iowere primarily because of AE.. While AE, is still neg- I.
ative for the (nA substitutions, its magnitude is reduced
considerably. The other chemical energies "
Fc Ad+//(41d) can be as large as AE., but the overall
reductions of AE are only a fraction of those for the
(Gain) cases. For the several l-VI systems studied, both F
Fj, and H are small and the net changes in 6 have the
same sign as 8o. However, because 6o is small in the , -
(CdHg) substitutions, F 5 actually causes a reversal in
which the short bond length becomes shorter and the"
longer one becomes longer. This is the only exceptional -
case of this type found for all the systems studied. The .,L .L ., 0 ' ' 0

change of AE due to chemical terms in the (Hg,Zn) substi- , • .......

tution is also peculiar-it increases mainly because AE, is "
positive. FIG. 2. The excess energies AE over 3 ad calculated from

Next, we examine the anion substitutions. For the the full perturbation theory (FPT) and its corresponding
groups involving the (PAs) pair, the chemical shifts are valence-force-field model D2. The solid curve corresponds to
all small, but the trend is hatowa1d relaxation and larger Eq. (24) with a-a,.

AE. The groups involving (AsSb) and (PSb) pairs behave
very similarly: F,, are significant and are opposing relax. .'-
ations, i.e., 6; and 60 have opposite signs. At the same
time, the H values are several times smaller than those for and positive shifts for anion impurities. It is also clear
the corresponding I11-V cation substitution case. Thus, that the chemical shifts can be very large. These effects
most of 6; translates into a real reduction of the ratio will have important consequences on the alloy mixing
6/bo and consequently introduces extra strain energy. Al- enthalpies to be discussed later.
though the A., energies are significant and negative,
F, Ad are positive and the net AEh can be either positive
or negative. However, the induced-strain energy due to
reduction of the 8/60 makes all AE positive for these two
groups of systems. For 1l-VI systems, all the chemiicalc- B. Impurity bond length

fects again are small, but the net chemical changes on AL Table Ill lists the impurity bond lengths d, calculated
are slightly positive. from different models, while a comparison of theory and

The above discussion can be summarized in Fig. 2, the available experimental data t "'' is presented in Table
where the excess energies AE calculated from the full per- IV. The actual size of changes in d, induced by the
turbation, theory and Model D2 are plotted normalized to chemical terms can be seen by comparing model D2 with
the results of the simple spring model of Shih, Spicer, the full theory. Except for the systems involving the s,,h-
Harrison, and Sher (SSHS) (Ref. 8), i.e., Eq. (24) with stitution of (Ga,As) and (PSb) pairs (where changes range
a, -a, so AE/E adZf'Xg. The calculated AL rises faster from 0.01 to 0.03 4), all the chemically induced changes
for 60o>O than for 80.10, mainly because a/a-l. In are less than 0.01 A. Comparison among models A, D,
fact, if the relation '. ° alai m (d,/d )s with S of order of and C shows that, while extending the boundary helps the
3 to 5 is used in Eq. (24), we obtain a percentage correc- relaxation (compare model B to A), i.e., 6/b is closer to
tion of S1/4 to the SSHS results, which explains the I, the inclusion of the bond.bcnding forces (the 13 terms)
%kewed behavior of the curve It is also clear that AE (compare model B with C) prevents it. The simple spring
rises faster than 6(2 for larger 6,. However, the zeroth- model (model C), which contains neither or these terms, GOP
ord-r theory of SSHS is clearly an excellent representation evidently represents a delicate cancellation of these effects
of the global features of Af. The results from model D2 and predicts results close to those of the full perturbation
are closer to the parabolic form than those from FPT. ilcory and experimcnt. Although the dI, JILIC" of Model

lhe fltire cle.rly %how% the general trends; the chemical C are often very closc to those ol niddl A. thc"re cas
twrlns caw 'i l'atise shift% in .1E fOr catiol suhtititlions [e.g., Ga(l',ShJ in which ,lod'l C c.in tif'cr from nind.-
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TADLE I1l. Calculated impurity local bond lengths (in A) from the full thcnry and scvcral valcncc
force models dIocussed in Sec. Ill. and their comparison %%ith the values calcul-tcd by Martins and

Zunger 'Rcf. 3).

Impurity Host A B C DI D2 E FPT MZ
II

Ga AlP 2.362 2.363 2.362 2.302 2.362 2.364 2.364
Al GaP 2.365 2.364 2.365 2.365 2.365 2.36r 2.363
Ga AlAs 2.449 2.449 2.449 2.449 2.449 2.450 2.452
Al GaAs 2.450 2.450 2.450 2.450 2.450 2.450 2.447.
Ga AlSb 2.645 2.646 2.644 2.645 2.644 2.649 2.653
Al GaSb 2.651 2.650 2.652 2.652 2.652 2.650 2.644

In GaP 2.477 2.462 2.492 2.479 2.483 2.435 2.487 2.474
0a InP 2.406 2.421 2.402 2.395 2.399 2.409 2.396 2.409
In GaAs 2.559 2.544 2.573 2.561 2.565 2.518 2.570 2.556
Ga InAs 2.492 2.506 2.486 2.482 2.485 2.496 2.481 2.495

- in GaSb 2.747 2.734 2.760 2.749 2.754 2.710 2.750 2.739
Ga InSb 2.683 2.697 2.678 2.673 2.676 2.686 2.680 2.683

- - In AlP 2.487 2.472 2.494 2.490 2.493 2.447 2.498 2.480

Al InP 2.412 2.427 2.408 2.401 2.405 2.415 2.400 2.414'
In AlAs 2.561 2.546 2.572 2.563 2.568 2.523 2.575 2.553
Al InAs 2.493 2.506 2.487 2.483 2.487 2.497 2.480 2.495
In AISb 2.754 2.741 2.763 2.756 2.760 2.721 2.765 2.746
Al lnSb 2.693 2.705 2.689 2.685 2.687 2.696 2.683 2.693

Cd ZnTe 2.756 2.740 2.760 2.760 2.763 2.720 2.770 2.755
Zn CdTe 2.673 2.688 2.676 2.660 2.665 2.671 2.658 2.674
Hg CdTe 2.800 2.801 2.800 2.800 2.799 2.801 2.790
Cd HgTe 2.804 2.803 2.804 2.805 2.805 2.804 2.813
Hg ZnTe 2.750 2.735 2.754 2.753 2.757 2.715 2.758 2.748

* Zn HgTe 2.671 2.685 2.674 2.659 2.664 2.671 2.662 2.673

As AlP 2.425 2.418 2.429 2.427 2.428 2.406 2.427 2.422
P AlAs 2.392 2.399 2.387 2.387 2.389 1.394 2.390 2.395
As GaP 2.417 2.409 2.424 2.417 2.420 2.396 2.416 2.414
P GaAs 2.386 2.393 2.380 2.382 2.383 2.389 2.386 2.387
As JnP 2.596 2.589 2.599 2.598 2.600 2.579 2.598 2.595
P InAs 2.561 2.568 2.558 2.557 2.558 2.563 2.560 2.562

Sb AlAs 2.584 2.566 2.597 2.587 2.592 2.539 2.577 2.574
As AISb 2.506 2.522 2.496 2.495 2.498 2.511 2.514 2.510
Sb GaAs 2.569 2.553 2.584 2.571 2.576 2.524 2.546 2.564
As GaSb 2.501 2.516 2.489 2.492 2.495 2.508 2.525 2.505
Sb InAs 2.747 2.730 2.754 2.750 2.754 2.705 2.733 2.739
As InSb 2.669 2.683 2.663 2.658 2.662 2.672 2.683 2.667

Sb AlP 2.555 2.529 2.569 2.561 2.568 2.488 2.550 2.542
P AISb 2.440 2.462 2.426 2.425 2.430 2.447 2.448 2.444
Sb GaP 2.526 2.503 2.551 2.529 2.537 2.461 2.504 2.519
P GaSb 2.431 2.451 2.414 2.418 2.422 2.440 2.454 2.436
Sb inP 2.712 2.687 2.720 2.719 2.725 2.654 2.702 2.700
P InSb 2.5Q9 2.619 2.591 2.5 5 2.590 2.604 2.611 2.597

Sc ZnS 2,420 2.409 2.421 2.424 2.426 2.396 2.426 2.420
S ZnSe 2.367 2.3";0 2.365 2.360 2.364 2.370 2.363 2.3c7

rC ZIISC 2.51,6 2.50') 2.S9X 2.5S9 2.59)? 2.54o) 2.59I 2.5114
Sc ZnTc 2.91)1 2.517 2.497 2.4')0 2.494 2.5(14 2 495 2 502
Te ZiS 2543 2.513 2.544 2.552 2.55S 2 47b 2,557 2.531)

S ZnTc 2.4o6 2.42'? 2A4() 2 390 2.396 2.410 2.31')1 2.40,
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-VW I VV,

A by 0.025 A. Modcl A pro,..cs ahout the sarn,, d.
A ., 4 values as Model Dl, wherc the maxinm differe:ce in d,is only 0.015 A. Martins and Zungcr useJ the samne

l ''modcl as model A; hocver, their anal.tic expression for
6 is different from that Oven by Eq. (2]j. Ncvcnhcb%,
numerical results indicate that these tuo calculations %
agree to 0.01 A. The slightly different forms of strain en-
ergies used in models D2 and D1 only introduce a small
change in di, with the largest difference being less than

0 0 0 0 ~ 0.01 A. The first-shell continuum model (model E) allows

< o too little relaxation, so while the other models prcduce a
X ratio 6/60 ranging from 0.6 to 0.8, model E only ranges

from 0.4 to 0.6. The reason that the fixed boundary in ,"--
model A works is that the effective shear coefficient C

- (see Table I) characterizing the strain energy in the elastic
~ ~ . continuum is large. Howvever, model B is too rigid and

" d d cc "" - does not provide enough buffer between the impurity
-i t € CI bond and the fixed boundary.
.I IThe comparison of the theoretical results with the
IL I available experimental data in Table IV indicates that

models B and E are the least accurate. Models A, D),
-, that of Martins and Zunger (MZ), and the full theory are

. . comparable in that all have an average absolute deviation
I of 0.012 A, which is about the experimental uncertainty in

a a - a ' extended x-ray-absorption fine structL:e 1EXAFS). The
2. f agreement between theory and experiment, however, is not

uniform. The most surprising result in Table IV is that
the simple spring model (model C) and its cruder version
used by Shih et al.8 (a=at so 6/60=0.75, labeled as

S SSHS) have the smallest variance in di, about 0.006 A
o ~We know this does not imply that the simple spring

1 model represents the real picture of bond-length relaxa. % -
0 . cc tion. For example, if we let all the shear coefficients be 0,

i.e., =C=0 in our model, then as the range of the boun-
- dary is gradually extended, the local bond length will

eventually relax to the impurity bond length d =d l , or
6=60. This can be seen in model A from Eq. (21), where

-. .- .5iI . 6 reduces to 6o/(l +a/6a,), rather than 6ol +a/3a,)
! ~ as predicted by model C, and in model D from Eqs. (27)

and (30), 6 becomes bo. if the continuum is taken to be
~I I . shearless. Considering that various effects are included

that may mask the absolute accuracy of d, predictions
(e.g., while low-temperature bond lengths are used in the
calculation, the room-temperature values of elastic con-

-- I stants are adopted), the agreement of various models with
4 experiments in Table IV should be regarded as excellent.

A -- - There are, however, many other impurity systems in
6 d 6 d a d which the simple-spring-model predictions differ consid-
I ci erably from other models, as is shown in Fig. 3, where 6 is

-Ii
plotted against 6o for the full theory. Those points that

I ~ deviate significantly from the 0.75-slope line are the sys-
< O. tems with (As,Sb) or (P,Sb) substitutions. Additional EX-
.. N N AFS measurements on these s)stems are needed to test

- , these predictions.

- - -I I ' ..C. Mixing enthalpies .

. .Table V lists the mixing enthalpy parame-ters P (in
, . kcal/nole) for a number of allo\s csamnatcd from Eq. (41)

N for all the models considered, along %%ith otlcr thcoreti-
... . elI '~ ~ and cxprineritil vahs.Ies.'. A%, alrcady dis-
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TAILE V. Nixing enthalpy parameter fl (in kcal/molc) c.timatcd from the full perturh.atohi thorv and ,, crjil .alcncc frcc

mick discuscd in Sec. Ill. and comparison with exlprimcnt and other theorics.

A D C DI D2 E FI'T MZ DLb FNP VVJ .lpt.'

Ga.AIP 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.05 im

iGj.Al,As 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.U7 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.11 0.0
,Ga.AlSb 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 -0.15 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.0

IGa.ln'P 3.76 4.79 3.0 3.29 3.39 5.24 2.54 4.56 3.63 2.94 3.25.3.5
iGa.ln)As 2.97 3.76 2.36 2.61 2.69 4.14 1.60 2.49 2.81 2.42 f.25 1.65, 2.0, 3.0
iGa.lnSb 2.22 2.83 1.77 1.95 2.00 3.09 0.81 2.53 1.85 1.83 1.47, 3.9

dn.AI)P 3.24 4.22 2.77 2.78 2.87 4.60 2.55
tln.AIhAs 2.86 3.65 2.32 2.49 2.56 3.93 2.17 3.60 2.81 2.37 2.5
(lnAi)Sb 1.81 2.33 1.49 1.57 1.61 2 V) 1.36 2.06 1.46 1.45 0.6

iCd.Zn)Te 1.80 2.43 3.73 1.43 1.49 2.45 1.24 2.12 1.97 1.63 1.34
(Hg.Cd)Te 0.00 -0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.07 0.7, 1.4
(Hg.Zn)Te 1.63 2.20 1.56 1.30 1.36 2.23 1.50 1.91 1.81 1.48 3.0

AI(P.As) 0.81 1.03 0.65 0.71 0.73 1.14 0.76
Oa(P,As) 0.95 1.18 0.70 0.86 0.87 . 1.32 0.94 1.15 0.98 0.66 0.12 0.4, 1.0
In(P.As) 0.60 0.78 0.52 0.51 0.53 0.84 0.57 0.72 0.58 0.52 0.4

AI(As,Sb) 4.31 5.45 3.38 3.80 3.88 5.92 4.09
GacAsSb) 3.77 4.69 2.81 3.40 3.46 5.22 3.67 4.58 3.35 2.76 4.0, 4.5
ln(As.Sb) 2.61 3.39 2.23 2.24 2.31 3.67 2.52 2.89 2.29 2.17 6.65 2.25, 2.9

AliP.Sb) 8.60 10.99 6.99 7.54 7.73 12.00 8.32
GaiP.Sb) 8.54 10.61 6.36 7.72 7.88 31.66 8.66
IntP,Sb) 5.87 7.64 5.08 4.99 5.15 8.04 5.76

ZntS.Se) 1.04 1.39 0.98 0.85 0.90 1.49 0.90
Zn(S.Se) 1.04 1.39 0.98 0.85 0.90 1.49 0.90

ZntSe.Te) 2.47 3.27 2.23 2.09 2.16 3.63 2.26 2.91 3.11 2.12 3.12 1.55
Zn(S.Te) 7.02 9.34 6.45 5.80 6.02 9.72 6.20

Reference 3. column A of Table 111.
'Reference 16.
'Reference I 8.
"Reference 17.
'References 16 and 19.

cussed, the chemical terms reduce the excess energies in fact, the values of MZ are closer to model B than to A.
the cation impurities and increase them for anion impuri. To distinguish the quantitative nature of different
tices. The corresponding changes in fl are the differences theoretical models, we note that there are also important
between the FPT and Model D2. We note that the reduc- factors that may mask the comparison between theory
lions of fi for the (Ga,In) alloys are very large (>I and experiment for fl. One important factor is that the
kcal/mole) and also significant for (ln,AI) alloys. Howev- mixing enthalpies extracted from phase-diagram analysis

er, the increases in fl for the anion substitutional alloys are sensitive to sample and experimental conditions.
are not as large. Also, the fl differences between models These All contain contributions from various nonideal

DI and D2 are less than 10%. Model A produces A structures such as vacancies, impurities, dislocations,
values about 20% larger than model DI, model B in turn grain boundaries, and surface conditions, in addition to
is 20% hi;her than model A, and model E is 10% highc the ideal All,, considered here for solid solutions. Thus,
than model B. The fl values in the simple spring model our theoretical All,, should represent a lo%%cr bound.
Imodct C) arc seen to be about the same as model DI, al- Another complication comes from the %ersion of the

though the differences among %)stems can be positive or theory of solid solution adopted. The theory uscd for
- negative. Although MZ used the s;ame strain model as analysis so far assumcs a regular solid solution with

model A, their fl values do not agree with our model A second-neighbor pair interactions as %%as outlined in Sec.

values because their way of estimating f) is different. in V. Recent experimientaI 0 2 and thcoretic;l" studies
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FIG. 3. Calculated bond-rela'nation parameter 6 from FPT and D2 as a function of So. The 6= -15) cu~rve correspon~ds to thecry of

- Sh ih, Spicer. Harr ison. and Sher (Ref. 8).

* ~have suggested the possibility of compositional clustering .copsin vrain fthalohardness' an2 fo
* or Iongrange correlations in alloys. Extending the theory .*.the optical-phonon frequencies2  that the shear coeffi-

to include such effects will alter the simple results for: cients of alloys increase near the center of the composition
AlL, from Eq. (41). Moreover, there is evidence from the:.: range. This will cause the effective continuum shear coef-
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* ~ ~ ka'v arc for ansion alloys-a, th mittre ihOr catitlf stah~tstution. Te %lid lu ll bot~'h part% ctirrcspolnd it) the Simple thll ~ tdt%cu'ae Ill

Appenadi% C. The dia'lwd line% at T, /': -0 w'parate c icible fro lin nimiwiihk poup%.
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.. .. TALE VI. Comparison of the critical tempcraturc T, of mi.ing and mchiug tcmpcr:ilurcs of the
Il ontucnis T, and T,. in the order of their appcarance ,m the parenlicc. AI..o tahulacd arc the

aeraged absolute values of 1601 and the ratio I 6o01 /6..

1601 T.o

(%) (K) T, IT, T./Ir. .6, ,/6.

(AI,Ga)Sb 0.6 0 0 0 0.067
tAI.Ga)As 0.1 0 0 0 0.009

tAI.GaP 0.3 0 0 0 0.029

.AInicb 5.5 342 0.25 0.42 0.679
aOa.ln)Sb 5.8 204 0.21 0.25 0.716
(Alin)As 6.8 547 0.29 0.45 0.687
-Ga,ln)As 6.9 403 0.23 0.34 0.697
(AI.in)P 7.1 642 0.36 0.48 0.732
(Ga.In)P 7.4 639 0.43 0.48 0.763

lntP,As) 3.2 144 0.11 0.12 0.330
Ga(P,As) 3.7 236 0.14" 0.15 0.352
Ga(P,As) 3.5 191 0.10 0.11 0.307'.

ln(As,Sb) 6.8 635 0.52 0.79 0.840
Ga(As.Sb) 7.6 924 0.53 0.94 0.844
AI(AsSb) 8.1 1030 0.56 0.78 0.810 . .

ln(P.Sb) 9.9 1450 1.08 1.82 1.222
-- Ga(PSb) 11.3 2180 1.25 2.21 1.256 -

AiP,Sb) 11.6 2095 1.19 1.5S 1.116

--. .(CdHg)Te 0.3 0 0 0 0.033 ...

(ZnHg)Te 6.0 377 0.25 0.40 0.659
(Zn.Cd)Te 6.2 312 0.21 0.23 0.564

* ZnIS,Se) 4.7 226 0.11 0.13 0.362
Zn(Se,Te) 7.2 569 0.32 0.38 0.615
Zn(STe) 31.9 1560 0.74 1.03 1.017

ficicnt C in Eq. (14) to be composition dependent, which formation. Secondly, the FPT tends to predict smaller il
will cause i1 to increase. Despite these uncertainties, use- values than observed experimentally, which should be ex.

* ful comparisons across the board in Table V can still be pected according to our discussion. To the extent that the
made. FPT predicts the correct All,. values for an ideal solu-

Based on the above considerations, we can conclude tion, the difference AH","-&H,. may be attributed to
that models B, E, and MZ predict 0 values that are too imperfect conditions and deviations from the ideal solu-
high. We should emphasize that all the fl numbers for tion theory.
models from A through MZ are directly calculated Finally, the calculated fl values in Table V provide

:.\ * without any adjustable parameters. The fact that models some guidance in separating the completely miscible a]-
- A, C, and DI,D2, and the IPT agree with the experiment loys from immiscible ones. 26.27 In a true random alloy,

as well as or even slightly better than the one.parameter the criteria"' for alloy mixing at a temperature T is that
"theoriesi6.Is of DL an% Fdder and puller (FM) is already T-T¢, where the critical temperature T, is given by
,quite an accomplishment. The few numbers taken from (l/(2R,), with R, being the universal gas constant. "9 For

Van Vechten's calculations" (VV) indicate that the dielec- an ABt.,C alloy to be miscible throughout the whole
tric model predicts results at larger variance with expert- concentration range, the requirement is that both the
ments. There are two important implications about the melting temperatures T, and T2 of the pure AC and BC
FPT that cnn be drawn from Table Mll. First, the theory compounds be greater than T,. Table VI Its the values
predicts a small but negative fl value for several alloys. of T, associnted with the fl values in the FPT, the ratios
Thi, not only means that there it no miscibility gap in TIT, and T,/T,, and the average abolutc values or 6,)
thc., allo)s but also implies a tendency toward ordering, for the alloys considered in Table V. In Tablc VI, T, is

'-in which the substitutional atoms tend to be sttrrounded set equal to zero if 11 is neg:itivc and T, is chosen to be
by different second-neighbor species. For stoichiometric the lower value of the two melting temperatures, so the
compositions, this implies a tendency toward compound criterion for not having a miscibility gap is Tc/T 2 < 1.
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There is an empirical rule "b stating that this will be saris- arc derivcd and their rcsult are comparcd %%itlh thc -ull-
ficd if the lattice mnismatch 15() betwcen thc two alloy pcrturhation theory and avail.ible c'perimcntal dat;,. WL
components is less than 7.5%. However, we find that (see found at lcast five models. including the FiT, that pro-
Appendix C) a more precise rule is !5b0 > b., where duce thc correct impurity bond lengths with 'arlanc, for

1.61,3Y, and V,, is the ratio of the rms bond-length the compounds studied about cqual to the cperimcnal
amplitude fluctuation to the bond length at the melting unccrtaimics in EXAFS" '0 (-0.01 A). fl-oevcr, sonic
tempcraIture T2. The values of Tm for the compounds in- modcls are oversimplified and will certainly not prcdict -..

robed." and the a3,sociate X. values estimated from Eqs. other properties equally well. However, more experimen. ,
C2) and IC3) arc tabulated in Table . The model used in tal lattice constant measurements -to further test the

Appendi.x C yields Tc/T 2 =(o/6,) 2. This suggests that theory, particularly on (AsSb) and (P,Sb) substitution sys-
it is instructi'e to plot T,/T, as a function of I 1 /8 ,, terns fc- which there are larger differences between dif-
as is shoun in Fig. 4 for the T, calculated from FPT. ferent models, are needed. It woul] also be instructive to
This plot is similar to the AE versus 50 curve in Fig. 2 be- see if the predicted reversal for Hg(tdtire is found.
cause. in fact, fl is proportional to the sum of the AE The excess energies of impurity substitution are also
values of the two constituents [see Eq. (41)]. However, if shown to provide good estimates of the mixing enthalpies
T, IT, is plotted against I bo I alone, the FPT points are fl of pseudobinary alloys. The chemical shifts are found
much more scattered, and those of SSHS would not even ', to have a negative net contribution to fi for most cation
exhibit a smooth simple quadratic form because the lower substitutions, but positive contributions for anion substi.
melting temperature T2 is not a smooth function of I boI. I tutions. The chemical reduction of lI in (Qa.In) alloys is
This result suggests that I 5o 1 /5,, < I is a better criterion larger than I kcal/mole (30-100 1). Several VFF
than ;601 <0.075. Figure 3 also clearly shows the chem- models and the full perturbation theory produce results
ical effects: all the cation-substitution alloy points lie for fI that are as good as the best theories with one adjust-
below the solid curve and all the anion-substitution alloys able parameter. However, the full theory tends to yield
ha% e (T, IT 2 ) values on or above the curve, corresponding answers on the low side of the experimental values, which
to negative and positive shifts in AE due to the chemical we argue is as it should be because there are nonideal
terms. Again, the curve based on the SSHS model is an structures that also contribute to fl. The calculated 0-
excellent universal representation. From the figure, we values and the melting temperatures are used to predict
see that all (FSb) alloys should have miscibility gaps and the existence of alloy miscibility gaps, and the results
all (As,Sb) alloys are predicted to be miscible, although on correlate well with experiments.
the borderline, because the actual mixing enthalpies are Finally, we wish to comment on the accuracy of th""
larger than these ideal calculated values. The figure also theories that are connected to the present model. The per-
shows that Zn(STe) has a miscibility gap but a smaller turbation theory has already been stretched beyond its ex.
%alue of TIT2 than the (P,Sb) alloys, despite the fact pected region of validity and predicts di to within experi-
that its , 0l value is larger. All these predictions are mental uncertainties (-0.01 A) even for cases with large
consistent with the available experimental evidence. bond-length differences (6o--0. ). The accuracy can only

be improved if the full nonperturbation theory outlined in
Sec. 11 is used. This calculation is needed for the strong

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION substitution cases that were not considered in this paper:
In this paper a simple theory of defect substitution en- examples are (B,Ga), (B,In), (NP), (N,As), (N,Sb), (0,S),

ergies is formulated. The substitution energy is compactly (OSe), and (O,Te) substitutions. Although we beliese that
separated into a replacement energy AR and a distortion for the properties treated, the model with a continuum at-
-energy of the pure host crystal [see Eq. (2)]. However, a tached to the second shell is as accurate as the perturba-
rigorous application of this theory requires an iinprove- tion theory used, it remains to be seen if this is true for
ment in certain quantitative aspects of Harrison's bonding other properties, especially strain coefficients. Finally, the
theory, particularly the elastic constants.5 The most in- present theory has been extended to study alloys "' by
teresting application of this theory presented in this paper I embedding clusters in an effective medium. This enables
is its perturbation form which enables us to absorb the us to study the bond length and energy variations
measured elastic coefficients into the calculation and, throughout the whole concentration range. However, a
more importantly, to study the chemical effects. The or- quantitative calculation still awaits an improvement of the
gin of chemical influences on impurity bond relaxation accura .: of Harrison's theory. A similar procedure is W
can be attributed to three mechanisms [see Eq. (17)]: a also being extended to a study of the alloy electronic
chemical force Fh that either helps or hinders lattice re- structure for which a cluster CPA (coherent-potential ap-
laxation, depending on whether it has the same or oppo- proximation) involving both potential and structural disor-
site sign from the bond-length difference d-di between der will be used.
the host and impurity, a chemical energy that depends on
the difference of the polarities between the impurity and ACKNOWLEDGMENTS *
host bonds, A V3, and an effective elastic force constant 1)
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APPENDIX A: ELASTIC ENERGY IN CONTINUUM For these terms wc nccd to con%id.r the four bond %c.-tors pointing assay from C. They arc

In Sec. III the elastic energy outside a sphere of radius
R centered at the impurity is assumcd to be a continuum r 1 =(-I+6, -1+6, -- +b)d/V3
"it, a radial displacement ua/r. If the displacemcnt at r,=(- 1+6, 1 +b+y,, 1 +6+1r)d/V"
R is it,. then utr)=u0 (R2/r 2 )I. The energy density in
the continuum is given by r 3 =(! +6+y, -- +6, I+y-+6)d/v'3,...

trl= +C1t(e~ +c Then A(r2r 2)=.(6+2,)d2, A(r 1 r 2)=-- (6+ r)d2, and
.(r 2' )=W6d2 . Thus, the a terms from the second-sh.II

+C, 2(ee +ce.e, + e.e.) bonds become+ .. Ie ,
-. + C., (cy+ei, +e., 4x3X3a[ (6+2y)d2 ]/d 2 =2a(6-,-26)d2 ,

shere the 13 term between the first- and second-shell bonds are

..... - )/ ,4X 3 X 3/6[ 1(6+Vy)d]/gd" 2(y +6)2 Pd 2 ,

and the /3 terms among the second-shell bonds are

, _ 4X3X3/3(-6d) 2 /8d 2 =263d2

• +r : .'-' .- =+  WR xy/ ....

Thus, the total elastic energy in the continuum is
-. 1 3. a terms for the third-shell bonds, ,B terms

fit' between the second- and third-shell bonds
m4-Ru0(eCl - +Cz + u 2C) and among the third-shell bonds adjacent
".-' , to the second-shell atoms -

-- U 0 For these terms we need to consider the bond vectors
- where the effective shear coefficient is given by pointing away from B in Fig. 1. They are

C= r(I.6Ct - 1.6C 2 +.4.C 4 )• r,=(I-6, -+-4'- , -I-C-,.)d/V3 ,
-- -- ---- -rt=(l+y', l + 3 ;"-1, 1+J3y'--,)d/V3,"r=(-l-'", l+3y"-y, -I+y"-)d/V3

APPENDIX B: DISTORTION ENERGY and

In this Appendix we count the detailed contributions of r 4 (--y, --- y"-y. l-+ 3-r)d ..
the bond-stretching terms ('r, r) and "bond-bending" Thus, we have
terms %(r,rj) for i*j in VFF [Eq. (13)) that enter Eq. 2

(16) in FPT and in the VFF models in Sec. II1. d 2

3i. a and P terms from the first-shell bonds A"r) (& 2 y- 5"),

The four bond vectors pointing away from the central
impurity according to Fig. I are A(r'r 4)= -d 2y"'

r1 =(l-6, 1-6, l-6)d/V'3 , d2
r 2(-,--,--)V (rir 3 )=--(-2-r+3r"), .

d2  Arl'r}= " 6 d "

Thus, (r,.ri)=-26d and A(r1'r,)=- 6d2 . The a ,(r3 i 3 )= ,"-(6')
terms contribute

and
4 Y. 3a(I- 2d 2 )/8d"=66V ,'d2

.- -;and the P, terms contribute A(rlr 1 ) - (14;"-4; )

0 ..-: 3/3, - /hd -/8d2  For nodel A, ' = r"--0. so the n terms ol" lic thld-%hell
bonds txconc

If an A. atom is replaecd by a BI atom, as was done in
FIT. thea and /3, arc replaced by a and/], respectively. 4
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the P terms I'Ktu ecn the second- and third-shcll bond% are r - - 1 - y - I )d/ 3 ,

4 X 3..,/( r.r:): + r=.)]/ d r (-1, 1I, I.'-
.2)d, r3 (I, -I+Y, I+y)d/v/3

and the 15 terms among the third-shell bonds adjaccent to and
the ,econd-shell atoms are

3 
1. - I )d//3

which only results in the first-order term A(r,'r 3)= Tyd 2.
For continuum and the only contribution from this group Thus, the group contribUtes to-o.

are the P terms between the second- and third-shell bonds.
Since the displacements in the continuum are proportional 4X3X3[2(Arzr 3)2J/8d 2=4ly2d 2

to IRu ,f.8v2},(19V" ) and y"trSV2y/(ll/i), and the combined contribution from these two groups is
* Thus, these 63 terms become 615y2d 2.

19 (36 + )-+ l!(6 +2y - 5-"")' :2d 91 9 APPENDIX C

+1fh"4 " 2 Starting with Eq. (24) and using the SSHS model
1#[ 136""" a=a,, one finds the mixing enthalpy parameter 0 to be

2 6V 12= L (d.4c-dac)2No, (C1)

+2 + 1 -- y d2  
-where No is Avaeodro's number and 5 (a

v• i. =T ..c anc). ; '

ii Then relate the mean-square bond-len.th fluctuation ( )
at the melting temperature Tm to Tm for a compound by
equating the average potential energy per unit cell to half

4. P terms for bonds adjacent of the thermal energy:
tothethird-shell atoms (Vr, )=4 X fa +(2 x 3kBT,. (0)

These terms only enter model A, so r'=r"=0. There i wh
are two different groups, one like those adjacent to C' and ere k, is the Boltzmann constant. Defining a Lieder.
another like those meeting at C". The four bond vectors i mann ratio of melting X,,, by
pointing away from C' are (( ))/2a'd (C3)

r--( - 1, -I +y,-1 +y)d/V"3, and choosing the mixing criterion to be T/Tm < 1, where --.

r:=(- I, ,)d/V3 T. now is the smaller value of the two melting tempera- -"
tures of the constituent compounds, we require that

" r3 =(l, -I, I)d/V3 ,
T, ik 3 (d.4C-dffC) 2 ~I (

and Tm 4R a.V" d 2  8 X2d 2  C4)

= ~r4 =( I, I, - 1)d/V3. or
r,,-(1, /03or

Thus, the only contribution from this group is 1 :" I, (C')-" 1 6 / . < 1 , (0 5)
4 x 3 x 30(12 r-r,) ]2./8d2 = 201,d .-.

" " "xx33A~~,d ',where 6,,=1.63Xm and 1801 is the perLentage bond-

The four bond vectors around C" are length difference.
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(1) Phenomena Influencing the Dislocation Density of

Semiconductor Compounds and Alloys
(&)

A. Sher. SRI lotemnational, thalo Park, CA 94062

j T A-Ban Chen, Auburn Iniversity, Auburn, AL 3 89

v.R. Spicer(b), Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305

Abstract

The objective of this paper is to identify the principal microscopic
phenomena controlling dislocation densities in bulk grown semiconductors.
Then, based on this understanding, a strategy for selecting materials to reduce
dislocation densities is offered. The relevant quantities are calculated from
an extension of arrisean'e bonding theory. which, with oar Improved accuracy
relates properties of the solids to the constituent atoms' valence electron
energy states and wave functions. We report on the alloy composition varie-
tios of bond energies, bond lengtha, charge redistribution among constituents.
vacancy formation energies, dislocation energies, and hardness. SeveralIl1-V and 11-VI conpond semiconductor& are treated including. GaAs, Galms,

gSCdTe, and ZnRsTe.
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(a) Effects Influenctn$ the Structural Integrity of Semiconductors
and Their Alloys a)

An-Ban Chen
Aub Uamwesi AubLr. 4abent J09

;" W. E. Spicer and C-K Shih
VSWX'd Uauet0. Ssnfd CIfonia

(Received 1 June 1984; accepted 21 August 1984)

The bond length and energy changes of the constituents of alloys relative to their pure crystal
values are calculated from an extension of Harrison's method. It is demonstrated that the already
weak HgTe bonds are destabilized by adjacent CdTe, HgS, or HgSe, but are stabilized by ZnTe. It
is also argued that dislocation energies and the hardness of semiconductors vary as a high inverse
power of the bond length of the constituents. Hence, the shorter ZnTe bond as an additive should
improve the structural properties of HgTe and CdTe. Experiments that support these predictions
are noted. The electronic transport propertes of 0. I eV band gap HgZnTe are about the same as
those of HgCdTe: and the strutural properties of the Zn compound are superior, thus, we
conclude that HgZnTe is likely to be the better material for JR devices.

L INTRODUCTION are nearly the same, the alloy scattering strength at the va-
wmicroscpic lence band edge is small. We conclude that, because of its

The objective of this work is to understand the structural advantage HgZnTe may be superior to HgCdTe
* mechanisms that govern the stability of Hg, , Cd, Te al- for infrared devices

Joys, and then to suggest changes in the material that im-
prove its strength without adversely affecting its electronic II. ALLOY MODIFICATION OF THE BOND ENERGY
behavior. In pursuit of this goal we have extended Harrison's AND LENGTH
bonding theory, which is applicable to all tetrahedral struc-
tured semiconductors, to calculate bond length and energy A. Pure compounds
changes in an alloy-including charge shift and reconstruc- Tbe first task is to recast Harrison's bond energy and bond

"-don effects--relative to their pure crystal values, vacancy length formalism into a structure suitable for generalization
formation energies, dislocation energies, and hardness. to alloys. Focus attention on the irth bond of a pure zinc

In this paper, we review the experimental situation in sev. blende structured compound semiconductor; for the time
eral of these areas nd compare some of the results with being, suppress any notation identifying it. Then, in a II-VI
theory for all the goup IV, Jll-V compound, and J1-VI compound, the bond energy is':
compound semiconductors and their alloys. For example, e
the theory properly predicts the observed inverse ninth pow- l , -, + IV,. + V,_I - 2(V + VD
er bond length (d -') dependence of the hardness' of semi- 2
conductors and. with no adjustable parameters, their correct 3 .. ,

magnitude. We demonstrate that the weak HgTe bond is d (1)
K.. destabilized by alloying it with CdTe. HgS. or HgSe, how- where the first term is the energy per bond needed to transfer

ever, the bond is stabilized by ZnTe. Moreover, because the
- bond length of ZnTe (2.406 A) is 14% shorter than that of two electrons from ap state on the group VI atom (the anion)

HgTe (2.797 A) or CdT.(2.804 A), the dislocation energy pr to a P state on the group IJ atom (the cation), so that both
unit length and hardness of the alloys Hg,. ZnTe and start with four electrons (ultimately in the final bonding ar-
Cd, _.Zn.Te are predicted in agreement with some exper- rangement there is a net electron transfer from the cation to

Cd, ... nT ar prdiced n ageemnt ithsom exen- the anion), the second term is the promotion energy per bond
merts to be significantly higher than those of the compounds theformon), hybrsesond terh atoth , promotion energysper bond
with x - 0. Measurements indicate that the electron and to form hybrids on both atoms, the third term is the bond
bole mobilities of HS, ._.-nTe with x-0.16, correspond- formation ,-,ergy owing to the covalent and ionic terms, the

o .g oofourth term is Harrison's metallization energy, and the fifthin# to a 0.1 eV band p, are comparable t those of':/
H CdTe for -- 0,2 This to be expted, be se term is the repulsive overlap energy that prevents the bonds~from collapsing. The various symbols are defined below:
the electron effective mass in a narrow-gap material is small; f
hence, the electron wave functions at ric are distributed tro ± is the {,}p state correlated term values,'
over many atoms, with the result that alloy scattering rates V, I - ei t. V4 are hopping integrals

Sare small at the band edge. The hole mobilities are large for a between two adjacent bonds coupled through a {&:=,).
somewhat different reason: The valence band edge is mostly t,, 1 are the {,} s state correlated term values.
composed oTep states; however, there is also some cation p Vi - 24.5/d 2(eV) is the covalent energy,
state contribution. Because thep state energies of Hg and Zn d is the bond length,

M J Vas. M TeenaL AS(1), Jan/Feb 1NS 0734.210I/1/01010"7301.00 C INS Amfrican Vacuum Society 105
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VON. - -V2. TAksE I. Correlated teem vahe mod bnd uaswW for three I-VI owm-

e O I(e + 3e, 1 /4 are the sp' hybrid energies. p ,das. The e terime al bod lmenlhL poa ty. an m talihe conribution
to the bond energy are also plotted.

Correlaled term values leVI
is the contribution to the reduction of the bonding state ener- Atom £ P

gy e calculated by second-order perturbation theory of the Zn - 10.224 - 4.92,,. - 6.246 -

bond in question (denoted by superscript o). owing to its in. Cd - 9.611 -4.754 - St 99
teraction with the three neighboring (i = 1-31 antibonding Ht -10-946 -4.172 - 6,391
states sharing the same {', Te - 19.620 - 9.124 - 12.273

U.o J1 -lkr2mo energies
U4.. - ~/2 [_ Compound dIAr 0, a. meafi1icCV E.CeVi

U. 1/( -+a,/2 U...
ZnTe 2.643 0.652+ - 0.6235 - 098

are the probability amplitudes of finding the cation and an- CdTe 2.805 0710 -0 466 0944
ion sp'.hybrid contributions to the bonding and antibonding HiTe 2.797 O.685 -0614 - 0480
states. e.g.. Vi.. is the probability amplitude of finding the
cation' hybrid in the bonding state, etc.. 'Reference 12.

*,mViIJVj + is the polarity, The last identity in Eq. (4) defines the indicated bond ten-
sions. Collecting all the results from the earlier paragraphs.

"/ ~ itecvec.one finds (dropping the bond designation n):
;v . .I + + a!

Td. - a,+ - ,
are the bonding and antibonding one electron energy states "- "'4
owing only to covalent and ionic interactions, . = T . .

(U6 II .1-1,213 = .jla~la, - 1 4- 5b).
ea. - e.e

are the contributions to the bond in question arising from its 4 , -.

antibonding state interactions with a neighboring bonding T - I - a,I, - - .

state i. and y is an adjustable coefficient chosen so the mea- I e.
sured bond lengths are reproduced. T 3..

Harrison has written Eq. (I1 without explicit reference 4  ao T;
to the surrounding bonds., Equation (l ) in its present form is - - -Ill +aaU + " ,.(5dl
rather easily used for alloy calculations by replacing host 4 - '
atom terms by one appropriate to the alloy. Finally combining Eqs. (I H5). the bond energy is

The parameter y for each compound is fixed by the E,- - Il +a,'XV + ',) "
condition that there is no net force on atoms at their equilib-
rium lattice positions. This condition is satisfied if the gradi- 9 (I 24- V _
ent of the total energy with respect to all the bond lengths - ( (Vi + VII)':
vanishes: e, - - -Y -

Iy."4 V_* 4(6) .'
Vl1,.E7 =0- where Er E E. 2

Equation 6) was first derived by Harrison using a muchThe condition is equivalent to the requirement that the net simpler argument.' The bond energies quoted in Table I and
bond tension T, + T for the ith bond equals the repul- on Fig. 5 are calculated from this expression. using as input
sive force the correlated term values from Table I and the experimental

TI.+ T .. 4.. bond lengths.
Where B. Alloy calculations

There are several layers of sophistication that can be used
T-- - ( - 2 I ) - 4a, ;V + VT Id, (3) to compute the bond energy and length changes between

pure compounds and their alloys. However, all the calcula-

m .i - tions are motivated by the EXAFS experimental result ...T,. 2. + . found first for Ga , I n . As and later in other compounds.
,. 0 It was found that, while the average bond length in the alloy

-. o(T... + T...}. (4) follows Vegards rule and varies linearly between those of the
-, .pure constituents, the individual bond lengths of GaAs and

J Ve. CL Te lol. A. Vol. Me. 1. Jon/Fob 1 -6
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InAs mae nearly the same as those of the pure materials-
changing by only about 4%. The shorter GaAs bond in. , .
creases its length when it is an impurity in an InAs host by
about 4%, and the longer InAs bond shrinks by about 4% in ,
the opposite extreme where it is the impurity in GaAs. The _,/..p,. 'a

lattice fits together by having the metal sublattic" nearly re- ,
tain its fcc structure with a lattice constant following Ve- to AM Owe.... 4

gard's rule, and each As atom adjusts its local position and
accommodates to which metal atoms occupy its four neigh. 7 , , ' VIC,
boring sites. Thus there are five local arrangements; in the
first an As atom is surrounded by four Ga atoms [a "'" jA'

j.? a

Ga(4)ln(o) configuration], in the second there are three Ga .
atoms and one In [a GaJ3)In(l) configuration], and the last
three configurations are Ga(2)In(2), Ga(l)In(3), and
Ga(o)In(4). In a general cation A,_- B. C alloy or anion - ' ".

CA, B. alloy, the generalizations are obvious, and one * *

can examine A(4 - V)B(i);i) - 1,2,3,4 configurations. a 4

I. Method I
The lowest level of approximation that takes account of

these findings calculates (from Eqs. (1) and (2)] a given
bond's energy and length shift when its surrounding bonds
have different constituents. The calculation is done assum- "

ing that the surrounding bonds retain their pure crystal bond
lengths. This model is somewhat unrealistic, in that it ig-
aores the strains that must be present to allow the lattice to coo 1. Schemaicviwof vrimw bond emiguratiotm W AOMcumif.
fit together. However, it is nonetheless useful because it ratiom, (b) AM42)1 .ofigcratio andic14301(1 conflguraton embedded
treats the largest terms, viz. those arising from charge trans- in a virtual crowa. l
ter between the substituted species in the alloy, and results in
analytic expressions, while the successively more complicat-
ed treatments must be done numerically. It is also useful The bond length shifts are found from Eq. (2). The modifica-
later because, taken together with the more complete calcu- tion of these expressions for an anion-substituted alloy fol-
ations, it allows one to judge the relative contribution from lows from symmetry.

different physical effects. From Eq. (1) in a cation-substitut-
ed alloy one can deduce an expression for the energy shift of 2. Method 2
an AC bond when 17 surrounding bonds are replaced by BC, A more realistic calculation includes strain and permits
AE; as the lattice to fit together. The simplest non-self-consistent,

2 [ _near-neighbor version of this calculation proceeds as fol-
A£ (U-- lows. In a cation-substituted alloy A, _IB.C

ea- e.(BC) (e.g., Hg1 .. Cd.Te or Zn, .Hg Te), the cations are as-

2 ( U-- U. _ (AC) V, 2  sumed to occupy their regular fcc sublattice sites, while the
e. - e-(AC )  anions accommodate to their local configuration. The aver-. A)age lattice constant is taken to follow Vegard's rule:

""a U-. - U. -- (! -- )do( AC) + xdo(BQ),(9

L-4 -. BCwhere do and do(BC) are the pure crystal lattice constants.

[CU_ U.._ (AC)V,_] 2  Then in an A(3)B(l) configuration (see Fig. I(a)], the anion

e, - e. (AC) will be displaced along the BC bond. For definiteness, sup-
posed (AC) > d (BC); then the aio will be shifted away from

.+ [U,(BC)U:'-V,-1  the tetrahedral site toward the B atom. Because+_ e,,(BC) -e do(AC>d,)do(BC), thed (BC1 bond will be elongated and the' d (AC) bonds will also be locally elongated in s strained con-[U. (ACUW._ V,_]
-- [ (7) figuration. We can for this case [see Fig. I(a)] write

d(BC)- ( -51 (10)

where the partial derivative is taken with respect to the cen- and for the three AC bonds
tral bond length (a term designated with a superscript ol and
in this simple approximation d (AC). I + 2 

+

"" 'N " Z - j? #, p 11 0.1,2,3. 38
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IIMAt 2)3(2) Configuration [me Fig. IN), we have for both

d(11C)m l16 +-Bd2z. (12)
3 3

and for both AC bonds

d(AC In l+.JS + L,52. (13) PI
3 3

The values of 6 are determined by the condition dEr/ ~ ---- '"

6M -,0 or

Equation (14) is solved by
(1) Assigning: the ry.s their pure crystal values. -
(2) Supposing that the four tetrahedrally configured an-
ions are embedded in the virtual crystal [see Fig. 1(c)].
(3) For wech x. 6 is varied and the bond tensions are-----------------------
calculated and inserted into Eq. (14) until a value of 5 is -----------------
found that satisfies this equation.

The computer outpuis are 6 and the AC and DC bond ener- .1..........................

gies. This method can be extended to take explicit account of i'*

the bond length variations of larger clusters, and Tf can be FG .Bn seg safm~ ~ocnrto o h 8 ,dTcalculated explicitly (instead of using Vegard's rule) so the Fo.3 edmpaafucinacoeuto xorheH,-CdT
results can be made to be self-consistent. Also, effects arising alo in different configurations. The abort dashed bn are for the CdTc

bonds and the lonS-short dashed lines represent the behavior of the llgTefrom bond angle distortions can be included. The major ef- bonds. The solid bans ame the concentration uesghted averages oftheriespe
fects that are currently included in the calculation arise from tive bond eaergie.
the bond length dependence of V2, and charge shifts driven

by hybrid energy differences and coupled through the metal-
lization terms. However, K, is also senitive to bond angle

I .~""distortions, and these effects are not included in the present
I - results. We expect their inclusion will modify the quantita-

tive results by lO%-30%, but not the trends.

~ C. Results
----- - ------- ~"" The correlated atomic term values' for the elements in the

*----------------------- v" more common 11-VI compounds are listed in Table 1, along
------ -- ... .. . w

"owl with the bond energies of their nine compounds. The valence
- - - - s s state energies for Zn are large, become smaller as for Cd,

- - ua~iam and then (in an unusual occurrence) the trend reverses and
- - - - - qugei, the JHgs levels are deeper again. This is caused by the relativ-

istic terms that become important in Hg. The p state levels
have a similar trend; however, the differences among the

in atoms are much smaller. The levels of the anions are deeper
than those of the cations. Thus, there is a net electron trans-
fer from the cations to the anions, which is responsible for
the ionic contribution to the bonding. The polarity, also list-
ed in Table 1, reflects the relative contribution of ionic and
covalent character to the bonds. Notice that a, is small for %.
ZnTe larger for CdTe, and smaller again for HgTe. By con-

* *~ * ** 6 *. * *. *~trat, the metallic contribution .E., is large for ZnTe and
* "'*HgTe and small for CdTe. In fact, HgTe would not be bound

Flo. 2. Bond lengths as a function of concentration z for the Hg, -Cd, Te iftweentorhemalccnrbuonotebndnta
aloy in different configurations. The shor dashed lines are for the CdTt terribly surprising result, because HITe is a seinimetal. The
bonds and the long-ohom dashed ban represent the behavior of the HSTc bond lengths of CdTe and PITe are very nearly the same,
bonds. but this is an accident resultinbi from the balance of contribu-

A1 VOL. SOL TOslusel. A. VOL. No. 1. JM/Iob 1INS
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tionos to their bonds: CdTe is dominated by the covalent and 4A1 2.,, ISM 1 _863 1a W 3 an I% 26 ' M, I

ionic contributions to its bond, while HgTe has bonds that I.V4 .,-I .11, 1 4J- 1.,- .,1,4144 111 , San

are motly covalent and metallic. We should therefore not be 5-- . I - -

too surprised if their alloy displays some unusual bond I I
length variations. ,

Fqgure2 and 3 illustrate the HgI Cd3 Te aloy concen-
Uution variations of the length and energy for the five config-
urations. These results were calculated using the second '

method discussed in Sec. II B. In Fig. 2 we see the unexpect- •
ed result that the shorter HgTe bond becomes still shorter in .

the alloy, while the CdTe bond length increases. Moreover, ! Cf
the changes are large compared to the original length differ- "" ' .,
ence. Thus, one can expect to find local microstrains, even in--...- ' -.
this nearly lattice-matched material. The bond energy " -iI
dons shown in Fi. 3 also display an important result. The , I -
already weak HgTe bond is destabilized by the presence of I

Cd. The fiat concentration variation of the bond lengths and a .
energies is peculiar to HgCdTe; much more structured beha- ! 1 *1
viors are exhibited by other com pounds. At I.

Several considerations to keep in mind when dealing with .14

alloys are depicted schematically in Fig. 4 for a Hg(3)Cd( I)
configuration. Due to the charge shift alone, the HgTe bond
shrinks by 0.030 A, the minimum in the configuration dia-gram moves to a smaller bond length and the depth of the Pic. S. ACliond energ yhift forth. t--V omnpounds ia A11031 comfifu-

raions eprussed as a picentap of the pure crystal bond energy. Te 3
well is decreased. Then the bond is stretched by 0.011 A to its atom s designated in thelinethat show the shaft. The purecrystal AC bond
final length. Thus, the bond is not centered at a local mini- energies and lengths are given at the topofthe figure. That number were

cSiculated by method I in So- I1 .

• .-.-- 0.01 nmum. For example, this implies that the force constant of
vIt O. local phonon modes will be related to the second derivative

.. ______________ of this configuration diagram evaluated at the strained posi-
tion away from the well minimum. This effect is even more
pronounced for materials with a larger lattice mismatch.

t :! .-.. Notice that the CdTe bond is also stretched relative to its
4. --- local minimum in this configuration.

02i5.04 s ,The result for bond energy variations for all the II-VI0.02 14compound alloys is gathered in Fig. S. Here the energy shifts
\ofanACbond inaA()(3configurationAE 34Eare
To*-0 X WNg(ICa presented as a percentage of the pure material bond energy

o, for cation substitute alloys along with equivalent results for
I - Cd anion substantial alloys, e.g., HSs, Te . The energy shifts

are calculated following the first method presented in Sec.
11 B. We have not had the opportunity to run all the com-

vi,} pounds following the more sophisticated calculational pro-
ciro cedure. The bond at the top of a column is the one whose

energy shift is calculated, and the other constituent is identi-
fled in the line that indicates the energy shift. A negative
3iE

4
/E I is destabilizing and a positive one stabilizing. Fo-

cus on HgTe. It is destabilized by CdTe, HgS, and HgSe, but
is stabilized by ZnTe. The CdTe destab,|,zes the HSTe bond
by 13% according to the simple calculation and by 15%
according to the better one. The difference between Zn and

41166 .Cd occurs because in the Cd case there is a net electron trans-
fer from the Cd to the Hg, while in the case of Zn there is
practically no such transfer. These extra transferred elec-

Po 4. Schematic picture a ptential conliguration diagram for the HaTe trons must occupy antibonding states, because the bonding
and CdTe bonds i an Hg(3jCd( I configursaon. For the HgTe bond the states on the HgTe are full, so the net elect (including other

ergy and position of the bond center awe ealylated by method I of Sec.
11I and the Anal stretched pnstaon and energy by method 2. The results energy state shiftsi is to destabilize the HgTe bond. This pre-
quoted for the CdT, bond are those deteismned by method 2. dicted destabilization of the HgTe bond in HgCdTe alloys

J. Vae. SlL Toelval. A, VO. No. i, ion/Pe lss
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cancy formations energies and the melting temperature are
both proportional to the bond energies of the constituents.
Thus, one would expect the vacancy density just below the
melting point to be about the same for all materials with a
similar coordination number; in our semiconductor case, the

. coordination number is four. Disloction energies are most- C
ly owing to long-range bond angle distortions' and accord-
ingly are sensitive to the sheer coefficients, which vary
roughly as d -'for many compounds.' Based on this general
argument, one would expect to find fewer dislocations in
materials with short bond lengths.

Dislocations appear in bulk grown materials through a
as sequence of steps."0 We shall only discus, the simplest case,

where there are no mechanical stresses on the growing mate-
IIfrial. In the temperature gradient behind the growth front,

30,.
there is usually a supersaturated vacancy content. These ex-cess vacancies may diffuse to surfaces where they do no
harm, or they may condense into vacancy clusters that can
then organize into dislocation loops. If a loop is not patallel
to the growth front, it can climb toward the front by absorb-

Fac. & Tbeoteuc vs expmnead bardness. The two vmaum ai the top and ing more vacancies. If it climbs faster than the growth pro-
botom a( th vertc Imes designated for ach compound were miculatod gresses, then the loop will reach the front. It can then spread
for two difermt pmoibi d oat ammnSem The lower ome or- and grow along with the crystal. Observed from the growth
spomo to the mimum mr Veonlguration ad the upper me to a likely surface, such a loop will appear to be two edge dislocations.
hghe mergy aomiguqmbon. The epeeimml- numben were takes from.
Rd. 2. If this dislocation formation process can be inhibited in any

of its steps, the resulting material will have fewer disloca-
tions.

agrees with the d state energy shftreported by Spicer et aL at Zn in Zn, _.Cd.Te or Zn1 _.HgTe wiU serve this func-
last year's workshop," and by the oxygen uptake experi- tion in two ways. The first is that Zn stabilizes the weaker
ments presented by the same group at this conference.' bond in these alloys; accordingly, vacancy formation ener-

gies in the alloy should be larger than those in the pure con-
IlL DISLOCATION ENERGIES AND HARDNESS stituent CdTe or HgTe. The melting temperature will also be

The dislocation energies and hardness of semiconductor raised somewhat; which• effect "wins" is a matter still to be
are calculated by an extension of Harrison's method.' It is decided. The second effect is clear cut: The shorter bond
demonstrated, in agreement with experiment, that disloca- lengths of the ZnTe will introduce stiff struts into the system
tion energies per unit length, depending on the covalency, that will increase the dislocation energies and thus should
areproportionaltod -,wheredis the bond length and hard. inhibit dislocation loop formation and subsequent climb.

ms proportional tod-s to d -. The low powers are for The large dislocation density reduction found by Bell and
pure covalent materials. The hardness is related to the inter- Sen in Zn, Cd. Te with only 4% Zn supports this specula-
action energies among dislocations. The detailed theory will tion. "
be published elsewhere..

Figure 6 shows the theoretical hardness of several semi- V. CONCLUSIONS
conductors plotted against experimental values.2 The theory We have argued that, in an alloy, the bond energies and -
is calculated for two different dislocation configurations bond lengths are modified from their pure crystal values.
caused by the extra material pushed by the indentor into the Bond energies can be strengthened or weakened in an alloy
crystal. The lower end of each vertical line is a realistic hard- dminium nerg cofigratin, nd te uper depending on the relative sp' state energies and the conse-

es for the equent net electron shift between the constituents. For most
ands of the lines are the values found for a higher-energy compounds, the average bond length modifications for each
configuration. In most cases, one would ex -ct real configu- type of bond are generally small compared to those suggest- e ,

rations to have hardnesses lying somewhere between these ed by Vegard's rule, in agreement with experiment. How-
two values, once the effect of heat generated by the indention ever, HgCdTe is an exceptional case, because the bond.'N''
process is subtracted from the experimental numbers. This lengths for HgTe and CdTe are nearly the same (by acci.
theory has no adjustable parameters, yet it predicts the right dent). The bond length and energy shifts also depend sensi-
trends and magnitudes. tively on the local configuration and the bonds are lo.ally

strained. These effects must be taken into consideration in a
IV. NATIVE IMPERFECTIONS GROWN INTO'ALLOYS proper theory of alloy vacancy formation energies, phonon

There are two kinds of imperfections we shall discuss: va- frequencies, dislocation energies, etc.
cancies and dislocations. At present, the conclusions are ten- The conclusions most relevant to the initial question
tative, because the detailed theory is still incomplete. Va. posed in the introduction are that for the narrow gap allows:

A Va. S. Tecnnol. A, Vol. 1,. . 1,Jn/Feb INS
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Sensitivity of defect energy levels to host band structures and impurity potentials in CdTe
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The sensitivity of defect energy levels in semiconductors to tle bost band structures and impurity
potentials has been studied for approximately 30 impurities in CdTe using four different band.
structure models. The discrepancies in the defect levels between two different sets of band struc-
tures and impurity potentials are found to range from less than 0.1 eV to the whole band gap (1.6
eV). The band-structure effects are analyzed here in tram of detailed partial densities of states. '-
Examples of contradictory predictions from different band structures are illustrated. and ways to
improve the theory ae suggested.

. DITRODUCTION 11. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE
In several of our recent paperS,1- 7 we have applied a In the simple site-diagonal substitutional defect model,

method to calculate the band structure of semiconductors the impurity energy levels E are determined by the equa.

that is both efficient and accurate. Because the procedure lion
involves casting the basis functions into orthonormal local -0, (1)
aebitals' (OLO), our method has the advantages common
to empirical tight-binding (ETD) calculations, - 1 except where a designates the symmetry of a local state, e.g., r.,
that the Hamihonian matrix elements to all ranges are re- r 7, and r, on an atomic site in the zinc-blende structure,
rained. The inclusion of these higher coefficients makes it and g. is the real part of the diagonal matrix element of
possible to produce excellent band structures including the host-crystal Green function. S. can be calculated
conduction bands and effective masses. The method also from the partial density of states (PDOS) by
yields wave functions for optical property calculations. ?  (E)-r()/(EE)d . "'S

Moreover, its OLO description also permits its extension, "..-P.
through the coherent-potential approximation, to al- The PDOS is given by
loys.

2-'
The recent attention focused on defects in semiconduc- p.()- Ia:(k) I 26(e-e.(k)), (3)

tors motivated us to apply our method to this problem.
The theories of defects have ranged from very sophisticat- where e.(k) are band energies and ae'(k) are the probabili-
ed self-consistent density-functional theory"- 3 (SCDF) ty amplitudes of the band state in the Bloch basis con-
to simple ETB calculations. It is generally recognized structed from the OLO labeled by a. The Bfillouin-zone
that SCDF is as accurate in defects for the pround-state integration in Eq. (3) is calculated using an accurate ray
properties as it is for pure semiconductors, but less certain scheme.' s

in assigning excited energy levels. ETD, because it can Because a principal concern of this paper is the sensi.
produce results for many systems in one study, claims to tivity of impurity levels to the host band structures, we
predict the trends of deep levels' ° even if the accuracy for should emphasize the difference between our method and
a given impurity may be poor. However, this contention ETB. Our method consists of four steps.
remains to be verified. (1) We start with four Gaussian orbitals per atom and

To assess this concern, we ask the following question: empirical pseudopotentials," and compute the Hamiltoni-
"How sensitive are defect levels to host band structures an matrih H(k) and overlap matrix S(k) as was done by '
and impurity potentials?" To this end, we have adopted Kane" and Chadi." "
the sim;..; yet nontrivial defect model, that of site- (2) The Gaussian orbitals are transformed into OLO,6

diagonal substitutional defects often used in ETB studies. so H(k) is transformed into H0(k) and S into the identity
CdTe was selected in this study because its band structure matrix. The band structures calculated from Hot k) are
has been examined in peat detail by us, and there are accurate to 5% as compared to more sophisticated
three published band-structure models$ - 10 that we could methods using the same potential.' .
easily generate for comparison. There is also a consider- (3) A spin-orbit Hamiltonian in the OLO basis" is in-
able body of experimental data on deep states in this sys- corporated to deal with this interaction.

(4) To compensate for the effects of truncated basis and
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nonlocal potentials, a perturbation Hamiltonian H, is-
added. I, has the same form as a truncated ETD Hamil- 5

tonian. The parameters in H, are adjusted to fine tune
the impoa at band energies and effective masss. 1-'

Although both ETB and our methods are empirical, 0
there are two major differences.

I.(1) While most ETB retains the H matrix elements only
to the first- or econd-neighbor shell, ours extends to all ' 1W
ranges, so that the high Fourier components needed to >
produce the sharp band curvatures are properly given. -%

(2) Our method can directly generate wave functions for
calculation of other properties. Z s

Thus, while our method yields more accurate band struc-
tures, it retains much of the advantage of ETD, namely o
the computational speed and a simple direct-space
description of the Hamiltonian.

.4

I. BAND STRUCTURES AND PARTIAL (,_
DENSITIES OF STATES .to

Figure I depicts the four band structures to be con- r x.uxr x w L r k.ux

sidered for CdTe. Our result is in panel (a); panels (b) k Owle)
(ief. 8) and (c) (Ref. 9) are two ET band structures with
the Hamiltonian matrix elements truncated at second FIG. 1. Four band structures of CdTe used for comparative
neighbors. (Because different parameters were selected, studies: (a) present work, (b) Ref. 8, (c) Ref. 9, and 1d) Ref. 10.
these two band structures are not identical.) Panel (d)
(Ref. 10) results from the use of five basis orbitals per
atom; the extra one is an excited s state. All these band
structures are adjusted to have the proper fundamental 2. 0
band gap of 1.6 eV. The principal differences one sees on
firn inspection are in the band curvatures, especially the
conduction bands. The effective mass at the bottom of 1.0

the conduction band in panel (a) is 0.1 times the free- [-
electron mass, in agreement with experiment," while in
other panels it is more than twice as large. > 0 _o__

Figure 2 shows the densities of states (DS) for each of 2 .Ih
the band'structures in Fig. 1. While the valence bands at

% least exhibit general common features, the conduction .0
- bands are almost unrecognizable as representing the same L

compound. In panels (c) and (d), for example, there is a
secondband gap above the fundamental Sap. Also note - J oV
that there are two extra narrow peaks associated with the 2.0 *
two extra excited s orbitals (one for Cd and the other for ,-
Te) included in the calculation.

To analyze the band effects on defect levels (see Eqs. (i) 1.0-
and (2)1, the DOS is further decomposed into d erW den-
sities of states for rt(s), F,(p'd)p, states on
the Cd and "e sites, as shown in Figs. 3-6. The rs 0.0
PDOS are not shown because they are nearly the same as 2.0 1
r7 with only a slight upward energy shift. These POS
show how the "atomic" levels evolve into band states.
These curves contain useful information about many 1.0 -

properties, e.g., the relation between the crystal bonding
and atomic energies, and how potential disorder in alloys
affects different parts of the bands,2- 5 in addition to de- 0.0.2 - .4 0 4 8 12
fect levels studied here. ENERGY (*vy

The F5(Cd) PDOS shown in Fig. 3 split between the
conduction and valence bands. It is generally assumed FIG. 2. Densities of states calculated from the four band
that the cation s states in Il-V and II-VI compounds structures in Fig. 1.
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evolve into the conduction bands, while the anion p states all four panels in Fig. S show that the Te S states are con-
make up most of the major valence bands just below the fined to the deep valence-band states, as generally recog-
gap. Thus it is perhaps a surprise to see a prominent peak nized. Finally, Fig. 6 shows that the Te p states dominate
derived from the cation s states at the bottom of the ma- the upper valence-band states. Panel (a) has much less
jar valence-band structure. However, this is a general conduction-band content than the other three panels. As
fmture for all sp'-bmsed compound semiconductors. we will see, these differences can result in quantitatively % I
These are the states responsible for the first observed or even qualitatively different predictions about the deep

, brmkdown of the virual-crystal approximation for a levels. 9.

semiconductor alloy: Hg_.CdsTe (which is caused by "
the large s-energy shift between the Cd and HS sites). '-' 2  rV. IMPURITY-LEVEL DETERMINATION

A more detailed examination draws attention to some
important differences among the four panels in Fig. 3: A convenient way to study the impurity energy levels '
the valence-band peak in panel (c) is about 2 eV higher using Eq. (1)is to rewrite it as v,'1/g (E) and plot E as
than the rest, and it is also high compared to experi- a function of u. Once this E-v curve is deduced for each

" ment.3 Oyr conduction-band PDOS in panel (a) is a, the deep levels E. for a given impurity can be read off
broader than the others. The ratio of the integrated the curve by drawing a vertical line at the appropriate
PDOS in the conduction bands to that in the valence value of v for the impurity. We set the zero of energy at
bands in our model is larger than those in other panels. the top of the valence bands. Because the gap is 1.6 eV,
Also our PDOS just below the valence-band edge is obvi- we will focus on levels in the energy range from -0.5rzo
ously smaller than that found in other models. 2.0 eV.

Figure 4 shows that the Cd p states are concentrated in Calculations have been performed for all neutral impur-
the conduction-band states. This is particularly true in ities listed in Table I. Because we do not believe that
panel (al, where their contribution to the valence-band there exists a uniformly accepted table for v we have
states shrinks almost to nothing. In other panels, there adopted a table that we used for structural studies. 23.-

are still sizable (-20%) valence-band states. In contrast, Table I lists the term values, which we obtained from to-

TABLE L s. and p-state correlated term values in units of -eV. The top entry is the s-state, the
second the pmn-statc, and the third the pn-state energy. (All energies are nqaa .)

I U III IV V VI VII

LA Be 9 C N 0 F
S390 9320 14.oo3 19.314 26.081 2,.551 36.229

5.412 8330 11.260 14.540 13.613 17.494
5.412 8.300 11.260 14.540 13.610 17.420

Na Zn Al Si P S C"
5.140 9.390 11.780 15.027 19.620 21.163 25.812

4.237 5.980 8.150 10.610 10.449 13.136
4.011 5.930 8.150 10.550 10.360 13.010

K Cd Ge Ge As Se ar
4.340 8.990 13.230 16.396 20.015 21.412 24.949

4.313 6.000 7.880 10.146 10.188 12.353
4.097 5.50 7.694 9.810 9.750 11.840

Rb HS in Sn Sb Te I
4.150 10.430 12.032 14.525 17.560 19.120 21.631

4.99 5.780 7.340 9.391 9.951 11.470
4.031 5.453 6.879 8.640 9.010 10.450

CS Pb
3.890 15.250

7.410
5.979

7.720

AS
7.570
3.647
3.487
Au

9.220
4.349
3.688
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FIG. 7. The E-v curves for the r, states ona aCd site. FIG. 9. The £-v curves for the 7, states ona Te site.

ta] energy differences between atomic configurations cal- below the Cd s level (-8.99 eV) will produce a r6 level in
culated using the norm-conserved psudopotentials" and the gap. However, we note that in Fig. 7, 1.(E)=-o fo[
ad-consistent charg-ensity-functional theory, with the models ) and (c) just below the valence-band edge be-
fint ionization energies adjusted to be the experimental cause of cancellation between the conduction- and
values.26 These term values are found to yield consistent- valence-band contributions. At this E value, the E-v
ly better structural properties23 in Harrison's theory2725s  curve switches from v m - w to v - (not shown); an
than those based on Mann's values' adopted by Har- ideal vacancy level (corresponding to v = ao) is located at - .C
rison.n The impurity-potential parameters will then be this E. A similar consideration, but with the conduction
taken as the difference of the term values between the im- and valence bands interchanged, leads to an understanding
purity atom and Cd (or Te. To study the sensitivity of of the curves in Fig. 10. Using the same principle, we can
E, to v,, we shift v, by ±0.5 eV and compute the corre- easily understand why all curves in Fig. 9 for the rTe),
spondinS changes in the energy levels. representation are positive, but the reasons for the large

Figurm 7-10 display the £-v curves for several a. displacements between these curves are not easy to
Each figure has four curves, corresponding to the four deduce. In Fig. 8, the curve labeled a is distinctively dif- ..-

panels of PDOS in each of Figs. 3-6. The functional ferent from other curves, because the PDOS in panel (a) in.
behavior of these curves can be understood qualitatively Fig. 4 is completely dominated by the conduction band;
using Eq. (2) and Figs. 3-6. If E lies in the Sap, the con- however, for the other panels the PDOS just below the
tribution from conduction bands is negative, but positive valence-band edge are as large as those just above the
from the valence bands. The closer the PDOS to the E in conduction-band edge. This produces a very sharp nega-
question, the larger will be its influence. Applying this tive E-v curve for (a), but split behavior for (b), (c), and
argument to the F(Cd) representation, we see that the (d.
curves in Fig. 7 are negative in the gap region because the These E-v curves provide a clear picture of how dif-\ .
PDOS in Fig. 3 near the bottom of the conduction bands ferent host bend structures may affect the deep levels.
are much lager than those near the valance-band top. Numerical values for the impurity levels can be obtained
Thus, on the Cd site, only impurities with an a energy from these figures by drawing vertical lines at the ap-

C~ To n GoodA

2.0.0

-21 -20 -15 -10 4 0 a 10 15 20 21 0 5 10 15 20
V IOvi V .V)

FIG. I. The £-v curves for the r7 states on A Cd site. FIG. 10. The E-v curves for he r, states on a Te site.
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proprinate impurity potentials (i.e., differences between the p levels on a Cd site. For example, the filled p level of C
tem values listed in Table , as has been shown for on a Cd site in mode (a) is a resonance state just below
several representative impurities. To provide a more the valence-band edge but is a donor state in the other
quantitative comparison. Table U lists some calculated models. Similarly, model (a) puts the neutral Te antisite
impurity levels £E and the corresponding changes AE, defect p levels at about ," and -J of *e gap [E(lr)-0.48
lue to the i-eV change in P,. eV and E(r5 )-0.95 eY], while other models assign them

as rusonance states inside the conduction bands. We also
note that the discrepancies between different models are

To summarize we recall that bend models (b) and (c) not uniform, but vary with v.. Consider r4 (Cd) for ex.
are the same second-neighbor ETB with two different sets ample. All four models yield the same ordering and about
of parameters, and model (d) is a firt-neighbor ETD with the same energies for the group-111 impurities Al, In, and
one extra s orbital per atom. Our model [model (a)] has Ga. However, as v becomes more negative, the splitting
the form of ETB but is derived in a very different manner between the curves increases, so the discrepancies become
and includes all the long-range interactions. Therefore, larger [- I eV difference between models (a) and (d) for I
we expect that the results from models (b) and (c) will be impurity]. Similarly, for the r(Te) states, all four models
close, model (d) will have larger discrepancies from (b) put the Sn impurity energies close to the valence-band
and (c) than that between (b) and (c), and model (a) will edge, but the agreement deteriorates as v, increases.
differ even more. This is evident from Figs. 7-10 and Regarding the sensitivity of energy levels to impurity
Table 11. We found the energies for the r6(Cd), r 7 'Te), potentials, Table H shows that a l-eV shift in v. produccs
and r1 (Te) states produced by models (b) and (c) agree a change in E, ranging from less than 0.1 to 0.65 eV.
within 0.1 eV. For the other states, i.e., r 6(Te), r 7(Cd), Very little is known about the size or trends in errors in-
and rg(Cd), the energies from (b) and (c) are qualitatively troduced in v, from the use of atomic term values. How-
similar, but the difference can be as large as 0.4 eV. The ever, we know that the discrepancy of v, between two dif-
largest discrepancy between models (d) and (b) [or (c)] is ferent tables of atomic tm values can be larger than 2
more than 0.5 eV, and that between (a) and other models eV. This discrepancy translates into an uncertainty of less
is more than 1 eV. The largest difference comes from the than 0.1 to more than I eV in the impurity energy levels,

* TABLE n. fect energ levels E and changes A due to a I-eV change in the impurity-potential parameter. All energies are in
units of eV. F0 stands for ideal vacancy.

Model (a) Model (b) Made)(c) Model W)
Defect E AE E AE E AE E AE

r, on Cd site
SGa 1.29 0.39 1.42 0.24 1.33 0.23 1.57 0.18

C -0.21 0.09 0.38 0.09 0.36 0.13 0.74 0.08
Si 0.67 0.30 1.02 0.10 0.93 0.19 1.27 0.15
P -0.19 0.11 0.39 0.09 0.38 0.08 0.75 0.08
0 < -0.5 -0.02 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.32 0.02
"Te -0.13 0.13 0.44 0.10 0.42 0.08 0.79 0.09
C < -0.5 0.06 0.03 0.10 0.02 0.41 0.04
V0 < -0.5 < -0.5 -0.30 -0.20

r, on Cd site
C -0.02 0.37 1.32 0.22 1.59 0.20 1.39 0.19
Si 1.57 0.65 > 2.0 > 2.0 > 2.0
P 0.16 0.38 1.48 0.26 1.73 0.23 1.52 0.21
0 < -0.5 0.89 0.14 1.22 0.13 1.03 0.12
Te 0.48 0.55 1.60 0.29 . 1.88 0.23 1.66 0.24
C < -0.5 0.96 0.17 1.29 0.14 1.09 0.14
V0  < -0.5 0.00 0.21 0.06

r. on Te site
Li 0.14 0.29 1.28 0.22 1.15 0.35 0.76 0.25
Cu < -0.5 0.S4 0.42 0.12 0.52 0.03 0.32

-V
r, on Te site

At 1.89 0.32 1.26 0.22 1.21 0.23 0.99 0.20
Cd 1.66 0.34 1.11 0.26 1.05 0.26 0.35 0.22
Ga 0.98 0.49 0.61 0.33 0.55 0.32 0.40 0.30
Si -0.07 0.40 -0.11 0.36 -0.13 0.33 -0.38 0.72
Sn 0.28 0.47 0.15 0.31 0.13 0.24 0.02 0.23
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which is comparable to that due to different host band latter have been shown to be sensitive to the details of the
structures. partial densities of states.

Putting this large uncertainty in the deep levels against To establish the credibility of ETB in defect studies, ."
a band gap of 1.6 eV, we are left with great doubts about one needs to look at the problem more seriously. The
the predictability of this oversimplified theory. Unfor- most difficult and yet important task is to develop a better -C.
tunately, the experimental mea available for identifying way for determining the Hamiltonian matrix elements.
microdefects in semiconductors are still very limited, and Haas et al. and Harrison? 'N have suggested using the
the ab initio band theory is still not capable of accurately atomic term values as the diagonal matrix elements. Our
predicting the energy levels. Thus, there is a great temp. work'"- hos suggested using a universal long-range in.
tation to use simple theories like the one carried out here teraction to improve the accuracy of the conduction
to help with the identifications. To illustrate this point, bands. Several studies' 27

U
3" have also pointed out scal.

consider the following examples: Table II shows that Li ing rules of the matrix elements. A combination of these
on a Te site has an s level of 0.14 eV in model (a), so one ideas may lead to an acceptable model. Secondly, both
may be tempted to relate it to the acceptor state identified the bonding and deep-level states of impurities should be
experimentally. t However, this is not the hydrogenic ac- studied at the same time in order to provide correlated in-
ceptor state on a Cd site, as one might anticipate. One formation for defect identification. Finally, more realistic
might also want to assign the T' and - gap states for the models shoold be examined. Besides the substitutional
Te antisite p levels on the Cd site found from model (a) as site-diagonal defects, one should consider the possibility
those seen in experiments s ' 6 Because of the large uncer- of interstitial, paired, and even more complex defects.
tainty in the calculation, these results should be regarded One also needs to deal with long-range impurity poten.
as suspicious surprises rather than theoretical confirma- tials, possible charge shifts, and lattice distortions. Pro-
tions. gress in all these areas can be expected if the calculation is

The results presented here should not discourage con- constantly correlated with experiments and available
tined research on the ETB approach, but improvement is ab initio theory.
clearly needed. Work ranging from univeral"2 -"t2  to
specific 143 1'32 structural studies to our band calculations
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The dislocation energies and hardness of semiconductors are calculated by an extension of
Harrison's method. It is demonstrated in alpeement with experment that dislocation energies per
unit length are proportional tod - d - where d is the bond length and hardness is proportional
tod - d "". The hardness is related to the interaction energies among dislocations. It is argued .,

that dislocation densities of semiconductors will be reduced if they are alloyed with a second
constituent that has a shorter bond length. Experimental evidence supporting this strategy is
noted.

Dislocations in semiconductors are detrimental to de- indentation to depth k is N, - hb - Wcos Ib, wKere .
vice function; they serve as channels for impurity migration is the angle between the normal to the tip of the indenter and
and trapping, which cause nonuniform doping and degrades a side. Figure I also shows a model of one possible configura-
p-M junctions.' They also decrease the material's resistance tion of the dislocations. The edges of the extra atom planes .j.
to plastic deformation. The aim of this letter is to provide that are driven from the indented volume into the bulk of the
insights into the underlying physical mechanisms control- semiconductor are shown as lines terminated by dots. The
ing dislocations and semiconductor hardness, and then to dotted ends of these lines are the positions of the disloca-

suggest strategies for decreasing dislocation densities. It is tions. which are perpendicular to the plane of the figure. The '-

well established that the hardness of tetrahedrally coordi- planes driven to the sides each have a finite extent and a
sated semiconductor materials-groups IV, Ill-V, and II- trapezoidal shape. The planes driven down under the indent.
VI compounds-exhibits a sharp variation with their near- er have a square shape.
neighbor distance d, approximately proportional to d- 9 for Much of the work done on the indenter goes into the
oe group of seven compounds.1 Thus, semiconductors with energy to form the indicated dislocation configuration, aI-
small lattice constants tend to be harder materials. Thm though some certainly goes into heat. There are two major
same materials have larger stiffness coefficients' and have contributions to this formation energy. The first is the enegy
fewer dislocations in as-grown crystals." needed to generate each dislocation as an isolated entity, and

The shear coefficients (combinations of C., and the second is the interaction energy among these disloca.
C,I - C,2 in the Schoenflies notation)' depend on crystal tions. Because the interaction term dominates H, approxi-
orientation and (in Harrison's notation') are proportional to mations made to simplify the first term are relatively unim-
V /Id(V + V?/2 whereds ec ovalentandVs portant. The extra planes driven So the sides of the
is the ionic energy. The metallic interaction modifies the indentation have a finite extent; accordingly (in this idealized
functional dependence of the shear coefficient on V3 and V, picture), there are both edge dislocations at their base and
but introduces no explicit dependence on the hopping inte- screw dislocations associated with their termination. The
prals, denoted V, by Harrison.' In a pure covalent material, square planes driven below the indentation have edge dislo-
the bond energy is proportional to V, (ord - ) and the bond cations around the sides and screw dislocations at the
volume is a d ; hence, in this case, the shear coefficient var- come-t to make the turns. Moreover, there are interactions
ies as d '. In the limit, V, V3, C,, - Cj1d -". For most
polar semiconductors, d - " is a good approximation.

Hardns is determined by applying a known force F to
a probe of& prescribed shape driving it into the sface of the
samplae. The areaA of the resulting indentation is measured,
and the hardness is the force per unit indented ares. Many
dioetons must be formed to allow the probe to indent the -. t
semiconductor. If the indenter is a rectangular pyramid,
tbenthehards isHa F/A - FlaAh -r/Ahwhere."
is the work required to cause the indenter to penetrate to a
depth A. A side view of the indentation in a cut through its 1IG. I Scheatic repruttirno am idealized maamum.energy dimoca-
center is illustrated schematically in ig. I. The top of the dm m,,isntm Produced by, 94- ueu-sno indenter in aut. .
indentation has side length W; thus. A an W2. Te Burger' ammmulint. Wasthe mle enphandAisthedepthoftheindentation

of has mgnitude h, proportio ond d. Ia th& idJd d eal half the matenal it the indented repon is displaced
1alp the slide pla.. (iadicated by the dashed anirvsi to the d. and half

The nmber of disloctiom N required o accommodate an is awbmd ew, h kadeta.
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imin tho dilocaom which can plutc a mnmum-en- tant. However. care must be taken with the inteacton
agl coniflgUo. For the arrangement depicted in Fig. 1, terms: Eq. (11 neglec a number of secondary intactions
it always cots enegy to position a second dislocation on a ome positive and others negative- these will be added later.
parallel Slide plane to one already present. However, the The principal neglected terms are the interactions between
m"agnitude of this extra energy can be minimized and, for the dislocations in the different egions on each side (posi-
proper cohlgurations of the dislocations, there am attractive tive), and the interactions between adjacent side and bottom
forces along the glide planes that will tend to position the regions (positive), and the intgaction between the opposite
dislocatins into the minimum-energy configuration. The sides in the bottom regions (neptive). Comparison of the
" minimum cmigua arises when half or the atoms from rMults with experiment will indicate bow important these

the indentedvolumego respectively to the side and below the neglected termsarelikely to be. The length L, is W(N - I)/N
indenter. Then, in both regions, the maximum angle made fori from I toN. This is the largest length of the side-inserted
between &s es ve close4paced dislocation lines and their planes and its choice partially accounts for interacitons
glide planes is 0 - 12 - 0 /2, as shown in the figure. This is between the otherwise neglected screw dislocations. The dis-
the minimum realistic energy configuration. If the disloca- tance r, a= r, -r , is given by 2J' ' i -ji for i andj ranging
ions are separated more than shown in Fig. I. then there is from I to N for the minimum-energy configuration and a
more volume of strained material and the interaction energy tetrahedrally bonded semiconductor. Finally, in the indicat-
would be larger still. ed configuration, ,, o=/2 - 0 /2. Inserting these ex-

An approximate expression for the energy required to pressions into Eq. (II and retaining only terms of order N2

indent the material is' yields

T -4 EL, +[ E,[minL,.,)] (1) Goot - oto [ +.
IP A- -- n . 4) .

In the first term, using an isotropic medium approximation
and neglecting core terms, the energy per unit length to form One can also get a number for the hardness ofa disloca.
an edge dislocation is' tion in which all the material is pushed along the same glide

Gb 2  plane, e.g., to the side, to the bottom, or normal to the face of
- - -, (2) the indenter (a possibility not depicted in Fig. I). In this case,

4ul -v) 'e the factor of?2 in front of Eq. (I I is removed, N =N, and
the shear coefficient is G, the Burger's vector b - d /3 for an , = r/2 - 0. Then a higher nonequilibrium hardness in the -4

indentation along a (100) axis. the range of the elastic defor, context of this model (denoted Rd. is obtained.
mationof dislocationA istaken equal toW (forwantofa G cot0 I cot 1
better approximation), ro-d is the dislocation core radius, H, = G j - s
the Poisson ratio is v-0.2 for most smiconductors, and L,
is the length of the ith dislocation. In the second t, E, The proper answer for most materials, and depending on
the interaction ener, per unit length between disloations i crystal orientation, probably lies somewhere between H,..
and j. Assuming they have parallel glide planes and their and N,. For an indenter with = r/4, we have H,.
Burger's vectors have the same sign, Ev is given by' 0.0969G / I - v) and H,/N,. =2.39. Harrison' has

shown that one contribution to the shear coefficient (actually
E#[RI+cs 'l (3) C, I- C 2 1 is G m 2.38 Of2ma,'Imd 1, where m is the free-

- vl - v) J electron mass, a, is the covalence, a, . V,,, V1 +y)I,2,
where r is the separation, and V4, is the angle that a line and d is the bond length. We will approximate G by this
perpendicular to and joining the dislocations makes with the expression. Using this G and v w 0.2, and changing the di-
glide plane, as shown in Fig. I. Because the various disloca- mensions to those in terms of which experimental hardness
tions in a region have different lengths, the net interaction numbers are customarily quoted gives H.. - 2.38 x 10'
energy is approximated by multiplying the energy ier unit (a,/d s) kgm/mm', where d is in angstroms. Calculated val-
length by the length of the shorter one. The upper limits on ues of H. and H, are plotted against experimental results
the sums Nare the number of dislocations in one region Iside in Fig. 2 for a number of semiconductors.
or bottom) associated with one edge. For the mmmum-ener Figure 2 has the theoretical H... and H, values con-
gy configuration. N = N, 2 . The four that multiplies the nected by arrows from H.,,. to H, for each compound, plot-
bracket accounts for the four sides, and the two for the two ted as a function of the corresponding experimental val-
region for each side. oes." If the theom were perfect and the experimental values

We now encounter our fAnt surprise. As we can see were accurate, the points would fall on .he indicated unity
from Eq. (2) and (3), E and E, have comparable magnitudes. slope line. Several conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, the F
Because there am approximately N 2 terms in the interaction order of magnitude of the predicted and measured values are
energy sum, only N terms in the formation energy sum, and the same, a result obtained with no adjustable parameters in
Nis a large number (NI !), the interaction energy completely the theory. Secondly, the trends from one compound to an-
dominates the hardness. In fact, N is typically of the order other are properly given by the theory. Although the H.,,,
10'. Hence, terms owing to screw dislocations, core energies, values are generally too small, they fit the soft materials bet-
beat dissipation as the dislocations propagate to their places, ter, and the H, values fit the harder materials better. Thirdly, r
and other effects associated with the int term are umimpor- from Eqs. (I) and (3), H is given in a rough but revealing
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- in the recent work reported onl Zii -aCdaTe bulk material.'
The buz CdTe that has ever been prown has dislocation den-
sidesw inecess ofS5X 101 cmn- The addition of only 4% Zn
reduced the dislocation count to less than 5 x 10' cm - . The

W~e bond length is 2.643 A, while the CdTe bond length is
2.805 A. a 6% difference. This 69Wdiffertence in bond length

- Unlaesitoa2% diffierence in the dislocation energy per 6J

unit length for I- - 0.04. Dislocation energies per unit .*-

length are typically 10 eV per lattice spacing; accordingly, a
2% increase can be expected to slow their formation rateI considerably.I The argument just presented naturally leads to a strate-I gy for decreasing dislocations in other semiconductors. If anI alloy is made of the material of interest with another comn-

II ~~~ pound with a shorter bond length. then the dislocation den- ..-

sity should be reduced. For example, this suggess that the
addition of& small amount of GaP (d - 2.359 )~may signill-

A cantly reduce the dislocation density of bulk grown GaAs
an (d 2.448 A). It has been demonstrated that the addition of

approximately I % GaN (din 1.946 A?-'or of a l01"cm-
FI0. 2. Theoretical vsezpennenaW hardnes ofserveral einmcaflductgn in BAs (d - 2.069 A) concentration " to GaAs can yield a large
Refs. 2 and 9. The two the iucal values fore ach sernicnduetor awe con-

aecd by an arrow irom& j oN, Peerfect agreement wol orepn volume of dislocation-free material. An InAs additive with
tpouu bein on t untyslp soidlie its longer bond length (d - 2.623 A) serves the same function

idirectly, by causing GaAs bonds in its neighborhood to be
approximation by 4N kA lAh. where the &verge disloca- compressed. This indirect mechanism should be less effec-
tion length Z = W/2 and k,, is the average dislocation pair tivt than substituting short bond length additives.
interaction energy per unit length. Notice that N (or W) cant- We have demonstrated that the dislocation energies
cels from this expression; thus, H is independent of W (or F) and hardness of tetrahedrally bonded semiconductors are
and therefore, H is truly a measure of the properties of the rapid functions of the reciprocal of the bond length. This
material. This result would not be found if the dislocation rapid d dependence of dislocation energies provides a ratio-
energies (a N) were to dominateflrather than the pairinter. ah for the dramatic decrease of the dislocation density in
action energy I £N 2). Finally, the Berger's vector cancels bulk grown Zno~Cd.Te material relative to that found in
from the leading term and appears only in the argument Of CdTe, and suggest means for accomplishing the samne ends in
the logarithm in Eq. (3). Thus, the answers are also insensi- other materials.
tive to its choice. The authors are indebted to J. P. Hirth, W. A. Harr-

Dislocations are often found in materials as they are son, and T. N. Casselman for helpful comment', This work
grown. Their density is determined by the thermal and me. was supported in part by DARPA contract MDA 903-83-C-
chanical stresses to which they are subjected in the growth 0108 and AFOSR contract 49620-8 1-K-00 12.
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a Bond-length Relaxation in Pseudobinary Alloys
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The bond-length relaxation in pseudobinary alloys can be predicted by a simple radial force model. In
tetrahedral structure alloys the bond-length deviation of the solute in the dilute solution is a quarter of the
bond-length difference between the two components. This result agrees with the experimental work done
on the GOa.xlnxAs system performed by Mikkelsen and Boyce..

In calculating pseudobinary alloy properties, the nearest- Similarly, the bond-length deviation of dilute Ga-As in an
neighbor distance is a very important parameter. For many InAs host is
years people have used the virtual-crystal approximation
(VCA) which assumes that all atoms occupy the average lat- Ado,. 4(dau-dGAS)

tice positions. In 1982 Mikkelson and Boyce used extended
x-y-absorption fine structure (EXAFS) to study the atom- This predicts exactly Mikkelsen and Boyce's result.' Noteybric sle structure of the Oat-.In.As system. They found that this displacement leaves all metallic atoms in their ori-
that the Ga-As and In-As bond lengths did not follow the gnal site; only the As atoms move. To a good approxima-
VCA; instead, they only slightly deviated from their natural tion this is true in the concentrated alloy, where the metal
bond lengths even in the dilute solutions, and the magni- utoms form a face-centered-cubic lattice of the weighted
-ruds of the bond-length deviation at the dilute limit was average lattice parameter and the As atoms move to fit localI . ' . - . " b o n d l e n g t h s ,e
about a quarter of the difference of the natural bond lengths
of the two components (GaAs and InAs). These results can One can apply this principle to the rocksalt-structure sys-be explained by a simple radial force constant model in tems, e.g., KI-Rb.Br, and predict that the bond-length de-be ex"ihich the weaker angular forces are neglected. viation of the solute in the dilute solution is half of the

Consider a compound GaAs in which one of the Ga
atoms is replaced by an In atom. This configuration
represents the dilute limit of In-As in a GaAs host (see Fig.
1). In this configuration, four In-As bonds are identical u

and the tetrahedral symmetry is preserved at the In atom. * Ga
We regard any difference between Ga and In as a first-order 0 In
difference. Let us call do." the natural bond length of the
host and K the stretching force constant for the host. Ad- * As
ding In will change K by an amount we regard as first order, u u
but that alone will not give the distortion. However, be-
cause the natural bond length of InAs, dt,,A, is larger thin
do, by a first-order amount the As atoms around the In
impurity move outward by a first-order distance; we hold
the second neighbors fixed and to first order can take K to ua)
be the value for the host. Let us call u the outward relaxa-
tion displacement of the As. Then Adzes, the amount that
the final In-As bond length deviates from dl,,u, is
do#,s-d,,+u. The bond lengths of the neighboring Ga-
As are decreased by -it cost equal to - u/3 to first order.
The energy associated with the distortion is

%P. E ,4[(kl2)(d,A- diA, + u)2+ 3(k/2) (u/3)'].I

.By minimizn the energy with respect to u, we obtain

Uw+(d A,-d~aA,) , FIG. I. (a) An indium atom substitutes for gallium in GaAs;
the tetrahedral symmetry is preserved at the In atom. (b) The

'r the deviation of the In-As bond length displacement of As atoms. u. results in the Ga-As bonds being
decreused by Li cosf. The In-As bond lengths are varied by do.A,

.dA,-T (doA,- dA,) • + u - dt, ,
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difference between the two components: the first neighbor; one would expect that the relaxation ex-

AdMa - T' (daws - dKa) tends more than one interatplic distance and the value of
the bond-length deviation would be somewhat smaller than C

Ada (r~a~dba,)what is predicted by this model. This agrees with the expr-
Iment&l result.2

However, because of the lattice geometry, the approxima-
tion that all the cations stay .t their orihinas sites might not We thank Dr. Alax ZUnger for valuable discussions. his
be as good. In rocksalt structure, the restoring force on the work was supported by the Defense Advanced Resear ch
displaced first neighbor results from the atom right behind Projects Agency under Contract No. 800989.BB.

'3. C. Mikkelaen, Jr. and J. B. Boyce. Phys. Rev. 3 21, 7130 (1933). 3J. S. Boyce and J C. Mikkelsen. Jr.. Butt. Amn. Phys. Soc. 29, 271
(1914).
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Generalized Brooks' formula and the electron mobility In SI, Ge, - a alloys
Sinivasan Krishnamurthy and A. Sher

' SRI IntemrnationaL Menlo Park California 94025
An-Ban Chen
Auburn Univerpsy, Auburn, Albama 36830

(Received 19 March 1985; accepted for publication 7 May 1985)

A formula for alloy-scattering-limited electron mobility in semiconductors is obtained for
indirect gap systems with multiple band minima. All the input parameters needed are defined
explicitly. The drift mobility of Si, Ge -, which has a dip at x -0.13 and a broader minimum at
x -0.5 is calculated by adding alloy scattering to other scattering mechanisms And correlates well
with the measured Hall mobility.

The electron and hole mobilities in semiconductors are multiple bands, we show that all the uncertainties identified
determined by the band structure and various scattering above are resolved. Our generalized Brooks' formula will
mechanisms, predominately impurity and phonon scatter- then be applied to Si. Gel _ systems to explain their ob.
ing. For alloys, the mobility is also affected by disorder aris- served mobility. . -
ing from aperiodic atomic potentials and atomic positions. Because Brooks' formula has never been de-ived expli. I
Many years ago, Nordheim' and Brooks2 obtained an citly in the literature, we rederive it first and then jeneralize
expression for alloy-scattering-limited electron mobilities in it. Consider the case of a single band with an isotropic effec-
metals and semiconductors, respectively. Brooks' well- tive mass. The dc electronic conductivity based on the linear
known formula reads response theory' is given by

IJ 1 _eW'N0  1 (2)
A " 3x(l-xlm5 '2 (AE-2 - 1,, e,1

where N. is the number of atoms per unit volume, m* is a where the energy-dependent a(e) in the weak alloy scattering
band-edge effective mass, x is the fractional concentration of limit is
one of the species, and AE is an energy parameter character- o) - (el3)P(e)D )r(e). f3)
izing the alloy potential fluctuations. Although this formula
has been widely and, to some extent, successfully used for D (e) is the density of states (DOS) per unit volume for both
direct gap materials,' the identification of the alloy disor- spins, so D (e) - 2Np(t), with NA - N0/2 being the number
der parameter AE remains uncertain. Various suggestions of unit cells per volume (for the diamond structure, half the
have previously been made for AE, e.g., and band-edge dis- number of atoms No per unit volume) andp(e) being the DOS

*continuity" or band-gap differences.' Any of these simple per unit cell per spin. The mean square velocity v2Ic) for
choices is bound to fail when one applies Eq. (1) to more carriers with energy t is given by
complicated indirect gap systems such as Si, Gel alloys,
where one encounters conduction-band minima transferring 0(t) - ;(tI(kl -)

between theXand L points of the Brillouin zone. For exam- P() (4
pie, ifAE is taken to be the difference in corresponding band The scattering lifetime for carriers with energy e, Tie), is re-
edges, then one finds that AE -- 0. 1 eV for the X (A) valley lated to the alloy broadening A (el by riE) - A/2, (e), where
and - 1.2 eV for the L valley. The values that fit the experi- the energy A (t) is the imaginary part of the self-energy in the
ment are about half this value for L and -0.5 eV forVX The averaged alloy Green's function. For weak scattering .le) is
purpose of this letter is to resolve the identity of AE for indi-
rect gap materials.

Moreover, there is a problem with the m" that enters where in a tight binding (TB) description AR is the difference
Eq. (1). For direct gap alloys, the band-edge effective mass at in the term values of the constituents. Then the mobility is
r' naturally enters Eq. (1). For the indirect gap alloys, the IU = v/he with the electron density given by
effective mass is anisotropic and hence an appropriate mass
must be chosen. Previous authorsi 'i have chosen m" to be n - 2(fo(ede.6)
the effective conductivity mass m0. We shall show that dif-f-(d
ferent masses enter for different cases. For a nondegenerate semiconductor, fit) is the Boltzmann

The first unambiguous assignment forAE in a direct gap distribution andf fe) z e" - "i". Furthermore. for a para-
alloy was given by Hass er al.' To estimate the limiting elec- bolicbandelkl = i'k 2/2m*,p(a) = (2m*'1' ' :/4,A.then
tron mobility in Hg, Cd, _, Te based on a tight-binding (TB) all the above equations can be combined to arrive at Eq. f I I.
band description, they defined .1 E to bef, JE,, where f, is For a real semiconductor alloy in a TB description. the
the s fraction in the density of states and AE, is the difference alloy scattering can be characterized by two parameters.J E,
between the s atomic term values of the Hg and Cd atoms. By and 4E,, the differences in s and p term values between two
extending this approach to alloys with indirect gaps and substitutional atoms. Then an effective broadening is given

1G0 AppI PhyS. Lett. 47 (2). 15 July 1985 0003-6951 185/14060-03S0i 00 j 1905 American inStitute of Omyscs 160
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by TABLE I. Calettlaae pusmiuau.

M dR (Ap. + A,, Vp, (7) Parameter sGe, . ,ystm, *

wherep,.p, are partial density of states (PDOS) and A, and
w4, ae similar to Eq. (5), with p replaced by p, and p,, re- m 61(X 0.97m,,0on., o 1M

spectively. For Hg,_ Cd, Te, the j disorder is predomin. 0 9.,,,
ent5 ' o and one can neglect AE4. )Defining p, Of~p (and eNL) 0.012m,,,
p, " fp one arrives at EZlI. 0.8941 + O.042rI4 0.1691X!

A= .=rx(! - x) (,A£,?op. ,'LX) 0.7596 + 1.066b + 0.3306
A x- EtX) 0.333+0.05.x. 0cn.0.31

Thus as was pointed out by Hass etal.,'/,AE, plays the role 0.339+ 0.03x 0.3rzx t.Oj
of4AE in this special case where AE, can be neglected. f.L lil 0.632 + 0.13x

For an alloy with a single indirect gap minimum, one
has to consider both s andp contributions to the alloy broad- ly with the concentration, so m-_ and m* are assumed to beelling and the masses that enter p and 11". Again, Eqs. (2H-6) l ihtecnetain om'adm*aeasmdt eningahe m se tht terd aconstant and assigned the values 0.97 and 0.19 for the X

minima and 1.64 and 0.082 for the L minima, respectively.

MA The calculated energy gaps for the X (A I follows the func-
(efi No 2 1tional form E" OR a + bx + cx' and for L is given by E'

[3x(1 -x)m m (mi?) 1 (kT)"'N.(f!AE. + f ' OR A + Bx + Cx .All the parameters of our calculations are
listed in Table I.

To correlate the calculation with the measureaFlmobili-
where mO, and m,* are respectively the longitudinal and the ties, we need to have an estimate of scattering rates 1/r, due
transverse mass at the band edge, and N, is the number of to impurities and phonons. A crude approximation is to as-
equivalent minima, e.g., 6 for Si. The conductivity mass m* sume 1/7, for a given valley to be the same as the appropriate
comes from averaging tl in Eq. (2) and is given by 3(2/m, constituent's values and add to it the alloy scattering rate I/
+ I/m)- '. Equation (8) clearly identifies the masses and 7A. Then the average mobility and the mobility from the ith

the energy parameter that enter Brooks' formula. minimum in the alloy are
Next we consider a still more complicated case where

the contribution to the mobility comes from more than one R= ln.ua n,
band. For example, in Si. Get -, the X and L minima cross
near x _ 0. 15S." There are now two contributions to the net E,)- = (o-F+ .)-, (12) F
conductivity, soa - Xv, whereiisXorL. The quantities pM is given by Eq. (10) and u* are the measured drift mobili-
v,(e), D, (e, and N, (e) now take different values for different ties for Si or Ge. " The drift mobility, calculated from Eq.
bands. The structure of, (t) requires more careful consider- (12), is plotted as a function of alloy concentration x in Fig 1
ation. The complication comes from the fact that the effec- For xc0.05 and x)0.20, the energy difference between
tive broadening A is still given by Eq. (7), but p, p,, and p the X and L edges is large enough so there is a negligible
contain contributions from both the bands. The proper ex- contribution to the mobility from the higher minima. In the
pressions arep - I,p,N andp. = j.,Np, where i = X Si, Get _, system, the s scattering is predominent. Because
*rL, a - j orp, and N.OR 6, N' . O 4. The equation for 4is

4 (e)- x(l - x) ( f.,N'p,(e4E. p, ( eN:). (9) - .

The mobility associated with the ith band is defined is
of an or,1(n,e), then .EF

re'N,, I /, 11 ::
"(1 -x) [m"m(2-,?)";], 1.,-(10) -

I 5

(eJ(~N~p- A M

I, 7 _,_l e-T de. (In) 0'",

Thus, the generalized formula no longer has the explicit
x and T dependences of the original Brooks' form. However,-.
all the quantities needed-the masses, the scattering param-
eters AE. the band gaps, and the fractionsf., -- can be eval- _
uated theoretically without resorting to experimentally fit- so 61 o, ,, 9.
ted parameters. To demonstrate, we shall apply Eq. (10) to a l e"a"FIG. I. Calculated Islhd hinl electron drift mobility and the experimental "%-
Si, Get _ ,. The band quantities are obtained from our CPA Hall mobility (dashed llnel from Refs 6 and I are plotted as a function of
calculation." We found that the effective masses vary weak. alloy concentration.
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the L edges have a larger s content, alloy scatterng reduce ties of the constituents. However, the additon of intervalley
*the average mobility substantially for small x. Even though scattering mediated by pboson, and impurities is expected

the s content is almost the same for all x>0.20 at the X edge, to increase the dip near crossover.
the mobility still decreases to x =0.5 as shown in Fig. I be- In summary, an expression for alloy-scattering-limited
cause of the xf I - x) term in Eq. (10). charge carrier mobilities is derived for indirect gap alloys

An interesting feature is obtained for the compositions with multiple bands. This expression reduces to Brooks' for-
0. I3ex 40.18. The average mobility attains a local mini- mula for direct gap alloys. Theiguantities mO and 4E can be
mum near x 0. 14 and a smaller maximum at x =-0. 17. calculated exactly. Alloy scattering accounts for the ob-
This feature occurs because of the X to L crossover." For served mobility features in the Si. Gel alloy, including
.xil;O. 14, the major contribution to A comes from L minima, the anomaly near the L to X (A ) crossover. .

Near x = 0. 14, the density of states increases because the X A.-B. would like to thank Professor W. E. Spicer for his
vand L minima merge. So the alloy scattering increases there hospitality at Stanford University. This work was supported

and the average mobility decreases. Forx>0. 14, the X bands in part by DARPA contract MDA 903-83-C-0109 and grant
have the lower minima. As the s content is small at the X AFOSR4-"282.

*minima, the reduced alloy scattering increases the average
mobility. For larger values of x, the x( I - x) term takes over

*-and the mobility varies as shown. The values of measured 'L Nordheini. Ann. Pbys. 9. W71193 1);9. 641 (19311.
Hal mbiltyinSi, Ge, systems are also plotted in Fig. 1. 2H. Brooks lunpublisW)d. A discussion of this fomula can be found, for

Hall obiliy ineuample. in L. Mkowski and M. Glicklman. 3. Phyl. Ch9m. Solids 34,
The interesting feature near x - 0. 14 is clearly see. Since 487(1973).
the experimental drift mobility oD for Si8 Ge, _- is not 'A. Chandra ad L F. Entans. J. APPI. Pbys. 51. 2669119801.
available and the generalization of Eq. (10) to Hall mobility *D. Cbatuilndhyay and B. Rt. Nag. Plays. Rev. 3212.3676 (19131

isles clarwe peset th caculaed o an exerimn- K. C. Hama HI. Ehienreich. and 3. Velicky. Phys. Rev. 3 27,.10338119831.
JMN isJscer'epesn3h acltd 1 n xeie- 6. W. Harrison and 3. Rt. Hauser. J. AppI. Phys. 47.292 (1976).

a greement, becauseAH 4sf, can range from I to 2, " we do *M. Glicksman. Phys. Rev. 100. 1146 (1955).

expct hantodisplay the same qualitativezx dependence. It *&.B. Chen. 0. Was:. and A. Sher. Phjra. Rev. 5, 297 (1972). Se Eql.
is rewarding to note the similarity in the trend in Fig. 1. 13. .Mngvey . Phs. C 36.29231193.

Prevousautorsexplained the dip in the mobility curve by "S. Kziabnamnarthy. A.-D. Chen., and A. Sber (unpuablished).

including intervalley scattering with an arbitrary adjustable "S. M. Sme Physics ./ Semicooducanz. 2nd ad. IWaiey-Intenscienme New
copigconstant.' Our calculations automatically include York. 1981).

coupling "V. A. Jobnsow and IL L Konmimz Plays. Rev. 79.176 (19301; 79.4M9
that portion of intervalley scattering that results from alloy 11950).
disorder with a coupling constant set by the atomic proper- "H. Jones. Plays. Rev. 3t. 149 1195 11.
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Binding Energy and Spectral Width of Si 2p Core Excitons in Si, Ge- Alloys

S. Krishnamurthy and A. Sher
Physical Electronics Laboratory. SRI Inernational. Afenlo Park, Calfornia 94025

and

A.-B. Chen(' )  C-
Deparitmn of Physics. Auburn University. Auburn, Alabama 36849

(Received 24 January 1985)

A calculation is presented to explain the anomalous experimental behavior of the Si 2p core-
exciton binding energy and linewidth in SisGei. alloys. The observed minimum in the linewidth
near x - 0.15 can be explained as the result of a competition between intrinsic broadening due to
screening and extrinsic alloy broadening. For pure Si, the binding energy is estimated to be
0.15 :0.05 eV and the width is shown to be smaller than that observed at x -0.15.

PACS numbers: 7I.5S.Fr.71.35.+z, 78.70.Dm

Until 1984, the Si 2p core exciton was believed to tonian and I(E) is the self-energy. The site-diagonal -

have an anomalously large binding energy. 't10 Later, Green's function is denoted as 110
Newman and Dow" proposed a radically different pic-
lure in which the Si 2p core exciton is in fact a reso-
nance with a negative binding energy. They further where 0, is a localized orbital of specified symmetry.
predicted that the exciton binding energy remains neg- Here we only need to consider a - s for A, symmetry. ..-
ative throughout most of the SiGe-, alloy composi- The corresponding function in pure Si is denoted as
tion range, except near x=0.20 where it becomes FO(E). Following the theoretical treatment of deep
positive. In a recent experiment,' 2 Bunker er at. found substitutional-impurity levels, the core-exciton level"
an anomalous sharpening of the exciton spectra near for pure Si is determined by
x,-0.15; the data were interpreted to support the
Newman-Dow point of view. Yet the most recent ex- F'(E)- (V- Esi)-. (3)

periment" still suggests a positive value for the bind- where Esi is the site potential seen by an s electron in
ing energy E0 in silicon. bulk silicon, and V is a central-potential parameter.

In this Letter, we present a calculation that offers a For a chosen value of Vb, Eq. (3) can be solved for E,
plausible resolution to the above problem. In our and vice versa. Then E- Eo - E, where E-o is the
theory, the calculated Si 2p core-exciton binding ener- conduction-band edge in pure silicon. Because of the
gy E4(x) and the linewidth A(x) in SiGe,_x alloys uncertainties in the value of experimental E61 and
are sensitively dependent on the parameter Eo. A theoretical V. we treat Ea (or V) as a parameter. The
comparison of the calculated A(x) with the experi- binding energy Eb in a SiGel-, alloy can be calculat-
ment'2 suggests a positive value 0.15 ±0.05 for Eo. ed by solving
The anomalous experimental spectrumt? near x - 0.15
is explained as a result of a competition between an in- F (E)- I V - - !, E) ] - ', (4)
trinsic broadening & due to screening and an extrinsic where
alloy broadening AA. In the present theory, there is no 

""

need to suppose that the exciton suddenly changes its E,- xES, + (I - x)E e. (5)
character from an extended effective-mass-like state to Ts
a deep localized state.

We need to calculate Lb and A&,+ AA as a func- Eb- E - (6)
sion of alloy concentration x The calculations are
based on a quantitative coherent-potential-approx- The calculated values of the conduction-band edge
imation (CPA) band structure. Details of the CPA and the exciton level measured relativt to the top of
calculations will be presented elsewhere. Below, we the valence band are plotted in Fig. I. The band gap
briefly discuss a Green's-function method for calculat- increases with x with a slope discontinuity at - 0. 15
ing Eb and -IA The dashed lines a, b, and c represent exciton leels

The one-particle effective Green's function in CPA obtained with E°o-0.1, 0.15, and 0.30 eV. respective-
takes the form ly. The binding energy L is also an incresin fun-.

G - (E)I- tion of x, with a slope discontinuity ncar -0 1 '
G(E)-E- EThe CPA introducesa slight bo%-ng in E and L,

where H is the virtual-crystal approximation Ilamil- Strinaui l" has valculated the %ari.ition of ..1, %th Eh
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FIG. I. Variation of the band gap (solid line) and the Si.7p core-exciton level with x in Si.Ge., alloys. The energy o.18 -

is measured from the top of the valence band. The dashed %-
curves a. b. and c represent exciton levels calculated with 0.15 - -------
Eo-O.l, 0.15. and 0.3 eV. respectively.

0.12 o.,. 0 30I I -V

by replacing the short-range Coulomb potential with a 0.24 -

spherical square well of variable depth and a screened
Coulomb tail. Strinati's results can be used to estimate 02
.1, corresponding to the calculated E4. .,1 decreases 0.18
rapidly with Eh. then saturates for larger Eb.

The contribution to the natural linewidth from the o.,
alloy broadening is calculated by a consideration of the "--- ------
electron part of the exciton wave function, ,. The , 0.20 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .0

is expanded in a linear combination of the s part of the x
conduction-band wave functions 6:,: FIG. 2. Variation of A (solid lines) and 11 (dashed lines)

with x for three E: values..- ,k C-68 0 (7)

The calculated A, which is the sum of 4 jand -%A, is
We found that alloy scattering is only moderate and s plotted against x in Fig. 2 for three values of Eo. In all
scattering is dominant; thus, the alloy broadening three panels, the dashed curve represents A, and the
A,(E) is well approximated by solid line represents A. It is seen from Fig. I that the

exciton level follows the X edge of the conduction
AA(E)"x(1-x)8Z~imF(E), (8). band. Hence the binding energy E,, relative to the

where 8, is the difference between Es ' and Es0e. conduction band edge, remains almost constant (for a
Hence, the alloy-broadening contribution to A is relat- liven E4) until the minimum switches from the X
ed to the alloy broadening of the band states, edge to the L edge. Because of the change in the slope
-%.(k.E): of E8, E. decreases rapidly when L becomes the

minimum. Correspondingly, A, varies slowly until the
A-. (*,(k) 114M lt,(k)) X to L crossover and then increases rapidly. This

k feature is clearly seen in Fig. .
-L Y.Y. Q, A. k.E)For ES0-0.15, the A, and AA are comparable nearN k x - 0.50. and A, dominates for all small x and large x.

These two competing mechanisms give a relative
"" nfp,(E),..,(E)dE minimum near x -O.15, a broader maximurn ne ;r

x - 0.50. and a smaller minimum for pure silicon As
"- x(- ) rw J,~( zE)dL". (9) 1' is decreased, the relative minimum i, shiited OX( I; flarger x., e.g., the minimum shilt'% to .= 0 20 for

The integral in Eq. (9) is evaluated numerictally.i' 0.10 eV. For eI. cV. the poitu'n of' tlic
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relative minimum is in agreement with the experi- E (- -0.10 eV) would be obtained. When long-
ment.' 2 (By measuring the relative width at x -'0.15 range interactions arc included. ho'c .cr. the abu,.e
to that x -]. one can make a better estimate of Ebo.) resonance state becomes a .shallow donor level. whILh %
To correlate the theory with experiment, the calculated is the experimental situation for a P impurity in Si
1/1 is compared with the measured' 2 ( A)=t(du/ Our results suggest that V for core excitons in Si is
dE), , in Fig. 3, where A/t is the edge step and deeper than those implied by alchemy approximations. .
(djidE)~.., are the maximum values of the derivative However, if we use the alchemy approximation as a
of absorption spectra with respect to photon energy. means of scaling, the value of V for Ge 3p core exci-
Because the experimental values are given in arbitrary tons should be deeper than that for Si 2p core excitons
units, the values are normalized to agree at x-0.5. Hence, the curve corresponding to Eb-0.30 in Fig. 2
The observed anomalous behavior near x-0.15 and should be a reasonable estimate for Ge 3p core-exciton
the qualitative x dependence in that region is clearly binding energy in alloys. Therefore, we do not expect
replicated by the theory. However, the calculation to see an anomalous behavior of _% in alloys for this 1
predicts a larger maximum at x -1. It would be in- case.
teresting to have experiments that cover the entire In summary, the present calculations of the Si 2p
range of x to further test this prediction. core-exciton binding energy and linewidth suggest that

For larger values of EO, the calculated Eb is also the exciton level is about 0.15 ±0.05 eV below the
large and hence A, decreases slowly with x. Because conduction-band edge for pure Si. It follows the X
the broadening is determined mainly by AA, the edge for x > 0.15 in the Si5Ge . , alloys, and E may
linewidth is expected to be small for x-0 and x- 1 eventually reach zero in the dilute limit x - 6." Our
only; this occurs for E° -0.30 eV. For negative values value for Eb? represents the lower end of the previous
of E#, E# remains negative for all values of x Accord- measurements,' but is in good agreement with a re-
ingly, the linewidth is broad for all x, and there would cent experimental' 3 value of 0.120 ± 0.03 eV By con-
be no such anomaly as in Fig. 3. sidering the intrinsic linewidth and the alloy broaden-

The calculations presented in this Letter are slightly ing. we can explain the observed relative minimum in
different from alchemy approximations- We treat the the linewidth near x -- 0.15, without requiring a sud-
central-cell potential V as a parameter and narrow its den change of the exciton character. On the basis of
range from other considerations. We examine values this calculation, we expect the corresponding width in
of V - Esi of -8.49, -7.09, and -6.56 eV, corre- pure Si to be even smaller than that observed near
sponding to E° values of 0.30, 0.15, and 0.10 eV, x-0.15. We further argue that the binding energy of
respectively. If the strict alchemy approximation were Ge 3p core excitons should be larger than that of Si 2p
taken, the value of V- E.s, would be Ef- Es - - 4.59 core excitons and there should be no anomaly in the
eV in the tight-binding approximation, and a negative Ge 3p linewidth in alloys.

This work was supported in part by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
under Contract No. MDA 903-83-C-0108 and the Air

1.0 Force Office of Science Research through Grant No.
AFOSR-84-0282. One of us (A.-B.C.) would like to
thank Professor W. E. Spicer for his hospitality at
Stanford University.
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ABSTRACT

Starting from realistic band structures of the Constituent Materials, the electronic

structure of Si,,Ce1..1 alloys are obtained in the coherent potential approximation (CPA).

Various quantities, including the bowing parameter or the fundamental gap and the

energies of several Optical gaps, the masses, and the linewidths of the E0 and El transi-

tions, are calculated on the basis or both diagonal and off-diagonal CPA. All of the

band-energy and line-width predictions are in good agreement with experiments. Fur-

thermore, the theory yields alloy-scattering-limited electron-drift mobility in qualitative

agreement with experimental results.
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1. INTRODUCTION
C

Semiconductor alloys offer the freedom to design material properties by choosing
-.

appropriate alloy constituents. In some cases, the physical properties of the alloys can

be quite different from those of the constituents.(1"4) In recent years, there has been a

renewed interest in Si.Ge., alloys(S) and superlattices.(''10) Because silicon is the most

.technologically advanced semiconductor, the results on SiGe systems have many poten-

tial applications.

The lattice constants of silicon and germanium differ by -4%. Hence, the strain

introduced in the formation of Si1Ge1 _, alloys can affect the band structure(10) and the

transport properties.(8) Prior authors used virtual crystal approximation (VCA)(,. 12 )

and coherent potential approximation (CPA)(1 3) to study the band structure and related

properties. Either because of less accurate band structures of the constituent materials,

or because of the approximations involved in the alloy formalism, these calculations

predicted only trends of specific quantities, not quantitatively accurate results. Because

the -state site potentials (e,) for silicon and germanium differ by approximately 1.5 eV,

VCA cannot accurately describe effective masses and other finer details of the band

structure. Because of the use of poor basis functions, earlier CPA work(13 ) predicted

alloy broadening of conduction band states substantially differing from experiment. The

purpose of this paper is to correct these flaws and treat transport phenomena.

Because of a substantial difference between the site potentials and lattice constants

'- of silicon and germanium, we incorporated both chemical and structural disorder in the V- J

- calculation of the electronic structure of SixGei.x alloys. Thus, both diagonal and off-

*- diagonal CPA are included in the predicted band structure and related quantities. Parts

of the band structure have been used to study the Si-2p core-exciton(14) and the alloy

.. mobilities.(15) A comprehensive report of the calculations and results is presented here.
.2

e-.
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The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. The detailed procedure of fitting sili-

con and germanium band structures is given in Section II. The VCA, CPA, and off-

* diagonal CPA calculations are described in Section III. The results and interpretation of

the alloy band structures and ir obility are given in Section IV.

II. BAND STRUCTURE BASIS

In order to derive an accurate alloy band structure, one must start from a realistic

band structure of the constituent materials. Chen and Sher have developed a

method(16) following a prescription of Kane(1 7) and Chadi(18 ) that includes all long-

range interactions, and then fine tuned the band structure with an adjustable local Ham-

iltonian. Because the details have already been published,(16,1 9) the underlying method

will be presented here in brief.

Gaussian orbitals of the type a ( a can be s, Px, p, or pS) for each sublattice in a

cell are used to construct the corresponding Bloch basis. In this basis set, the overlap

matrix and the Hamiltonian derived from empirical pseudopotentials can be calcu-

lated.(1 7,18) It is possible to cast the problem in a basis set of Gaussian orbitals in

which, in crystal units (cu), the same exponential factors apply for all II]-V com-

pounds.(1 9) In this universal basis, the overlap matrix and the kinetic energv matrix are

same for all IlI-V compounds. Then, by a unitary transformation, the basis set is ortho-

normalized.(2 0 ) The Hamiltonian in this new basis set is denoted H0(). The band

structure resulting from this method reproduces the results of elaborate band structure

calculations within a few percent throughout the Brillouin zone (BZ). To establish accu-

rately certain important band structure features adjacent to the gap, an extra small 8x

RPT60070 
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Hamiltonian matrix HI(V) is added to H0(r). This HI(") has the form of a tight-binding

(TB) Hamiltonian, in which only the nearest neighbor interactions are included, and -C

stimulates the effect of nonlocal pseudopoteutials and an expanded orbital set. The total

Hamiltonian, H(C'), in this orthonormalized basis set is diagonalized to ob.in the band

energies and the corresponding wave functions.

Following this procedure with the.same exponential factor 8 - 0.26 in the Gaus-

* sian orbitals for both silicon and germanium, the matrix H0(r) is obtained. For silicon

and germanium, H, contains 6 adjustable parameters: namely, the corrections to the
'.-1

term values A. and A and to the nearest-neighbor interactions V., V.p, V., and Vv .

The values of A.. AP, Vu, and V,, are determined from fitting the three experimental

energy gaps(21,2 8 ) at r( - 0): r" - r1 , '. - .. , , and rw - rI5 , and the photo-

electric threshold (PT) values -5.07 and -4.80 eV for silicon and germanium respec-

tively.(29 ) The remaining parameters V,, and Vy are obtained from the experimental

vlues(2 1"28 ,3 0 ) of the gaps X16 - XI, and LI, - 1 . Some adjustments in these input

quantities are made to obtain an overall good band structure with more accurate

effective masses. Table I lists the empirical pseudopotential form factors and the param-

eters used to obtain the band structure. The calculated band structures and experimen-

tal values are given in Table II. From Table II, one can see that ta excellent fit to the

silicon and germanium band structure is obtained: All the calculated values lie within

the experimental uncertainties. The optical difference between LI, and L3, r 1s, and r1s

are in excellent agreement with the known optical transition values.

Although the calculated effective transverse masses agree very well .'itb experi-

ment, the effective longitudinal mass for germanium is less than the experimental value. .
I.

This is due mainly to our attempt to have a common 0 and the choice of local pseudopo-

tentials, causing H0() to be the same in crystal units (cu) for both germanium and

AA
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silicon. Because of the common HoA), the alloy disorder is contained in these adjusted

parameters. This H0 would also be useful for the interface and superlattice( 30 ) prob-

lems. If we grant ourselves the freedom to adjust V.., longitudinal effective mass in ger.

manium can be fitted to the experimental value. When V3 s cLanged, the L1,, L, , will

also change. We have chosen not to do this because little is gained for the extra com-

plexity. For an indirect gap semiconductor, the important effective mass used in tran-

sport studies is the conductivity mass, 3 (/m*.d + 2/m*.g) . Because mre1 >> m*.t in

germanium, m%¢ will not be much different if a less accurate value of mn'.1 is used. More- ""

over, the Si1.Ge 1.z alloys which have potential device applications are in the silicon-rich

region, where the effective mas at the L edge is not expected to affect the further stu-

dies.

It is important to note that an excellent fit to the experimental values can be -.

obtained.with only seven adjustable parameters (6, A,, A,, V., V',, V,., VW). withb

being universal in cu. The calculated band structure of silicon and germanium are

shown in Fig. 1(&) and 1(b) respectively. The characteristic indirect gaps are clearly

seen. These band structures compare favorably with the best results available, and, in

contrast with those obtained in the usual empirical TB approaches, produce good con-

duction bands.
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III. ALLOY CALCULATION

.4

A. VCA

Because we have the same HoJ) matrix for both silicon and germanium, it is only

the H, matrices of the constituents in scaled VCA which distinguishes them. In this

approximation, the diagonal elements of the alloy Hamiltonian I (') are simply the

concentration-weighted average of the corresponding elements of the pure silicon and

germanium Hamiltonians, whereas the off-diagonal elements of R(E) are obtained by

assuming a 1/d dependence. ( ) can be diagonalized to obtain the VCA band struc-

ture for various concentrations, x. The VCA band structures for x - 0.1 and 0.5 are

shown in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d) respectively.

B. Diagonal CPA

An earlier work on CPA band structure of SiGe alioy(13) is based on a local but

energy-dependent pseudopotential approximation. While the value of the scattering

potential parameter was 1.49 eV, close to our value, the calculation predicted too-large

linewidth in in the Eo spectrum and essentially no effect on the electron mobility. With

the availability of a set of good basis functions and constituent band structures, more

realistic band structures of the alloy can be obtained.

In the current model, we have a TB Hamiltonian, which contains matrix elements

to all ranges. The simplest alloy model is to assume that the important disorder resides

only in the diagonal matrix elements, e, and e9. In our model, the esi and 5G. differ by

IL
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1.46 eV, whereas e S and er' differ by 0.21 eV. For the present, we neglectikhe disorder

in the off-diagonal element. Mathematically, we have

Hm,=11 + EVT'()

where Ti. a fcc lattice vector identifying a site, @ad VT is the SxS diagonal Matrix with

elements U. - C. - T., UP - Cp - Tp in the orthonormal local orbitals ljar>; j denotes

the two atoms in the unit cell labeledT, a represents a or p symmetry, and T. and T. ae

the concentration-weighted average values of a and p silicon and germanium term value

energies.

The one particle alloy Green's function is defined as

G.,(Z) =.(2)

We ate after the configurational average of this Green's function, which, in elfective

medium theory, is replaced by an effective Green's function G,

0(Z) -1(3)Z-R) E(Z)
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where E is the self energy. In CPA, we can now write E (EI), with ET being an
T P

8xS matrix in the basis lTja> having the form

1;.(A0 (4)

where

Ex 00 0

A-0 EP 0 0Aio 0 0 EPi
0 0 0 EV

Here E, and EP are theas and p part of the self energy. The E, and E, are determined

from the conditions that the average atomic t-matrix with respect to the CPA Green's

function G is zero. With our assumption of E, the matrix equation <t>=0 reduces to

two coupled equations <t,> - 0 and <t > - 0, where the average is the

concentration-weighed average <Q> - QiyQand the t is defined as

t! (UP-E,) ri-Fj.(-Ej)1

(amsorp,#=SiorGe).(5

In the above expression, F. is the diagonal matrix element of G in the local basis

F~(Z - Tjo (Z)T~o. Th Land are coupled because F, and F~ contains

both E, and Ep*
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An iterative average-t,-matrix (IATA) procedure(lO) is employed to solve the CPA

equation. This procedure improves E. upon a guessed solution E* through the following

equations

s- E, + <t,5 > 11 + F.<t.>]-,

EV,- E:; + <t,*> (I + Fpo<t,>r"  ,1

where <t:> and F: are similar to those in Eq. (5) except that E: now replaces E.

The most time-consuming calculation is then the computation of the local Green's fune-

tions F, and Fp, given by the BZ summation; e.g.

PAIZ)- . lC)_ o  ,

where the inverse of an 8x$ matrix is involved for every . This can be simplified by

observing that E ° has the same form as E in Eqs. (4) and (5) and that the 4x4 A matrix

can be written as A -EP + (E.-E,)J, where I is the identity matrix and

I  ,.
1000 085

J= 0 0 0 0:
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Defining the matrix

0 1

F,.'(Z)and F;*(Z) can now be calculated fromi

N~Z E gjj(T,Z)

where

g e +(1-ugo) .(8

with

gs,)v (EZ) - E Uam(0T)U(9)
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In Eq. (9), e,(1) is the band energy in VCA and (U.,.(E)) satisfy the following Eigen

equation:

!E . E')uj,..(a'))
0

Because a matrix has only two nonzero elements, the matrix inversion in Eq. (8) is

obtained analytically.

A substantial reduction in computer time is made possible by using an analytical

continuation method.(32 ) In this method, E, and E. are calculated as a function com-

plex Z, and then, using the analytical properties of the self energy and Green's functions,

they are interpolated for real Z. Because the functions E,, E, and G are smooth for

complex Z, the CPA iterations and BZ integrations can be carried out with substantially

less computer time.

For the concentration x - 0.10 and x - 0.50, the L and X(A) gap respectively are

preferred. The L to X(A) crossover takes place near x f 0.15. The CPA correction to

L and X edges at x - 0.10, 0.15, and 0.50 should be good enough to study the quantita-

tive variation of band gap in SiGe., alloys. Hedce, the calculations are carried out for

these three cases. In addition, because the experimental results are available for x -

0.109, CPA calculations are also done bre for comparison. As expected, E, is much

larger than E. for all the cases. The self energy as a function of energy is plotted in

Fig. 2 for an x -0.5 alloy.

V21_
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C. Off-Diagonal CPA
w. o

As mentioned earlier, silicon and germanium differ in their lattice constant by

-4%. In order to include the effect or the structural disorder, the CPA calculation is

repeated next with off-diagonal (OD) disorder included. By an application of the molec-

ular coherent potential approximation (MCPA)(3 3), Has et al. included OD disorder in .-.

the CPA calculation of an A' A' ' 1-,B semiconductor alloys.( 3 4) Assuming that B

atoms occupy the sites of an ordered zine-blende virtual lattice, they modeled the dom-

inant structural effect as the difference in A' -B and A' I -B hopping matrix elements. -

Hence, the chemical and structural disorder effects are treated as random variations of

eA, V A, V A , where the symbols have their usual meaning.(3 5 )

The extension of the method to Si1Gel., alloys is not straightforward, mainly

because silicon and germanium can occupy both sublattices; hence, there can be no

ordered virtual lattice in this case. If we choose the tetrahedral unit cell as the molecu-

lar unit for MCPA, we see that the disorder is not cell diagonal. However, by choosing

an appropriate basis set, we can make the intercell interaction be the highest order

effect. We start with a hybrid basis 1T"> obtained from the sp3 hybrid orbitals.(35)

The hybrids 1 through 4 (i - 1-4) are obtained from orbitals centered on a sublattice I-

site, and the states 5 through 8 (i - 5-8) are those from the orbitals located at the four -

nearest neighbor sites on sublattice II. The Bloch basis states, corresponding to A1, T2

symmetries, kh> located on an I-site (i - 1-4) and l-site (i = 5-8) are obtained from

the corresponding hybrid states given by the relation

ITh> 1 - u >j, (10)
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where.

C. -1i 0)1.

, C

An explicit definition of these orbitals can be found in Ref. (20). In this new basis, the

*1

"." self energy E at the iven site takes the form.

,.

where

":E 0 0)

0". 0 0 E

oo2 E2, 0 ,  o
-,:.0 0 E2,.,

0 0 0 

"',

SPT60070 
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, ' 0 0 0- d .. -' -----------------

,..'

0Lb 0 o Eh'~

ad

E - (E + E.) (13)
4 L

The self energies can be obtained again from IATA iteration procedure.

E o -+- <<T>> 11 -+ F<<T>> )-1 (14)

where

N Z- E.(Z,r) ' (15

with

1H(E) + E)Q - E(ZV)Q

<<T>>--x<TA> +y <TB> , ::

10R60
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and

X4A A 2y2 A 3 A 4A<TA> x4 tA + 4xy tAAS + 6xy t + 4y x t AB +y 4 tAB , A or Si (16)

with a similar expression for <TB>. Physically, for a given A atom at the center, the

other four atoms in the molecular unit cell can be all A atoms, 3 A atoms and 1 B atom,

2 of each I A atom and 3 B atoms, or all four can be B atoms. <TA> or <TB>

represents the configuration-averaged t-matrices, and < <T> > is the concentration-

weighted average of the configuration. By exploiting the symmetry, as seen in Eq. (11),

one can reduce this problem to solving two 2x2 coupled matrix equations. Eq. (14) can

be iterated to obtain E., E E2,, and E2p. After every iteration, we get a new set or

E,, Epp E,, p, and Ek' The new set has not been tested to see if Ek' is still given

by Eq. (13). In our calculation, we did not iterate to obtain a new Eh' ; instead we fixed

it by the relation given in Eq. (13). The error introduced by this approximation is

expected to be very small. As in the case of diagonal CPA, the computation can be sub- -.

stantially reduced by the method of analytical continuation(32)

IV. DISCUSSION

A. E0 and E1 Optical Transition

The VCA values of E0 (r2 - r ,) and E0 ' (['1k - rs,) and their measured

values are plotted as a function of x in Fig. 1(e). Because the measurements( 3 6) are .
'

made at room temperature, the experimental values are smaller than the values

,RM60070 191
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calculated from the zero temperature band structure. Inclusion of the relativistic effects,

which are not present in our calculations, is expected to form a more accurate basis for X

comparison with the experiments. As seen from Fig. 1(e), the theoretical and the experi-

mental values both have a linear variation with x. Similar calculations of E, (LI, - L, ,)

also have a linear variation on x and are in qualitative agreement with experiments.( 36 )

From the CPA self energies E, and E, it is straightforward to calculate the correc-

tion to the VCA bands. The calculated complex band structure is plotted for x = 0.50 4..
in Fig. (3). The CPA corrections are shown only in the vicinity of the band gap. The ".

shaded portion represents the half-width of that energy state. Because s-scattering is

dominant in these alloys, we see that the major disorder lies in the conduction band.
V

The topmost valence band, with its rich p-content is least affected. The CPA band

structure is used to calculate the Eo and E, peak positions for x m 0.10, 0.10, 0.15, and

0.50 concentrations. The calculations and the data from Reference (36) show a small

bowing that is not seen on the scale of Fig. 1(e).

The self energies E., Ep, E2p, and E2, are calculated in MCPA for the x -- 0.50

alloy. As in the case of CPA, the self energies associated with s-symmetry are much

larger than the ones associated with the p-symmetry. While E2, is found to be very .-

small, E2.p is at least an order of magnitude smaller-almost zero. However, the imE.

obtained by CPA and MCPA differ considerably. As seen from Fig. 4, the difference

increases as one goes away from the band edge. Therefore, the lifetime associated with

the alloy disorder is decreased by the inclusion of OD structural disorder. In addition, .

the OD disorder lowers the conduction band, introducing an extra bowing. The 1P

E0 and E, values are reduced by 27 and 12 meV respectively. The VCA, CPA, and

MCPA values of Eo and E, are listed in Table I1. ".
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The haog-width of the alloy states is calculated from the imaginary part of the

CPA self energies. The half-width of the lowest-lying conduction band of Si 10.Geo. alloy

is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of K, in the [100 direction. The calculated half-width

is 188 meV for the r1 state and decreases to zero at the band edge. Because of the

negligible alloy broadening of the topmost valence band state, the half-width correspond-

ing to the E transition, A(Eo), is 186 meV, which is approximately one-half of the previ-

ously published CPA results.(13 ) The CPA value of the half-width corresponding to the

E, transition, A(EI), is 31 meV. Because of the increase in the imaginary part of the self - -

energies, the MCPA values of the half-widths of the E, and El transitions are 206 meV

and 32 meV respectively. Because the complete EO peak is not shown in the published

eleetroreflactance spectrum(36), it is difficult to estimate the corresponding half-width.

However, one can conclude from the spectrum of the x = 0.458 alloy that the half-width

of the El transition is considerably smaller ( c 50 meV) than that of the E0 transition.

The agreement between the experimental and the theoretical values can be regarded as

good because there are errors in estimating the width from the published spectra, and we

have neglected the extrinsic broadening due to the. apparatus used in the experiments.

In order to make a more accurate comparison with the experiments, the CPA

values of A(E0) and A(EI) are calculated for the x - 0.109 alloy. The calculated half-

widths of the E0 and El transitions are 13and 2 meV respectively. From the spectrum,

we estimate the corresponding values to be 8 to 15 meV and 3 to 6 meV. We see that

CPA values are in excellent agreement with these experiments. Because x is small, the

inclusion of off-diagonal disorder is not expected to change the calculated values

significantly.

Rnl60070 
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B. Energy Gap

The fundamental gaps of these alloys are calculated as a function of concentration.

The VCA gap is an increasing function of x with a slope discontinuity at x = 0.11. The

conduction band minimum changes from L-point to X(A)-point at this crosover. In

addition to the band gap, the effective electron mases and the band edge Ko are also

calculated. When the X(A) gap is preferred, the band edge moves linearly from

at OOO),-.1 to (0.8,O,0).,.. The effective masses at a given minimum increase

linearly from their pure germanium values to the corresponding pure silicon values.

Using CPA self energies, the band gap, band muses, and the band edge are also

calculated. The position of the band minimum did not change by virtue of the inclusion

of the diagonal disorder. While the effective transverse mas remains almost the same as

the VCA value, the longitudinal mass has a maximum of 12o enhancement. Because

the real part of CPA self energies is negative in the forbidden gap region, an extra bow-

ing is introduced to the VCA energy gap. Because of this bowing, the L.X(A) crossover

takes place near x = 0.13. The VCA, CPA, and experimental( 36) bowing parameters

are 0.06, 0.18 and 0.24 respectively. The calculated energy gap is plotted as a function

of x in Fig. 6.

Because of the negligible change in the effective muses, the corresponding values in

the pure materials are used in the calculation of the alloy-scattering-limited electron

mobility. The CPA X-gap E x and L-gap E L are fitted to a polynomial form. The gen-

eralized Brooks' formula that is applicable to the alloys with an indirect gap and multi-

ple bands is used.(15) The calculated electron drift mobility and the experimental Hall e
mobility(l) are plotted in Fig. 7, where the theory explains the qualitative behavior of

experimental results.(1) As observed,(5) even a few percent alloy concentration can

reduce the drift mobility substantially. It can be seen that the rate of decrease near
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x - 0 and x I 1 are quite different. This is because the L-edge has more s content than

a the X-edge. Because the a scattering is dominant in these alloys, the L electrons wae

scattered more than the X electrons. Precisely for this reason, one observes the dip in

the mobility near the L to X(A) crossover. For x < 0.13, the minimum gap is the L

gap. After the crossover, the minimum gap is the X(A) gap, and the reduced alloy

scattering increases the average mobility. For still larger x, the mobility decreaes

because of the increased alloy disorder. All these features are clearly seen in Fig. 7.

While our calculations include the inter-valley scattering mediated by alloy disorder, the

effect of other scattering mechanisms is expected to increase the dip near the crossover.

The calculated alloy scattering rate for the holes is several orders larger than that

for the electrons, because (1) the valence band edge has dominant p content, (2) the p.

scattering parameter (Ae, - 0.21) is only 1/7 of At.., which alone increases the scatter-

ing rate for holes by a factor of 50, and (3) finally, the imaginary part of the self-energy

is proportional to the density of states, which approaches zero at the band edge. Hence,

the hole mobility in this system is insensitive to alloy disorder.

In MCPA, the conduction band is pushed down, because of an increase in the ima-

ginary part of the self energy, giving rise to an additional bowing in the fundamental

gap. For an x - 0.50 alloy, the gap is reduced by 7 meV. The bowing parameter,

including the MCPA correction, is 0.21, which is in excellent agreement with

experiment.(3
7)

It is interesting to compare the results of our calculations with those of Hass et
sl.(34) In their calculations on the Ga.lnAs alloy, CPA introduced an extra bowing in

the fundamental gap. However, after the MCPA corrections, the total scattering was

diminished and the results were similar to VCA results. These results were explained in

terms of the relative strength and sign of the atomic term values and V B. We extend
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their argument to Si1Gej., alloys. The hybridization level of silicon is higher than that

of germanium. Because of its shorter bond length, the V2 of silicon is larger than that of

germanium. Thus, in this case, both effects combine to give more disorder in the.con- 0

duction and valence bands. Therefore, the scattering is enhanced in these alloys. This

explains the increase in the imaginary part of the self energy due to inclusion of OD

disorder in our calculation.

In conclusion, we have incorporated both chemical and structural disorder into the

calculation of the CPA band structure of SiGej, alloys. The calculation, based on a

realistic band structure of silicon and germanium, suggests that the band gap is an

increasing function of x with a slope discontinuity at x = 0.13. The linewidths of the

E0 and El transitions calculated by CPA and MCPA are in good agreement with experi-

meats. Addition of the structural disorder to the diagonal CPA decreases the band gap it
slightly but increases the s-part of the self energy considerably over certain energy

ranges. The calculated alloy-scattering-limited electron-drift mobility is in qualitative

agreement with the observed Hall mobilities.
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TABLE 1. Pseudopotential form factors

and the band parameters (in eV).

Parameter Silicon Germanium

V(V'3) -2.872 -2.872

V(.,4) 0.124 0.124

V(.V8) 0.638 0.638

V(vI11) 0.109 0.109

-16.175 -16.922

"p-16.109 -14.971
b.9

V51  - 0.111 0.131

VIP 0.040 0.150

v 0.025 0.030

v 0.050 0.100

200* RPT007
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TABLE 11. Band structure of silicon and germanium

(all energies are expressed in eV).

Silicon Germanium

Bands Calculated EXPTLa/EPMb Calculated EXPTLa/EPMb

r, -12.60 -12.4 ± 0.6 -12.56 12.6 0.3

L2v -10.26 - 9.3 ± 0.4 -10.74 10.6 ± 0.5

" Llv -6.99 6.8 t 0.2 - 7.65 7.4 ± 0.3

Xlv - 8.29 - 9.20

X - 2.55 - 2.55

L3'v - 1.11 1.2 ± 0.2 - 1.13 1.1 t 0.2

r 25v  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4-c 2.24 0.76 0.76

r2'€ 4.10 4.00 1 0.05 0.99 0.99

Fl $c 3.43 3.40 3.24 ,,a'

XIc 1.34 1.17 0.95

L3'€ 4.34 4.16

El.11 1.11 0.76 0.76

KO (0.8,0,0) (0.8,0,0) (o.5,0.5,0.5) (0.5,0.5,0.5)

Mel 0.89 0.91 1.09 1.59

met 0.16 0.19 0.077 0.082

mv  0.35 0.50 0.28 0.34

(a) References 21-28 a'

(b) Reference 30
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TABLE 111. Calculated values of E0 , El and their respective half-widths .

(E0 ) and AMEI) (all energies are in eV).

X Quantity VCA CPA MCPA

0.10 F- 1.290 1.248 ".

4Eo) 0.011 --

El  2.016 1.995 --

NE0 ) 0.001 ."

0.109 E0  2.028 2.009 "-

(Eo) 0.013 "-

El  1.318 1.275

NEI) 0.002 --

0.15 EO 1.442 1.382.,

A(E0 ) 0.032 --

El 2.083 2.051 --

NE I) 0.002 --

0.50 Eo 2.517 2.418 2.391

(Eo) 0.186 0.206

El 2.578 2.510 2.498

"NEI)  0.0308 0.0319

2R-0
w-
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Calculated VCA band structures of (a) silicon, (b) germanium, (c) Si0.6Ge0 .5
0 .'

alloys, and (d) Si.IoCeo.qo. (e) Calculated VCA values(solid) and the experi- *.

mental values (dashed) of the E0 and E0 peak positions are plotted as a
function of alloy concentration x.

FIG. 2. The variation of the imaginary part of the self energy E, (CPA) as a func-

tion of energy for x - 0.50.

FIG. 3. Calculated CPA complex band structure of the Sio.$Geo. alloy. Only the

bands in the vicinity of the energy gap are shown. The shaded portion

represents the alloy broadening.

FIG. 4. Imaginary part of E, (CPA) and E, (MCPA) as a function of energy for x

0.50 alloy.

FIG. 5. The variation in the width of the lowest lying conduction band as a function

of K. in the 1100] direction for the x = 0.50 alloy.

FIG. 6. The variation of the VCA energy gap (dash-dotted) and the CPA energy

gap (solid) as a function of x.

FIG. 7. Calculated drift mobility (solid) and the experimental (dashed) Hall mobility

(Reference I) as a function of x.
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